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ABSTRACT

Young people in post-compulsory education and training are targeted by a range of
interventions designed to tum them into employable, socially responsible, active
citizens. The fact that this group is viewed as problematic and transitions from school to
work are seen as increasingly risky means that the interventions have become more
inventive and more strategically directed. This thesis uses Foucault's concept of
govemmentality ( 1991) to ask questions about the nature of these interventions and to
explore the ways young people are governed through education and training.
The concept of govemmentality provides a critical tool that allows us to see the ways
neo-liberal agendas work through education and training to produce the desired
autonomous, entrepreneurial adult subject. It reveals the inventiveness of neo-liberal
government in its response to points of failure in the education system. It also sheds
light on the complex web of expert knowledge that works to create the "problem" of
youth in transition, "know" the target group and diagnose its needs .
Specifically, the thesis focuses on a senior college in New South Wales. At its
inception, the College represented a novel addition to the range of education and
training provisions on offer. Students at the College engage in a mix of general,
vocational and workplace learning within an adult learning environment. The
govemmentality perspective frames the following research questions to explore this
site: How can the existence and features of the College be understood in the wider
context of neo-liberal education agendas? In this temporal and geographical context,
what makes an education and training intervention such as the College possible? What
types of practices occur at this site to shape the conduct of these young people and what
sorts of conduct are aspired to? What types of identity/ies are valued and therefore open
to young people at the College? Finally, how do young people at the College shape
themselves and regulate their own conduct in this context?

YI

Through an analysis of the problematising literature on youth transitions, the policy
context of post-compulsory education and training, classroom observations and
interviews with staff and students, the networks of neo-liberal government will be
observed as they shape the conduct of students at the College.

Vil

CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION

Introduction

Like many education doctorates, this thesis has its beginnings in the classroom. The
classroom is in a senior college in New South Wales (NSW), Australia and a Year 11
English lesson is taking place. In this lesson, students are giving oral presentations for
assessment and one young man gives his talk on the comparative effectiveness of
various methods of getting rid of unwanted body hair. The fact that this student has
recently begun cross-dressing gives his topic a certain poignancy. The class laughs, but
not at him. He is meaning to be funny. He is neither lambasted nor victimised, at least
not during the lesson. Or maybe it all begins in an Ancient History class with a student
who comes to class after his shift in the kitchen of a local pub. He is still in his
checkered chef pants and he attacks his work on the Spartans in the purposeful way in
which he has just prepared for the lunch service at the pub restaurant. He is organised,
methodical and keen to note down the right answers and finish his work on time. Or
perhaps this thesis has its genesis in the comments of a student who recounts her
decision-making process in coming to this college:
I could come here and I could do my HSC, and I could get a UAI, and I could
get a TAFE certificate ... So if you're going to be at school. . .I'm gonna want to
get the most out of it as I can. Not just go to some crap school (Sandra) (Bye

2004).
These vignettes take place in a senior college (hereafter called the College). The College
offers a post-compulsory genera] education curriculum (Years 11 and 12) alongside
vocational studies. It is situated in a major metropolitan area in NSW, which even when
the College was commissioned almost 15 years ago, was already quite densely
populated with a range of secondary schoo ling options. The local area contains
comprehensive co-educational high schools, single sex selective public high schools as
well as a large number of private schools. However, despite what might be termed a
high level of market competition, the College's viability appears to have been secured

by the fact that it was seen to offer a necessary alternative to current provision. There
are no arrangements with feeder schools, therefore students who attend have made an
active choice to enrol. To continue in the ubiquitous marketised language of educational
provision, its points of product differentiation can be seen in a number of ways.
Specifically, this site was an experiment by the State government in terms of its
organisational structure. It was designed as a hybrid of T AFE and the Department of
Education and Training (DET) and this is reflected in its general and vocational
curriculum arrangements.
The College offers what might best be described as an integrated approach to general
and vocational curriculum. Students are able to undertake a post-compulsory program
of study which allows them to combine general education with vocational qualifications
and experience in the workplace. Depending on the program of study selected, students
can complete the NSW Higher School Certificate (with or without an Australian
Tertiary Admission Rank), a T AFE certificate chosen from a range of vocational areas
including Retail, Information Technology, Media and Performance, Design and
Hospitality and up to approximately 200 hours of industry placement. The College
timetable makes this mix of college based study and work possible by allocating one
day per week to work placements and therefore does not timetable classes on that day.
The underpinning philosophy of the College's teaching and learning approach is the
provision of an adult learning environment where students are responsible for
themselves. The novelty of this range of features at the time of the College's inception,
suggests that it represented an attempt to find a solution to a set of perceived problems
in post-compulsory education which were not addressable through the range of current
styles of provision. It was an attempt to address something that was lacking in the
current system.
My relationship with the College has had a number of permutations. I was a teacher of
English and History at the College for three and a half years. During this time, while
undertaking postgraduate studies, I also worked as a researcher on a project for the UTS
Research Centre for Vocational Education and Training (RCVET) which looked at the
vocational aspirations of students. From my research for the RCVET and my time
2

teaching at the College, I observed and interacted with an intriguing group of young
people. I knew that many of the students who attended the College had a range of
previous negative educational experiences which had left many of them reasonably
pessimistic about engaging with school. Some had been asked to leave previous
schools, some had chosen to leave previous schools because they found them
into lerable, and some had returned to education after short and often disappointing
periods in the workforce. A number of students lived independently while studying after
periods of homelessness or family breakdown. A good proportion of the student
population came simply because they liked the idea of being treated like an adult and
not having to wear a uniform .
One of the most striking features of the College for me during this.peri?d was its ability
to attract, retain and give second, third and fourth chances to a diverse range of students
who might not otherwise be in education and training. It achieved this while also
ex tending the education al possibilities for th e most able of students. In the RCVET
interview s and in classroom conversati ons, the students talked about the nature of the
changes they had experi enced in th eir attitudes and approaches to school and work since
coming to the College. Thi s is not to say that all students became ' model ' students. The
attrition rate at the College has always been quite high. However, many found ways to
remain engaged with school in ways they previously thought not possible. This allowed
some to scrape through and stay long enough to get a 'piece of paper'. This was no
small task given the educational his tories and personal circumstances many students
faced. Some turned into keen and able students who reported feeling a new sense of
purpose in relation to education, training and career planning.
Another feature of the College worth commenting on at the outset since it will be
returned to later in the thesis, is the atmosphere of the place. The College was a relaxed
pl ace to work and learn. Relationships between students and teachers and between
students and their peers were marked by a collegiality not common in most school
environments. Bullying did not seem to be an issue at the College despite an intriguing
mix of student sub-groups co-existin g in classrooms and the other shared areas of the
College.
3

From the RCVET research project and my teaching work at the College, a number of
questions emerged. This current doctoral study has taken up and developed these
questions. How can the existence, features and effects of the College be understood in
the wider context of neo-liberal education agendas? In this temporal and geographical
context, what makes an education and training intervention such as the College
possible? What types of practices occur at this site to shape the conduct of these young
people and what sorts of conduct are aspired to? In what ways are these practices
inclusive and in what ways might they exclude? What types of identity/ies are valued
and therefore open to young people at the College? And finally, how do young people at
the College shape themselves and regulate their own conduct so that they can participate
in what the College has to offer?
This thesis uses Foucault's concept of govemmentality to explore these questions.
However, before engaging with the work of this thesis, it is necessary to explain this
choice of perspective and to outline its conceptual framework. This is an
acknowledgement of the challenges and potential pitfalls for researchers wishing to
utilise govemmentality as a research perspective. The discussion which follows
attempts a detailed and systematic justification of not only the question of 'why
Foucault' but also 'why govemmentality' in particular. The goal of such an exercise at
the outset of this thesis is the creation of a sense of theoretical and practical coherence
in the text produced. This is necessary since the thesis not only uses the govemmentality
perspective as a tool to understand the ways young people are governed through
education and training. The thesis is also produced and structured by an engagement
with the processes of government. This will be demonstrated in the overview of the
thesis in the latter part of this chapter.
Choosing Foucault and his 'ugly word "governmentality"' (Foucault 2007, p. 115)

In conducting research, the choice of a research methodology always requires some sort
of justification. This justification is usually presented in terms of what a particular
methodology can deliver by way of promised results, increased understandings or novel
and insightful approaches to an issue. In a field of practice like education, there is a high
4

premium on research 'deliverables'. There are always issues requiring insights and
problems needing solutions. The possibility that research can deliver on these questions
provides the impetus for many investigations. For example, for those interested in issues
of power and education, the hope that research might deliver us from the effects of
inequality drives investigations. This is one of the reasons why critical pedagogy, with
its promise of emancipation through research insights and subsequent prescriptions for
action, has held such sway in the field (Darfer, Baltodano & Torres 2008). How then is
it possible to justify the choice of an approach which makes no such claims of solutions,
critiques the emancipatory impulse and in fact, does not even fit the definition of
methodology or method as traditionally understood? This is the challenge inherent in
the choice of Foucault and the concept of govemmentality as the perspective from
which to frame a research problem.
For the purposes of this introduction, the use of Foucault will be justified in two ways:
firstly, quite generally in terms of the use of the productive potential of Foucauldian
critique and secondly, more specifically, in relation to the uniqueness and breadth of
perspective offered by a govemmentality study.

Justijj;ing the use of Foucault - the power of critique

Having spent a great deal of time in the last few years immersed in the Foucauldian
literature, it is impossible not to notice the major trend in justificatory arguments as to
the use of Foucault in education research. The most common strand of the discussion
relates to the nature of critique and its uses. It takes up Foucault's well known statement
that '[t]here is always a little thought occurring even in the most stupid institutions;
there is always thought even in silent habits' (Foucault 2000b, p. 456). As Rose (1999)
points out the contingency of any current arrangements placed under examination can
be demonstrated by 'showing the role of thought' (1999, p. 59) in making them
possible. Once the thought inherent in practices is held up for examination, there is
always a chance of fresh questions being asked. As Gordon ( 1991) continues the point,
this ·is why criticism can be a real power for change, depriving some practices of their
self-evidence, extending the bounds of the thinkable to pennit the invention of others'
5

(p. x). Clearly, this is quite a compelling argument for the use of Foucault's ideas in
research.
Foucault, made a number of statements about this implication of his work. In the 1978
interview 'Questions of Method' (2000a), Foucault responded to questions about
possibilities and limits of what his work achieves. In one section of the interview
exchange, Foucault summarised what he saw as the contribution of his style of critique:
To give some assistance in wearing away certain self-evidences and
commonplaces about madness, normality, illness, crime, and punishment; to
bring it about, together with many others, that certain phrases can no longer be
spoken so lightly, certain acts no longer - or at least no longer so unhesitatingly
- performed; to contribute to changing certain things in people's way of
perceiving and doing things; to participate in this difficult displacement of forms
of sensibility and thresholds of tolerance - I hardly feel capable of attempting
much more than that (p. 234).
Despite Foucault's humble tone about what he is attempting, the possibility of 'wearing
away' the self-evidence of current practices is a powerful prospect and applicable in
many arenas beyond Foucault' s major focuses. In this thesis, Foucault's methods of
questioning will be used to reconsider some of the self-evident practices of education
and training in a bid to open up for discussion some of the ways we think about and
practice the education and training of young people. The further implications of
engaging in this type of critique and its productive possibilities will be taken up from a
methodological perspective in Chapter 3.

The introduction ofgovernmentality into Foucault's work

In the process of engaging in a Foucauldian style of critique, this thesis uses the concept
of govemmentality to frame the questions and the ways in which they are analysed. To
best understand the potential of this concept for education research, it is useful to
consider the context and goals of Foucault's introduction of this idea into his work since
it is here that the clues to the enduring impacts and usefulness of this approach are
found.
6

In a rhetorical flourish in one of the early College de France lectures of 1978 (8th Feb),
Foucault asks why one would bother with a 'notion as problematic and artificial' (2007,
p. 116) as governmentality. In answering his own question, Foucault states that he uses
the idea of govemmentality 'in order to tackle the problem of the state and population'
(2007, p. 116). Foucault goes on to justify this by placing this new focus of interest in
the context of his more 'general project' (Foucault 2007, p. 116) of analysing power
through a particular analytical approach to institutions. Foucault then outlines this
approach that he has so far demonstrated in his work in analysing psychiatry, the penal
institution and medicine. He summarises his method which involves what he calls a
' triple displacement' (2007, p. 116) since it refuses the usual methods of questioning
power and institutions. Firstly, it refuses an '"institution-centric" approach' (p. 116) and
shows that institutions can only be understood by 'going behind the institution and
trying to discover in a wider and more overall perspective what we can broadly call a
technology of power' (p. 117). This allows for a shift in the focus from the institutional
function to a consideration of 'strategies and tactics' (p. 118) rather than internal
functioning. The third shift involves 'refusing to give oneself a ready-made object' (p.
118) by looking at the institution from the perspective of the nature of the 'truths' which
made it possible. In this way, Foucault (2007) attempts 'a shift to the outside' (p. 118)
to gain a different perspective on the functioning of power.
Foucault then asks whether it is possible to apply this method of analysis to the state.
His goal is to attempt to analyse the state in terms of a 'general technology of power'
(2007, p. 120). He asks:
Can we talk of something like a "govemmentality" that would be to the state
what techniques of segregation were to psychiatry, what techniques of discipline
were to the penal system, and what bio-politics was to medical institutions?
(Foucault 2007, p. 120).
In this statement, Foucault focuses upon a concern with the possible scope and scale of
application of the analytical methods thus far revealed through his work. In his final
statement in this series of lectures, Foucault states that he is interested in analysing the
7

state in terms of 'men's actual practice, on the basis of what they do and how they
think' (2007, p. 358). His key concern is the issue of whether it is possible to find a
method that overcomes what had been perceived as a gap in his work between the
analysis of micro-power and macro-power. In the concept of govemmentality, Foucault
demonstrates that there need be no 'break between the level of micro-power and the
level of macro-power, and that talking about one [does not] exclude talking about the
other' (2007, p. 358).
With this new application of his approach, Foucault is able to demonstrate the wider use
of his ideas beyond 'the level of micro-power' . In the next year's series of lectures,
Foucault elaborates the possibilities of this application. In the

ih March 1979 lecture,

Foucault (2008) calls the concept of govemmentality 'a proposed analytical grid' (p.
186) through which relations of power can be analysed. In elaborating upon the idea
that this grid of analysis can be applied on any scale, Foucault states that in analysing
the 'the way in which one conducts the conduct of men' (p. 186), govemmentality can
be applied to government at the level of individuals right through to 'the management of
a whole social body' (2008, p. 186).
In setting up this mode of analysis, Foucault likens his approach to that of seeing set
problems from a particular 'point of view' (2008, p. 186):
What I wanted to do - and this was what was at stake in the analysis - was to
see the extent to which we could accept that the analysis of micro-powers, or of
procedures of govemmentality, is not confined by definition to a precise domain
determined by a sector of the scale, but should be considered simply as a point
of view, a method of decipherment which may be valid for the whole scale,
whatever its size. In other words, the analysis of micro-powers is not a question
of scale, and it is not a question of sector, it is a question of a point of view (p.
186).
In terms of the focus on justification in this part of the introduction of this thesis, I think
it is this feature of Foucault's thinking that gives the concept its usefulness. It provides
for a coherent approach for understanding power and government at any level from the
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macro to the micro. So although this perspective has its origins in Foucault's concern
with an analysis of the state, it is useful as a mode of questioning the workings of power
at the level of local practices and individual conduct. Similarly, although this thesis
might have its beginnings in thinking about the events of individual classrooms at a
College, governmentality provides a 'point of view' that goes beyond and behind local
practices. It reveals the 'intricate inter-dependencies between political rationalities and
governmental technologies' (Rose & Miller 1992, p. 175-176) so that 'we can begin to
understand the multiple and delicate networks that connect the lives of individuals,
groups and organizations to the aspirations of authorities in the advanced liberal
democracies of the present' (Rose & Miller 1992, p. 175-176).
However, justifying the use of Foucault's ideas to approach research questions in this
way is only a partial, technical answer as to why one might want to engage with these
ideas. While it is certainly an interesting exercise to seek to 'understand the multiple
and delicate networks' (Rose & Miller 1992, p. 176) of government, the wider question
of why it mi ght be important to ask these questions about the education and training of
young people in the early 2 1st century remains. So why is this type of critique important
now? What is at stake in reaching an understanding of the ways in which we are
governed and what ri sks do we face if we do not pursue such enquiries? In attempting to
answer these questions and thereby provide a justification for the shape and direction of
this thesis, an examination of the current governing context is necessary.
Wh at's at stake? - understanding political rationalities, neo-liberalism and education

The study of government is concerned with political rationalities as they provide the
fundamental features of the governing milieu. Rose and Miller's (1992) definition of the
term political rationalities provides an overview of the encompassing nature of the term
which represents:
the changing discursi ve fields within which the exercise of power is
conceptualised, the moral justifications for particular ways of exercising power
by diverse authorities, notions of the appropriate forms , objects and limits of
politics, and conceptions of the proper distribution of such tasks among secular,
spiritual, military and familial sectors (p. 175).
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This understanding of governmental rationalities allows us to see how at any one time,
certain practices of government (and not others) become 'thinkable and practicable both
to its practitioners and to those upon whom it was practised' (Gordon 1991, p. 3).
Furthermore, in his tracing of the development of governmentality from the emergence
of liberalism to his discussion of post-war developments ofneo-liberalism, Foucault's
analyses of political rationalities allow for an understanding of the 'historical,
contingent and humanly invented' (Gordon 1991, p. 3) nature of practices of
government. As Dean (1999) states '[a]fter Foucault, we know that. .. there is a
multiplicity of rationalities, of different ways of thinking in a fairly systematic manner,
of making calculations, of defining purposes and employing knowledge' (p. 11 ).
It is with neo-liberalism and its implications for education that this thesis is concerned.

Foucault's main discussion on the emergence of neo-liberalism took place in the 197879 lecture series The Birth of Biopolitics. The discussion is an extensive one, even more
extensive than Foucault had planned it seems from some of his comments in the
lectures. In this discussion he traces firstly the development of German neo-liberalism
via the Ordo liberals and then American neo-liberalism via the work of Chicago School
theorists . Although Foucault traces in detail the emergence of neo-liberal thought in the
differing historical and political contexts of Germany and the United States and outlines
the different features and emphases in their formulations, he also makes some key
statements more generally about the characteristics of neo-1iberalism. These statements
have become the source of analysis for those who wish to use his ideas in their own
analyses of neo-liberal government.
In his discussion, Foucault (2008) highlights the central tenet of neo-liberalism as being
'how the overall exercise of political power can be modelled on the principles of a
market economy' (p. 131 ). As Gordon (1991) explains, this occurs through an
expansion of the range of objects and ideas to which economic theory is applied. The
result is a rationality of government which proposes 'that economics concerns all
purposive conduct entailing strategic choices between alternative paths, means and
instruments (p. 43). This process of 'taking the formal principles of a market' and
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' projecting them on to a general art of government' (Foucault 2008, p. 131) results in a
governing milieu where the enterprise is 'the formative power of society' (Foucault
2007, p. 148). In this context therefore, the subject of neo-liberal government, homo
economicus, 'is the man [sic] of enterprise and production' (Foucault 2007, p. 147).

These qualities conceive the subject and indeed require the subject to. be 'rational,
autonomous, choice making and responsible' (Kelly 2001, p. 29) in all oflife's
endeavours, including education and training.

Implications for Education

Much has already been said in the literature about the implications of neo-liberalism for
education since educational interventions are shaped by neo-liberal agendas and
education is implicated in the production of the neo-liberal subject. This thesis takes up
the discussion on education under neo-liberalism as it focuses on two key themes. These
are firstly the link between the purposes of schooling and the processes of subject
formation and secondly, the neo-liberal subject ' s engagement with education.
In a genealogical study on the purposes of schooling in Australia, Bartos (1993) states
that 'at the core of national policies in schooling is the goal of the formation of adults,
and, in particular, the formation of adult citizens' (p.160). It is the nature of the shaping
of this adult citizen that govemmentality studies in education can shed light. Bartos'
(1993) ideas draw on a range of policy discussion which articulates the programmatic
designs of government in and through education. According to his argument, the goal of
policy is to focus on the responsibility of schooling for the production of the
autonomous, entrepreneurial neo-liberal adult subject 'who acts economically and
socially' (p.163 ).
This perspective on the formation of the neo-liberal adult subject is taken up as a central
concern in this thesis. The discussion focuses on post-compulsory education and
training's role in the shaping of the characteristics most commonly associated with this
figure. One of the questions asked about schooling, which forms a significant part of 'an
institutionalised biography" (Kelly 2006, p. 18), from childhood, through youth to
eventual adult status is: what types of educational practices encourage young people to
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conduct their lives as an enterprise? Furthermore, is it possible to explore governing
strategies in play through observations of life at the College?
However, an exploration of governing processes looks not only at the role of authorities
and institutions in shaping conduct and self. It also allows for a focus on the ways in
which individuals shape and regulate their own conduct and asks questions about the
personal qualities required of the self-governing subject. Edwards' (2002) point that
' current forms of governing mobilize subjects in ways that promote a self-reliance that
differ from those of a previous era' (p. 354) is an interesting idea to consider in relation
to the ways young people engage with education and training. If it is the case that '[t]his
self-reliance promotes consumption and enterprise' (p. 354), how might this impact on
the ways young people view themselves in relation to education and training?
Furthermore, what does it mean for the type of ethical work young people do on
themselves in their engagement with education and what might be the implications of
not taking on these attributes so valued in this context? If it is the case that ' [o]ne needs
to adopt an active learning approach to life and calculate the learning through which one
is going to enhance one ' s freedom and self-reliance ' (Edwards 2002, p. 358) what
happens to those who cannot or will not comply?
Finally, using Foucault ' s ideas forces us to think about how we understand the wider
education project. Hunter (1996) reminds us that using Foucault allows for an
understanding of education which foregrounds its historical contingency:
Foucault's argument implies that both the formation of the person carried in
modem education, and the social uses to which education can be put, are
inseparable from the actual historical assemblage of the school as a moral and
physical milieu dedicated to the mass training of children (p. 148).
However, when we engage in a ' history of the present' is it enough to be content with
saying that 'schools are simply doing their job in preparing students to compete in a
changed, neo-liberal climate ' (Bragg 2007, p. 253)? This thesis considers what other
questions we might ask about the implications of neo-liberal education.
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The key ideas circulating in the discussion of Foucault, neo-liberalism and education
presented in summary form here in the introductory chapter, underpin the discussion
throughout this thesis and as such will be returned to and elaborated throughout. The
following provides an overview of how this will be carried out.
Overview of the thesis

Taking up the governmentality concept as an analytical grid has allowed subsequent
theorists and researchers to apply Foucault's ideas to many different contexts. Early
seminal work by Miller and Rose (1990) and Rose and Miller (1992) provided a
template for many who have sought to engage in this ethos of enquiry. In both articles, a
means of analysis of political power and its exercise is developed from Foucault's
statements on governmentality. Miller and Rose (1990) in particular, demonstrate and
elaborate a form of analysis of political rationalities and their links to technologies of
government. They also explain the programmatic nature of government and provide a
range of examples to illustrate the productive use of these concepts. Following on from
this discussion, the 1992 Rose and Miller article emphasises the role of knowledge and
expertise and focuses on the processes of 'governing at a distance' (p. 173). The ideas
and ways of working suggested by these articles have provided significant guidelines
for framing the approach taken in this thesis .

The chapters
It is within the governing milieu of neo-liberalism that young people in education and

training become the targets of government today. But how are the broad neo-liberal
governmental agendas refined in order to focus on particular segments of the
population, such as 'youth', and how are subsequent interventions legitimised? In
Chapter 2, the discussion of how this occurs wiJl begin with an analysis of the academic
and policy literature surrounding youth in transition. However, although this chapter is
centred on the youth literature, it is not a straightforward literature review. Rather, this
chapter sees the literature as both reflecting and playing a central role in the government
of young people through education and training. Specifically, Chapter 2 demonstrates
that the academic and policy literature is part of one of the fundamental features of
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government, namely the process of problematisation. As Rose and Miller (1992) state,
'the articulation of government has been bound to the constant identification of the
difficulties and failures of government' (p.181) and it is these difficulties and failures
which create the points of problematisation so crucial to government. In identifying
these points of failure and problematisation, government then has its impetus to
intervene in the name of rectifying and curing ills (Rose & Miller 1992).
This chapter argues that, as a segment of the population, young people become known
through expert knowledge which seeks to define them in terms of problematic
behaviour. Furthermore, it is actually through the power of expertise that the target
group 'youth' is created. As Tait (2000) states, 'the category of youth itself can be
understood as an example of the governmental formation of a specific status' (p. 6) and
it is via this formation that the various characteristics and activities of youth come into
governmental focus and subsequently open to problematisation. Of interest to this thesis
is the nature and effects of anxieties generated by the problematisation of youth in
transition from school to work. This anxiety circulates in discussion of young people in
relation to participation in education and training, employability and citizenship. In
Chapter 2, the making of the youth problem around these issues is taken up from the
perspective of the ways in which expert knowledge, in the form of the academic
literature and policy discourses, frames the problematisations and contributes to them.
The discussion in this chapter also considers the links between problematisation, expert
knowledge and the generation of governmental programs, since 'programmes lay claim
to a certain knowledge of the sphere or problem to be addressed' (Rose & Miller 1992,
p. 182). Chapter 2 suggests that these features of government are made evident by the
academic and policy literature where young people are portrayed as lacking in skills and
where statistics showing numbers of students not in full-time education or full-time
work (see Curtain, 200 I) are used to project risky transitions. These focal points lead to
calculations of the risks and costs associated with school non-completion and open the
way for pathways engineering (Raffe 2001) and a range of subsequent interventions.
Chapter 3 is traditionally the methodology chapter of a thesis. However, since the
governmentality perspective represents neither the category of methodology nor method
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as traditionally understood, the chapter poses practical questions about the possibilities
and limits of the use of the concept. Firstly, the chapter charts Foucault's development
of the term, tracing the historical perspective provided in the 1978 'Governmentality'
lecture (1991 ; 2007). The discussion then turns to an examination of Foucault's use of
critique and the productive possibilities of using critique as an analytical strategy within
research. Specifically, the question of whether Foucault's position on critique as not
being a premise for making statements about 'what needs to be done' (Foucault 2000a,
p. 236) is in fact limiting, is tackled. Finally, the practical and theoretical implications
of using fieldwork methods such as observations and interviews in this thesis are
examined. The aim here is to argue for and establish a theoretical and practical
coherence for the thesis.
In Chapter 4, the College itself and its conditions of emergence are presented. In doing
so, the focus of the thesis shifts from the level of political rationalities and programs to
the technical realm of government. This chapter traces the possible linkages through
translation of programmatic statements about the 'new vocationalism' (Marginson
1997, p.169) into technologies of government, specifically the creation of institutional
pathways and the linking of general and vocational education in the post-compulsory
school curriculum. It will be argued that it is in this way, elements of the neo-liberal
concern for the creation of entrepreneurial subjects, problematised in terms of young
people and the risks of transition, are translated into programs targeting youth in
transition from school to work. The risks and problems associated with this period of
life, expertly elaborated by the academic and policy literature discussed in Chapter 2,
are targeted for amelioration through the techniques of pathways provision and
curriculum design such as we see at the College.
Underpinning this discussion in Chapter 4 and also the discussion which follows in
Chapter 5 is the concept of translation. As Rose (1999) describes it, '[t]ranslation links
the general to the particular' (p. 51) and is the means by which government becomes
possible through the linking of political rationalities with programs, technologies,
practices and people. Government relies upon 'the forging of alignments between
political aims and the strategies of experts and upon establishing relays between the
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calculations of authorities and the aspirations of free citizens' (Rose 1999, p. 49).
Chapter 5 asks what this might look like at the local level of the College. The chapter
begins with the story of the foundation of the College and traces the recruitment of key
actors and the ongoing involvement of two founding members of the College teaching
staff. In this discussion, aspects of the nature of the 'mobile and loosely affiliated
networks' Rose and Miller (1992, p. 184) cite as being central to government are traced
through the participants' stories.
Chapter 5 also includes observations of three classrooms. With the particular vocational
and general curriculum focus of the College having been established in previous
chapters, it becomes possible to see how curriculum goals translate to the classroom. At
this level of the analysis, regimes of practices, defined as 'simply fairly coherent sets of
ways of going about doing things' (Dean 1999, p. 21 ), are the element of government
focused upon. In this case, it is the teaching and learning practices which come under
scrutiny for indications of the ways government works at the local level. The focus of
the observations is the question of an adult learning environment at the College. The
College promotes itself as providing an adult learning environment for its young
students, yet few details on how this is operationalised are available in the promotional
literature for the College or its mission statements. The analysis of these observations
takes as its starting point that fact that 'the adult learner' and 'adult learning' are illdefined and contentious terms which have been widely critiqued. The aim of this
discussion therefore is not to establish whether or not these classrooms reveal practices
that match a definition of 'adult learning'. Rather, the goal is to examine the ways the
classroom practices 'are informed and reshaped by various forms of knowledge and
expertise' (Dean 1999, p. 22) and how discourses of aduithood might be variously
played out in the teaching and learning at the College. What forms of 'adult' conduct
are aspired to through these practices?
Chapters 6 and 7 are devoted to an analysis of the practices of self-government, the
ethical work that young people do on themselves. The student participants in this study
each told their stories of choosing to come to the College and recounted their
experiences of the College. The discussion is underpinned by an understanding of '[t]he
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role of schooling in turning out self-reflective and self-governing persons' (Hunter
1996,p. 160) and looks to practices of self-government to understand the accounts. In
particular, processes and moments of self-problematisation and self-interrogation are
explored since it will be argued that these are key mechanisms of self-government.
To what extent it is possible to observe these acts of moral self-problematisation and
interrogation with a view to gaining further insights into the workings of government on
the self? What work do the participants have to do on themselves to remain intelligible
as students in this context? The shaping of conduct through choice and a
responsibilising adult learning environment is explored.
Chapter 8 brings together an overview of the analysis of government made via a reading
of the College and its practices. It considers the practices of the College in light of
governing agendas around preparing young people for working life in 21 st century
Australia. In doing so, the chapter explores education and training's role in the
production of the new citizen, the new worker and the lifelong learner. The discussion
then returns to the notion of Foucauldian critique, its uses and its limits and considers
what it is we might want to ' do ' with governmentality studies. Foucault's statements
about the limits of critique are then viewed alongside his abiding practical interest in
'what happens on the ground ' (Foucault 2000a, p. 235) and the possibilities for
transgression of limits.
Chapter 9 concludes this thesis with a reflection on what is at stake for young people
when they engage in education and training. Questions of subjectification, conformity,
inclusion and survival (and their opposites) frame this discussion and highlight the
importance of examining what we do to and with young people in education and
training. This opens the way for an alternative reading of the College in terms of how it
transgresses expectations of what is possible in the education and training of young
people. The thesis ends with some final thoughts on the optimism to be found in
Foucault's work.
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CHAPTER 2 - THE PROBLEMATISATION OF YOUTH: A LITERATURE
REVIEW

Introduction

It has become axiomatic in Australia and internationally that youth in transition from

school to work are a problematic group. The literature reveals a myriad of studies
drawing on and embedded within 'grids of analysis and evaluation, forms of knowledge
and expertise' (Dean 1999, p. 28) which aim to detect, define and explore what might be
called a mainstream set of themes. Often these are presented as the causal features of the
youth problem. These themes include globalisation, the collapse of the youth labour
market in the 1970s, underemployment and fractured employment and ultimately the
failure of youth to subsequently enter into full and active citizenship due to
unemployment. In following the logic of the problematisation of youth through the
literature in this way, it is further possible to observe cycles of discussion and analysis.
The cycle usually begins with a problematisation which might give rise to policy
initiatives. These initiatives then draw commentary, critique and often negative
evaluation in terms of impacts. The negative evaluation of impacts means that,
according to the literature at least, the problem has not been solved and must therefore
be restated either in the same terms or from a new perspective. The result is a large and
growing body of literature devoted to discussion about young people, post-compulsory
education and training, and transitions to work and further education. It is in this way
that policy, academic and professional literature on youth contributes to the assembling
of 'the youth transition problem'.
The outline of the govemmentality perspective in the introductory chapter highlighted
the proposition that government is a problematising activity. This chapter takes this up
by arguing that the problematisation of youth in transition found in the literature is
central to the processes of the government of youth since all attempts to shape conduct
begin with the 'making' of a problem. This chapter is interested in a consideration of
the ways in which the problem is cast since govemmentality studies begin with
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questioning the self-evidence of any problem space. This includes considering how
problems are located in temporal, social and political contexts. As Dean and Hindess
( 1998) note:
Problematizations appear in definite social, institutional or professional locales
and can be assigned a time and place. They reflect the difficulties facing an
authority given a set of tasks rather than the application of a set of general
principles (p. 8-9).
Therefore, in focusing on the contingency rather than self-evidence of any
problematisation, govemmentality studies open the way for questioning the
rationalisations which surround any body of knowledge or set of practices. Moreover,
with regard to a body of literature, govemmentality studies also question the very tern1s
within which the debates ensue. With regard to the youth in transition literature,
although the discussion above made mention of a set of mainstream causal themes of
concern, this does not necessarily imply a coherent picture. There are a range of
positions and perspectives available in the Australian and international literature.
However, an argument can be made that there exists a point of focus of much of the
discussion which reveals something of the nature of the rationalisations which create the
youth transition problem. The element that much of the literature has in common is an
approach to transition that is focused on the economic markers of adulthood.
Specifically, the focus falls on the achievement of fu11-time employment. This in tum
centralises the question of employability of young people with resultant policy
initiatives aimed broadly at the responsibilisation of youth through education and
training. That is, it becomes every young person's responsibility to become employable
through engagement with education and training. It has been argued that this is
indicative of neo-liberal concerns or rather as Dean and Hindess (1998) would have it,
represents a neo-liberal style of problematisation. This style of problematisation is
recognisable by a tendency towards individualisation of problems and economisation of
life course markers. Therefore despite the particularity of any problematising project, 'it
is possible to identify distinctive styles of problematization' (Dean & Hindess 1998, p.
8). The contention here is that this feature of the problematisation of youth in transition
has had a significant impact on the emergent literature.
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Therefore, this chapter, traditionally the literature review chapter of a thesis, examines
the literature not from the position of demonstrating a coverage of the vast literature
which seeks to report on the empirical reality of problematic youth transitions. Rather it
does so from the perspective of examining how the literature reveals and participates in
this process of the 'making' of the youth transition problem while engaging in the
production of expert knowledge on youth. The importance of this process to
government lies in its power to 'make the objects of government thinkable in such a
way that their ills appear susceptible to diagnosis, prescription and cure by calculating
and normalizing intervention' (Rose & Miller 1992, p. 182). The College at the centre
of this thesis is an example of just one such intervention.
Finally, this chapter provides an overview of a growing body of literature within which
this thesis locates itself. This work seeks to use Foucault's concept of govemmentality
(1991) to explore a range of issues which surround youth transitions. This literature
represents a body of critical discussion of youth, schooling, training and transitions
which takes seriously the notion that the ways we think, talk and write about young
people matters.
Assembling the 'youth transition problem'

The dominant formulation of the youth in transition problem is a simple one, albeit one
based on a complex set of processes. Globalisation, the collapse of the youth labour
market in the 1970s, underemployment, fractured employment and unemployment
feahue heavily in the analysis of the experience young people moving towards
adulthood. One of the apparent tensions of this discussion, as it appears in the literature,
rests on the temporal location of the problem. Firstly, there are the studies which take a
'before and after' view of problematic transitions. In an analysis of this literature,
Goodwin and O'Connor (2007) delineate 'two historical camps' (p. 556) which see the
1970s as a pivotal point:
The post-war period up to the mid 1970s is characterised as a 'golden age' for
school to work transitions with young people making smooth, linear and
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uncomplicated transitions from school to work and obtaining their workplace
training during a 'heyday' of apprenticeships (p. 557).
This view is juxtaposed with literature that presents studies from the era post-1975
(Goodwin & O'Connor 2007). This body of work takes as its central precept the fact
that in the last thirty years, youth transition to adult roles has become a more complex
and risky process due to the collapse of the youth labour market and the subsequent
marginalisation of youth from full and active citizenship due to unemployment.
According to Chisholm ( 1999), these events created the trigger for a new focus in the
field from the late 1970s. From this time, the empirical base of research in Europe
became focused on '"blocked" and "broken" transitions to adulthood, but with linear
and sequential life-course patterns as the normative conceptual baseline' (p. 305).
Underpinning this problematisation then, is a notion of a 'normal' transition which is
now no longer accessible to mainstream youth who have otherwise enjoyed a
supposedly unproblematic transition.
In response to this dominant formulation sits a range of critical literature which emerged
to address what was perceived as the limitations of this analysis. Firstly, it took issue
with the focus on the post-1970s economic context as the temporal location of the
problem. In an early critique, Blakers ( 1990) for example points to research which
argues that not only is the world not ' like that' now, in fact for many young people,
there never was a linear, unproblematic transition from school to work. She cites
statistics which reveal that even in the 1950's, 'in the halcyon days of full employment'
(p. 7), teenage unemployment rates were 1.7 times higher than the rate for adults,
revealing even then a tendency of the labour market to discriminate against youthful
jobseekers.
Chisholm ( 1999) refines this argument with reference to the work of feminist
researchers who had always questioned whether this linear, lifespan model was ever
applicable to all. Citing the experiences of non-mainstream youth - the working class,
females and minority group youth - to highlight the limitations of the model, she states:
There were obviously individuals and groups whose lives did not match the
normative expectations that had been carried over, unquestioned, into
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sociological discourse on the life course. Until the 1980s, these 'atypical'
patterns were effectively treated as deviant or deficient. .. Minority-group and
lower-class men, together with almost all women, were simply "not up to
standard ... " (p. 305)
These groups therefore were not part of mainstream theorising. The fact that they
experienced difficulties meeting the criteria of a successful transition to full-time
employment was not considered an issue in terms of the utility of the mainstream model
of life course since the aberrant factor could be located in the individual or group rather
than the model. This served to leave the assumptions underpinning this model intact,
despite a range of challenging evidence.
The common base which both bodies of work - the dominant formulation and its
critical relation - share is that they work within a framework of transition that revolved
around a series of 'markers '. These markers, such as finding a full-time job, getting
married and having children, were seen to define entry into adult life (Theissen &
Looker 1999). Regardless of whether the normative aspects of this life course were
challenged or not, it has been argued that the marker of full-time employment has
dominated concern in the literature. Indeed Kelly (1999 cited in EGRIS 2001 ), has
argued that any presentation of' the "normal biography" was heavily structured by the
labour market' (p. 102) and it might be argued that this is also still a defining feature of
the critical literature.
The result of this focus of the problem has been a narrowing of perspectives and a finetuning of what has become the central feature of the youth transition problem - anxiety
over a single economic indicator of perceived progression to adulthood. This focusing
of anxiety is evidenced by the fact that 'the scarcer young people's employment
opportunities have become the more attention has been paid to their preparation and
eventual entry into the labour market' (Roberts 1995, p. 23 cited in Goodwin &

0 'Connor 2007 , p. 556). In considering the purpose of this attachment which sees the
movement between youth and adulthood 'reduced solely to the school-to-work-passage '
(Kelly 1999 in EGRIS 2001 , p. 102) it might be argued that it suits the purposes of the
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government of youth. For although government involves multiple inputs into the
shaping of conduct, it also requires a certain type of pragmatic reduction prior to the
intervention stage. This is the case because it is only once problems are closely defined
and delimited that the specific programmatic implications can be played out. In this
way, a single focus opens the way for a plethora of interventions. In the case of youth
transitions, the single focus on employment opened a whole world of education and
training possibilities:
Threatened by the prospect of a potentially excluded generation, policies have
been trying to adapt, to modify, broaden, prolong or narrow the trajectories
between youth and adulthood by increasing the provision and diversity of
education and training facilities (Kelly 1999 in EGRIS 2001, p. 102).
The range of ways this is played out in the literature will be explored below, where the
emphasis on full-time employment as the measure of successful transition pinpoints
what is probably the most obvious paradox in this aspect of the problematisation of
youth. This is namely the fact that while admitting that many of the structural certainties
of the labour market have disappeared, it leaves intact all of the traditional assumptions
about desirable outcomes for young people.
Conceptual shifts - expanding the limits of the analysis?

More recent examples of the desire to capture, describe, analyse and therefore 'know '
the field of youth transitions reflect the influence of new theorisations such as
individualisation arguments as well as continued questioning of the place of more
traditional structural analyses. One of the most influential works in this area has been
Furlong and Cartmel's Young people and social change: individualization and risk in

late modernity (1997). In this redrawing of youth experience based on Beck's (1992)
individualisation and risk thesis, Furlong and Cartmel propose that while young people
are experiencing school-to-work transitions ' in a period of turmoil ' resulting in ' a
heightened sense of risk' (p. 12) there are still significant points of continuity between
transitions of the 1970s and the 1990s, when their book was written.
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The perspectives put forward in this work have spawned a subsequent collection of
studies. For example, Goodwin and O ' Connor (2007), not content to consider the issue
of continuity over the last 30 years, suggest current understanding will be added to by a
reanalysis of even earlier transition studies from an individualisation perspective. In
questioning the conceptual bases of the claims made about transitions in the 1950s and
1960s, which drew largely on class analysis to explore and predict transitions, they
make the argument that an uncritical and nostalgic view of transitions in the 1950s and
1960s still pervades. They argue that this approach adds to the false dichotomy of the
' before and after' thesis and claim that it fails to take into account 'individual
complexity in past transitional experiences' (p. 558) which share significant continuities
with current transitions.
They conclude that '[t]he move from full-time education to employment has always
been fraught with risk, uncertainty, insecurity and individualisation' (p. 570) and in
doing so they add another dimension to the problematisation. One wonders whether, in
another 50 years, scholars will look back and make similar judgements about Goodwin
and O ' Connor' s preoccupations in the attempt to promote yet another view that claims
to be 'fully representative of the reality of transitions' (p. 558).
However, the influence of this line of argument does not mean that other forms of
analysis have fallen away. In a parallel argument for the idea of continuity, but from a
different political perspective, McLeod and Yates (2006) claim that 'constant theoretical
and political focus on "change," "New Times," and new forms of identity' which the
individualisation perspective reflects 'has been overdone' (p . 4). They make an
argument for the retention of class and gender in the analysis of inequalities that
schooling might produce in the preparation for transition.
These examples are revealing of the way the literature is subject to revisions and
overlay of theorisations , with each perspective attempting to, and often claiming to,
capture the 'reality' of youth transitions.
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Another conceptual dichotomy exists in the literature between psychologised accounts
and sociologically based explanations of youth transition experiences. In an interesting
analysis of the literature, Bynner (2005) locates this split as occurring between what he
sees as the US focus on psychologised accounts such as Arnett's 'Emerging Adulthood'
formulation (2000; 2004 cited in Bynner 2005) and European sociological accounts
influenced by Beck's risk and individualisation thesis.
From the above, it seems that a couple of interesting oppositions have been set up and
debated in the literature. These are risk and individualisation arguments versus class
based analysis; as well as European sociological accounts versus US-based
psychological perspectives. Each attempts to grapple with 'the problem' by defining it
in the terms of its own perspective. However, the goal of this chapter is not to assess the
merits of each argument. Rather, the position taken here is that these attempts at
theoretical refinement all serve the ends of government by finding new ways and new
places within which to locate the 'problem' of youth. Class-based, structural accounts
look at the ways in which institutions perpetuate inequalities and suggest interventions
at the state and institutional level. Psychologised accounts provide points of internalised
focus and therefore governmental access to the individual. Sociological accounts such
as those taken up by Furlong and Cartme1 (1997) have it both ways . While not
disregarding the effects of class and gender on transition experiences, they look to the
subjective nature of the experience to explore transition processes. The point they all
share is the fact that they are focused on describing and analysing a problem space
which in tum has the potential to provide the basis for new points of programmatic
articulation and intervention. And although for the purposes of this discussion these
positions have been teased out and separated, they do in fact coalesce to give
government its effect. They work together to form the complex and varied body of
expert knowledge that underpins regimes of practices at a site like the College.
Further, the productive nature of these debates can be seen by the fact that they have
spawned yet another subset of the literature - that of naming the process of moving
from youth to adulthood. As Raffe (2003) points out ' [m ]etaphors of travel and
movement have pervaded the policy and research literature on youth transitions' (p. 3)
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and this has been fertile ground for creative thinking- "'Transitions", "trajectories",
"pathways", "routes", "journeys" and "navigations" - find favour with different
authors,' (Shildrick & McDonald 2007, p. 590) - but often less so in terms of
progressing understanding. In attempts to create more nuanced accounts of young
people's experience these authors rarely step outside the dominant feature of the
problematisation. As one critique maintains, these authors share an economistic
perspective which features an intense desire to maintain the fac;ade of the 'imagined
mainstream' (Jeffs & Smith 1998 in Shildrick & McDonald 2007, p. 591). This
mainstream moves towards a version of adulthood which is delineated by specific
economic markers, the most significant one being full-time employment.
The key question arising from all of this discussion is what has it achieved? Certainly,
the arguments put forward in the literature seek to capture a more subtle understanding
of what might be happening in the lives of young people. The picture is richer, and
especially in the critical literature, wary about the limitations of normative formulations
based on sociological life course models, nostalgic perspectives on past transitions now
disrupted by global economic changes and totalising statements which purport to speak
for a homogenised 'youth'. Moreover, from the perspective of govemmentality, what
has been achieved is the creation of a problem space where particular types of
interventions, such as the creation of a new type of senior college, can be introduced.
These interventions have their logic in a model of government where policy solutions
emerge from problems named and defined in particular ways. It is in this space that the
problematising processes make way for the programmatic task of government.
To observe this in greater detail, the discussion will now tum to the Australian policy
and academic literature which describes the context which gave rise to the College at
the centre of this project. This example reflects many of the features of the literature and
issues discussed above. It attempts to locate the problem in time, focuses on the
employability of young people as the measure of successful transitions, and it
foregrounds the importance of processes of inscription evidenced by the use of powerful
naming strategies in the definition and description of the problem.
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Pathways and the skills deficit model of transition in Australia - from problematisation to
program

Of all the metaphors of transition used in the international literature, pathways has been
' particularly influential' (Raffe 2003, p. 3) since its first use by the OECD in 1991.
Australia, amongst other nations, readily adopted this metaphor as a key framework for
discussion and policy formulation. In particular, the pathways metaphor has been a
powerful image in Australian education and training discussions since the release of the
Finn Report also in 1991 (Wyn and White, 1997; McKenzie, 2000). McKenzie (2000)
notes that the report:
argued that the concept provided a useful mental image to explain the various
combinations of education, training and employment activities which individuals
may undertake over time to reach a destination such as a desired qualification or
type of employment (p. 2).
Whi le it has been critiqued for its propensity for linearity, economism and individualism
(Raffe 2003, p. 3), when viewed as part of a governing strategy, it can be seen that use
of the term pathways has served a very interesting role. In the discussion below, it will
be argued that like all metaphors, it can have multiple readings and in this case, multiple
uses since it simultaneously defines a (problem) space and represents a point of
intervention via 'pathways engineering ' (Raffe 2001, p. 4).
In the process of defining a space in which young people can be discussed, this image
has served to shape debate and policy formulation in a number of ways. Firstly, the
reading of the metaphor's meanings has varied. For example, McKenzie (2000 p. 1)
argues that this image portrayed a 'sense of order and structure' in a world of youth
transition that was by all accounts becoming increasingly complex and fractured for
many young people. However, as Evans and Furlong (1997 cited in Raffe 2003) see it,
the image 'gained popularity because it expressed the length and complexity of modem
pathways: a pathway is longer than a single step, and pathways may interconnect' (p. 4).
Thus the location of the said complexity shifts from being in the world beyond the
edges of the pathway to the nature of the journey along the pathway.
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Again, the role of this discussion is not to assess which of these readings of the image is
more correct, rather it is to ask how these varying definitions might be made to work in
the project of governing youth transitions. In fact, both readings of the image work. If
the difficulties of transition are to be found in the world beyond the limits of the
pathway, then the only sound thing for the responsible young person to do is to get on a
pathway to avoid calamity. However, if it is the nature of the pathway to be complex
and potentially difficult, then it requires authorities to step in since they can play a role
in the construction of pathways leading to specific destinations, even easing the way to
desired destinations (Raffe 2003). Either way, young people are brought into the
regulating strategy of the pathway.
However, beyond any debates about the meaning of the pathway metaphor, the
importance to the processes of governing of naming this space cannot be overstated.
The delineation and naming of this space thus provides a point of purchase for yet
another set of governing strategies. The nature of these strategies and their target
becomes apparent when the further implications of the metaphor are played out. For
example, Wyn and White ' s (1997) critique focuses on the implications of the notion of
pathways in terms of seeing each young person as the individual cause of their own
problematic transitions. According to their argument, the metaphor of the pathway
works on the assumption that the 'right way ' is out there and that each young person is
individually responsible for accessing their choice of pathway. The logical conclusion
of this formulation is that 'if some young people do not make it to the destination, the

fault lies with them ' [my emphasis] (p. 99).
Thus via the use of this powerful metaphor, alongside a variety of other governing
strategies, the individual rather than the structural impact of the global economic
situation becomes the locus of responsibility for problematic school-to-work transitions.
In terms of governing potential, this is a powerful shift. However, the stages in the
slippage are easy enough to observe in this country. In an historical overview of the
formulation of youth policy in Australia since World War II, Irving, Maunders and
Sherington ( 1995) pinpoint a number of key developments which have served to shape
current approaches to policy concerning youth transition from school to work. They
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point out that it was during the early to mid- l 980s that youth emerged as a focus of
policy, largely due to the new Labor government's realisation that 'immediate full
employment of the young would be impossible to achieve' (p. 248). The growing
realisation that youth unemployment was now a 'major structural dilemma, and a
growing and intractable problem across the Western world' (p. 244) saw the focus of
youth policy change in important ways.
Irving et al (1995, p.248) suggest that from the time it came to office in 1983, the
Federal ALP's youth policy was essentially framed around education and training,
rather than job creation. Post the 1991 Finn Report, policy responses in Australia took
up the pathways image and enacted interventions which increasingly focused on
strengthening, clarifying and modifying these pathways but nevertheless, always with
an emphasis on increasing the employability of individuals (White 1990). Dwyer and
Wyn (1998) cite the 1994 Working Nation policy as one such example, since it:
defined the young in terms of studenthood and saw the teenage years as a
"period in which to invest in education and training" as the necessary
prerequisite to "help young people to enter the workforce" (Commonwealth of
Australia, 1994:90) (p. 17).
As Dwyer (1997) points out, in this model, movement through the stages of full-time
school to full-time work 'as the prelude to the achievement ofresponsible status of
adulthood, citizenship and the parenting of the next generation' (p. 17) is presented as a ·
natural developmental process. In this fonnulation the word 'prelude' might be read as
'precondition '.
This shift in the way policy documents frame the issues has had a number of
implications for the way youth have been problematised. Specifical1y, with the focus on
training as the chief defining feature of this approach, an assumption is created and
perpetuated. The assumption is that widespread skills deficits among young people are
the cause of their lack of success in finding full-time work and making a successful
transition to adulthood. This shift to viewing young people as the problem is significant.
The effect is that the focus of the discussion has been effectively shifted from the
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changing global economic structures which created large-scale youth unemployment in
Western industrialised nations to the individual. The implication is that possession of
the right skills (gained through education and training programs), is the only way to
overcome the obstacles faced in the transition from school to work. In this policy
construction, the location of the problem has been shifted and here the slippage is
complete. The way thus becomes open for a range of interventions targeting the
responsibilised individual.
Schools remain a focus for initial intervention, especially in terms of attempts to curb
early school leaving in those young people for whom the traditional curriculum holds
little interest or perceived relevance. In terms of interventions, the outcome of this shift
has seen a range of changes made to the post-compulsory curriculum with, broadly
speaking, an emphasis on increased exposure for young people to vocational education
and training. Following these developments via the literature reveals how policy
interventions and their subsequent analysis and evaluation in the literature continue to
build the 'youth problem' by adding another layer of problematisation. In particular, the
efficacy of such measures has come under widespread doubt. Sweet's negative
summation is typical of this segment of the literature. After examining statistics that
report on school-industry programs and policy attempts to create opportunities for
workplace learning, he states:
The dominant impression from these figures is of a school system that has
responded little to the increasing diversity of student interests and talents that
has confronted it following the marked increases in retention rates observed
during the 1980s (Sweet 2000 p. 7).
Sweet (2000) then adds to his pessimistic summation:
In summary, the outcomes for the vocational education and training sector are:
no growth in overall participation; declining apprenticeship numbers;
traineeships being increasingly captured by adults; and a decline in the provision
of extended and broadbased courses. This record cannot be said to be positive
for youth, and stands in marked contrast both to the rhetoric of government
policy during the 1990s and to public expenditure priorities (p. I 0).
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McKenzie's (2000) commentary is in a similar vein:
Despite the substantial reforms during the 1990s that drew in large measure on
the Finn Committee's pathways imagery, analyses and recommendations, it is
perhaps fair to say that a decade later there is still considerable disquiet in
Australia about the nature and functioning of the pathways open to young people
(p. 2).
In these discussions, even though the focus of critique is on the interventions rather than
the assumed skill deficits of youth, they perceive and perpetuate a compounding of the
problem due to the lack of traction achieved by the interventions. Furthermore, they do
nothing to critically address the location of the problem, that is, they work within the
assumption that skills training should provide an answer to the youth transition problem.
Here the circularity and therefore the ultimately limited nature of the dominant
formulation can be seen. The same commentators who unquestioningly present full-time
school to full-time work as the measure of successful transition and engage in the
pathways rhetoric admit the failure (in their own terms) of interventions based on this
model. Thus the various literatures - policy, academic and professional - wallow in the
chum of outpourings which seeks to describe, diagnose, intervene and evaluate,
ultimately contributing to the problematisation of youth in transition.
Also looking at the issue from this perspective shows that there are always a range of
compounding effects of any problematisation which create new opportunities for
governing. The outcome of this multi-layered problematisation is a process of
inscription which sees youth as either the victim of an inept system (Sweet 1998)
reflecting the failure of the Government (in this sense the state) to effectively intervene
or as resistant to the 'right' types education and training. In both cases - as victims or
resistant - further opportunities are created for interventions, either via revised policy at
the state level to increase training opportunities or through a range of local programs
designed to overcome resistance. It is in these ways that knowledgeable discourses
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evident in and working through the literature constitute youth in transition from school
to work as problematic and provide points of governmental intervention.
Of course, in terms of governing strategies, problematic school-to-work transitions are
only one point of focus within the broader, powerful and knowledgeable discourse of
'youth at risk'. This broad-based label has been utilised to diagnose a variety of so
called problematic behaviours in young people ranging from homelessness and drug use
to failure to engage with education, training and employment opportunities. As Kelly
(2001) points out, the discourses 'of youth at risk are framed by the idea that youth
should be a transition from normal childhood to normal adulthood' (p. 24). In terms of
school-to-work transition, normal adulthood presupposes independence and active
citizenship through full-time employment. The calculation of risk associated with the
many areas of youth studies is an important strategy in the governing of young people,
since as Tait (2000) argues 'the preventive policies associated with risk permit a broader
distribution of preventative action. That is, a greater number of young people can be
brought into the field of regulatory strategies ' (p. 8). In the case of youth in transition
between school and work, when a point of failure is taken up in policy discussion and
represented by statistics which calculate, for example, the number of young people not
in full-time education, not in full-time work, and not studying while in part-time work
(see Curtain 2001 , p. 32) 'fields of visibility of government ' (Deleuze in Dean 1999, p.
30) are created. These fields of visibility bring into focus and delineate problems to be
solved.
The next section of this chapter will overview the growing body of work which refuses
to further engage in the types of problem creation outlined in the literature above. Using
Foucault's concept of govemmentality (1991) this literature reflects a method of critique
which may allow for a more productive analysis by encouraging new questions and new
ways of thinking about youth in transition.
Governmentality literature - schooling, youth transitions, citizenship.

There is a body of literature which has begun to take up the questions of schools, postcompulsory education and training and youth in transition using govemmentality and it
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is this body of work that frames this thesis and to which it seeks to add. This body of
work is quite varied in its targets of analysis but it establishes and draws upon some key
understandings which guide this thesis. The following discussion is organised around
aspects of the literature which inform my understandings of both the govemmentality
framework from a methodological perspective and how this approach can be utilised in
the critical analysis of current issues concerning youth, school-to-work transitions and
the role of educational interventions. As such, it provides a brief overview of the works
which are significant to the development of this thesis.
Firstly, this work treats the so-called problems of youth transitions as far from being
self-evident. In fact, the very status of youth itself is called into question. Tait's (2000)
work is indicative of this approach which begins with an understanding of youth as an
'artifact produced at the intersection of specific problematizations' (Tait 2000, p. 3). He
presents a forceful argument for understanding the category of youth 'as an example of
the governmental formation of a specific status [reflecting] historically specific methods
of classifying individuals as members of classes of persons, and subdividing time ' (Tait
2000, p. 6). In particular, the governing effects of segmenting the lifespan in such a way
are revealing of the teleological concerns of government. Youth is a (lesser ranked)
stage on the way to autonomous adult citizenship that serves the purpose of carving out
a segment of the lifespan for specific problematisation. Furthermore, the expert
knowledge brought together to create the category of youth draws on 'a series of diverse
disciplines that have posited youth as a problem' (Tait 2000, p. 45).
Viewed from this perspective, it becomes possible to get beyond the 'youth as victim '
formulation mentioned above and to look at how specific policies and practices shape
the problem of youth and create the specific concerns of the field.
Also from the Australian youth studies literature, the work of Kelly (2001; 2003; 2006;
2007 and Kelly & Kenway 2001) takes up the notion of youth as artifact and examines
the implications for how this artifact has been shaped:
[Y]outh is principally about becoming: Becoming an adult, becoming a citizen,
becoming independent, becoming autonomous, becoming mature, becoming
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responsible. There is some sense in which all constructions of youth defer to this
narrative of becoming, of transition. Moreover, there is a sense in which
becoming automatically invokes the future. Youth, as it is constructed in at-risk
discourses, is at-risk of jeopardising, through present behaviours and
dispositions, desired futures (Kelly 2001, p. 30).
The anxiety that this formulation perpetuates, 'translates into a raft of responses that
have young people as their targets' (2003, p. 166-167). To guard against placing these
desired futures at risk, Kelly argues that neo-liberalism's goal of an adult population
able to demonstrate 'well-regulated autonomy' (2003, p. 176) must be achieved through
the production of self-governing individuals. As will be seen below with reference to
Hunter's work (1996), schooling has a significant role to play in the production of this
subject.
The second major contribution of this body of work is the new perspectives it offers on
schooling and its purposes. The role of schools in the government of young people is a
central concern of this thesis and one of the earliest systematic analyses of this field was
Hunter's Rethinking the School (1994). In this genealogy of the modem school system,
Hunter uses Foucault's later work on government to write a critique of schooling which
moves beyond what he sees as the limits of the then current theorising by proponents of
'liberal political philosophy and dialectical social theory' (Hunter 1996, p. 148). Hunter
contends that Foucault's genealogical approach allows us to avoid the pitfalls (or
perhaps dead-end to mix metaphors) of 'treating the modem school system as a failed
attempt to realize the principle of complete personal development' (p.148). A
genealogical approach views ihe modem schooi in terms of 'an improvised historical
institution - assembled from the moral and material grab-bag of Western culture'
(p.148). Seen in this way, any analysis of the purposes of schooling must always be
made in the context of an understanding of the contingencies under which various
features of schooling practice emerged.
Hunter's (1996) genealogy is important in gaining an understanding of how certain
types of practices of the self became synonymous with the governing processes of
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schooling. He traces the emergence of State schooling to the 18th century where
government began to identify 'discrete domains' (p.148) for the management of
conduct. Under these circumstances, schools emerged in Wes tern Europe as instruments
within the domains of welfare and moral discipline, using new techniques such as
statistics as a tool to problematise the population and its 'needs':
State administered elementary education emerged as a new domain of
government in which the school would take shape as an instrument for training
whole populations in the capacities required for participation in more
sophisticated forms of social, economic and political life (Hunter 1996, p. 155).
However, if schools were to function 'as a means for the mass moral training of the
population with a view to enhancing the strength and prosperity of the State and thereby
the welfare of the people' (p. 148-.149), they would need to employ techniques for the
achievement of such aims. According to Hunter's argument, these techniques were
found and borrowed from the Christian pastorate, which had already begun to build
their own school systems in Western Europe in 'a project to transfer spiritual discipline
into daily life' (1996, p. 160).
That the contribution of Christian pedagogy was able to move beyond its theological
foundation and become part of secular mass schooling movements, stems from the fact
that it 'existed as a discipline, rather than an ideology' (p . 162). Hunter argues that 'the
organising routines, pedagogical practices, personal disciplines and interpersonal
relationships' (p. 160) that we associate with the modem school have their basis in the
practices of the Christian pastorate. This is possible since its aims were consistent with
the emerging art of government, that is, the production of individuals who could
'comport themselves as self-reflective and self-governing persons' (p. 160). The
activities central to these subjectivating processes are what Hunter ( 1996) calls 'the
disciplines of conscience' (p. 162) - the acts of moral self-problematisation and
interrogation in which an individual must engage with the aim of being better able to
govern their own conduct. These ideas are specifically taken up in Chapters 6 and 7 of
this thesis where they are used to explore the accounts young people give of their time
at the College.
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Another key Australian text which takes up questions on the purposes of schooling from
a genealogical perspective is Meredyth and Tyler's Child and citizen: Genealogies of

schooling and subjectivity (1993). This collection was a seminal and groundbreaking
example in the Australian literature of the use of genealogical methods and is of interest
here to questions of youth transitions to adulthood for its focus on schooling and
preparation for citizenship. In their introductory overview of this edited collection,
Meredyth and Tyler (1993) reveal the limits of then current debates which saw schools
as either reflecting ' humanist principles of self-determination and complete
development' (p. 2) or 'tainted by economic rationalism, corporate managerialism and
bureaucratic utilitarianism ' (p. 2). Their use of Foucault allows the discussion to move
beyond this limited view by pointing out that this focus on binary oppositions fails to
illuminate the reality that even if the rise of vocationalism and instrumentalism are
features of the educational landscape, young people, their families and the community
are not necessarily being coerced into participating. Choice and desire are just as much
a feature of this landscape and to acknowledge this is to acknowledge the complexity of
the governing of conduct through education.
Bartos' ( 1993) contribution to this collection on schooling and citizenship in Australia
provides a very useful analysis of the governmental objectives of post-compulsory
education and training policy. In this analysis the apparent duality of schooling's
citizenship project, specifically, 'the conjoint goals of schools as the locus of selffulfilment on the one hand and schools as the sites for the development of specific
economic and social capacities on the other' (p. 163) is highlighted and contested. He
argues that this dual project:
has been achieved by explicitly directing schooling towards the formation of the
autonomous adult. The argument has been secured in two ways. One has been
by arguing that contemporary schooling is a substitute for previous forms of
social organisation which generated authentic, competent adults. The other has
been through the figure of the citizen, and, in particular, the democratic citizen
(pp.163-4).
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Following on from these understandings of youth and schooling, the literature also
contains an expanding body of work which focuses on the governmental impacts of
current schooling policies and practices within local contexts. For example, in a study
from Alberta Canada, Wishart, Taylor and Shultz (2006) look at 'policy discourse
around Y AR [youth at risk] in terms of how the problem has been constructed and is to
be addressed. They also consider how existing technologies ofgovernment work to
produce Y AR and therefore present significant challenges to alternative practises' (p.
292). In this case, they explore the impacts of ' [t]echnologies related to choice,
treatment of students with special needs, and streaming [which they claim] naturalize
the adoption of certain programmes and technologies in particular spaces with particular
types of students (cf. Buendia et al., 2004)' (p. 302). In a similar vein, Bragg (2007)
examines the increased interest in 'student voice' in UK education policy. She uses a
local example of the production of 'student voice' through student participation in
school research to question 'power relations embedded in student voice initiatives' (p.
343). In another UK study, Pykett (2007) looks at the policy processes surrounding the
introduction of a new citizenship education curriculum in England. She takes up the
issue of 'policy technologies through which power is exercised, and by which citizens
are made governable' (p. 315) and questions processes via which policies are translated
into practice.
The contribution of these types of studies lies in their ability to illuminate local
practices in such a way that taken for granted assumptions about the purposes of
schooling, the needs of young people, the formulation and impacts of policy and the
shaping of subjectivity and conduct can be questioned. It is in this area of contribution
that this study locates itself.
Finally, there is also an emerging body of work which suggests that any examination of
young people and post-compulsory education needs to be seen in the wider context of
the emerging critical discussion of the now ubiquitous lifelong learning agendas. In an
earlier take on the issue, Edwards (2002) addresses the role of lifelong learning rhetoric
as a powerful shaper of capacities. He states that 'current forms of governing mobilize
subjects in ways that promote a self-reliance that differs from those of a previous era.
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This self-reliance promotes consumption and enterprise instead of thrift and
dependency' (p. 354). This discussion anticipates a range of issues which are addressed
in Fejes and Nicoli's recent collection Foucault and Lifelong Learning: Governing the

subject (2008). This collection provides a wide-ranging analysis of governing processes
at the policy level and also at the level of pedagogical practice. Moreover, it exemplifies
the continuing contribution that the govemmentality perspective has in critically
engaging with current arenas of policy and practice such as lifelong learning. As Bies ta
(2008) points out, 'lifelong learning is not a "natural" phenomenon that exists outside of
the circulation of power and beyond the influence of neoliberal governmentality' (p.
196). However, one of the major contributions of this collection to the development of
this study is Biesta's (2008) analysis of the various use of Foucault made by the
different authors in the collection, especially with regard to their approaches to making
' conclusions and recommendations' (p. l 98) based on their analyses. In raising this
point, Biesta (2008) gets to the heart of an important methodological concern regarding
the uses of the govemmentality perspective to carry out empirical work. Biesta (2008)
aligns himself with the writers who are 'more reluctant to "translate" their analyses into
recommendations for action because they seem to acknowledge that Foucauldian
analysis has implications for the very practice of analysis itself as well' (p . 198). This
important point will be taken up and further discussed in Chapter 8.
Locating this study and directions for this thesis

Thus taking from the literature the notion of the school as a contingent assemblage of
practices and solutions formed to cope with problems shaped by governmental agendas,
the question that must be asked of current developments in policy and practice is: what
types of problems (now) are schools being asked to deal with? Since the focus of this
thesis is young people in post-compulsory education and in particular senior colleges in
NSW, questions will be asked about what the College at the centre of this thesis tells us
about the shaping of young people's conduct through new types of education and
training. This thesis takes the position that the young people in this study are overlaid
multiple times in the vast discursive terrain (Kelly, 200 I) of 'youth ' - youth at risk,
youth in transition (from school to work, from school to further education and training,
from adolescence to adulthood) and youth under/unemployment. Within each of these
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sets of problematisations there are competing concerns which can be seen to provide
leverage for the range of interventions that seek to 'regulate the behaviours and
dispositions of young people' (Tait 1995, p. 128). In this way, the creation of new,
specifically designed sites and programs of study focused on an adult oriented learning
environment is seen as part of the larger objective to shape the conduct of young people
in particular ways. This thesis will explore how these agendas are played out at the
College.
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CHAPTER 3 - DOING GOVERNMENT ALITY RESEARCH:
METHODOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS AND CHALLENGES

Introduction

Some years ago, Edwards (2002) stated that '[ w ]bile there has been much written on the
governance of educational institutions, less attention has been paid to the
governmentality of education practices ' (p. 353). In this statement, Edwards echoes
Hunter's (1996) earlier claim that ' Foucault' s later work has, to date, had relatively little
influence on education research' (p. 143) since the field had been traditionally
dominated by psychological research and 'a "progressive" educational sociology
characterized by its critical disavowal of the system' (p. 143). Although it could be
argued that much has changed in educational research in the years since Hunter's
original statement, it is still the case that the governmentality perspective is underutilised in educational research. This is despite the fact that, as it will be argued in thi s
chapter, it provides a very useful set of concepts with which to explore the theory and
practice of this field. The promise of govemmentality as a framework for examining
current arrangements is the possibility of a more critical understanding of the ways in
which young people are being shaped in educational sites of all types and the ways they
are also shaping themselves. As Rose (1999) suggests, 'in showing the contingency of
the arrangements within which we are assembled, in denaturalizing them, in showing
the role of thought in holding them together, they also show that thought has a part to
play in contesting them' (p. 59). And if it is possible to think differently about current
arrangements, there is also the possibility of resisting their implications. The goal of this
chapter, therefore, is to describe an approach to research using Foucault's concept of
governmentality to explore a particular assemblage of practices and techniques for the
education and training of young people at a senior college in NSW.
An outline of the context for and impetus behind Foucault's development of the concept
of govemmentality was provided in the introductory chapter. In that chapter the key
processes of government were also introduced through the discussion of the structure of
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this thesis. However, more needs to be said about what this perspective means for doing
governmentality research. Therefore, the major concern of this chapter will be the issue
of methods available to researchers working within the governmentality perspective
which represents neither the category of methodology nor method as traditionally
understood. The question of to what extent Foucault's work provides indications of how
governmentality research might be carried out has been taken up by a number of
theorists who, when most successful, have ultimately sought to characterise the
approach as more an ' ethos of investigation' (Rose, 0 'Malley & Valverde 2006, p. 101)
than a blueprint for method. Therefore, following the work of Rose ( 1989; 1999), Miller
and Rose (1990), Rose and Miller (1992) and Dean (1999) who have developed and
demonstrated this ethos of investigation, an analytics of government approach will be
briefly outlined in this chapter with reference to how it might illuminate the ways we
have come to think about young people in education and training and their transition to
working, adult life. This chapter will explore what it means to take up this method of
inquiry to understand the emergence of the College as an example of a type of
educational intervention with particular governmental ends.
As part of this exploration, the final section of this chapter will consider the practical
and theoretical implications of using interviews as a method for researching the
processes of self-fo1mation and subjectivation which occur through the ethical work
young people do on themselves . The issue of the inclusion of interviews as the key
method in this part of the fieldwork brings to the fore the potential for theoretical
tensions since such ' bottom-up' (Hacking 2004) research methods are not usually a
feature of an analytics of government. Moreover, since 'methods rest upon
methodologies, which themselves embody particular epistemological positions'
(Alldred 1998, p. 161 ), the chapter also includes discussion of the ways an interview
text might be understood in this type of research. This will include clarification of
who/what is understood to be the subject of government and therefore what a first
person account might be seen to represent in this context.
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The challenge of governmentality (for doctoral) research

Foucault's later work, from the late 1970s, took as its central concern the concept and
practices of government. Upon his death in 1984, this work had yet to be compiled in
any coherent way and thus as Barry, Osbourne and Rose (1996) note, Foucault's
thoughts on government and governmentality must be read across a number of lectures,
interviews and essays. Moreover, it has also only been in the last two years that the
central lecture sequences in which these ideas are explored - Security, Territory,

Population 1977-1978 and The Birth of Biopolitics 1978-1979 - have been available in
their entirety in English. Despite these challenges, Foucault's ideas have been taken up
by a range of scholars, resulting in what Patton (2003) refers to as 'a "govemmentality
school" in contemporary political theory' (p. 527). Writers in this ' school' have assisted
students of Foucault in two main ways . Firstly, their work has often served to bring
Foucault ' s scattered remarks together, providing useful commentary. But secondly, and
perhaps most importantly, writers such as Rose (1999), Burchill, Gordon and Miller
( 1991) and Dean (1999) have taken up the ethos of Foucault's critique of government,
and used it to explore a range of contemporary issues. It is th e way Foucault' s ideas
have been taken up and used that is of interest here, since the question of how to use this
perspective to guide research is one of the underpinning issues of this chapter. Rose
( 1999), for example, explains his approach to work in this area in the following way:
I think it is useful to take Foucault' s ideas about government as a starting point
for these investigations. But I do not think that there is some general theory or
history of government, politics or power latent in Foucault's writings, which
should be extracted and then applied to other issues. There are those who seek to
be Foucault scholars. That is their privilege. I advocate a relation to his work
that is looser, more inventive and more empirical. It is less concerned with being
faithful to a source of authority than with working within a certain ethos of
enquiry, with fabricating some conceptual tools that can be set to work in
relation to the particular questions that trouble contemporary thought and
politics (pp . 4-5).
I quote Rose at length because his comments speak to a central concern of this thesis,
namely how to work with Foucault's legacy while doing research in the context of a
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doctoral dissertation. The appeal of Rose's injunction to enter into a loose relationship
with what otherwise might be held as canonical texts is strong. Playing loosely with
Foucault's methods (which have been criticised as being fairly loose in themselves)
would certainly be easier than making the types of claims of methodological soundness,
coherence and rigour normally found in traditional doctoral dissertations. Also being
slavishly faithful to Foucault as a source of authority would, it seems, go against the
grain with a thinker such as Foucault who resisted this type of treatment, stating "I don't
want to become a prophet" (Foucault 1988, p. 9).
However, despite his seeming modest claims regarding Foucault scholarship, Rose is,
by most definitions even if not his own, something of a Foucault scholar. This is not in
the sense that he directs his considerable academic energies to analysing Foucault's
texts but rather his familiarity with Foucault's ideas and his authority to use them to
fabricate conceptual tools, as he would have it, are unquestioned. The fact that he does
not have to prove his credentials as a Foucault scholar of any description is exactly the
reason why he can afford to play loosely with Foucault. However, writing a doctoral
thesis provides a particular set of challenges, especially if one is to consider the full
implications of the postmodern tum which 'raises issues of epistemology and the
processes of intellectual and textual production' (Hodge 1995, p. 35). To engage with
this system ofrecognition, one must at once demonstrate a willingness to be assessed
against 'the highest level for which standards are in force' (p. 35) in the realisation that
traditional 'academia's construction of authorised speakers' (p. 35) has been questioned
- but unfortunately some might say, not eliminated. As Hodge points out, 'the
regulations around PhDs are not intended to encourage radical doctorates' (p. 38). The
question of which rules to play by - 'the old fixed rules of the PhD genre' (p. 39) or the
'erosive assault of the ... postmodern critique' (p. 39) - has perhaps already been
answered by my choice of Foucault as a theoretical base for the project. The
implications of this choice are played out in the structure and conceptual trajectory of
this text. The following section will therefore endeavour to walk ultimately a fairly
conservative line between showing the requisite level of Foucault scholarship and
demonstrating an ethos of enquiry which is hopefully not too slavish in its tendencies.
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Governmentality defined

Foucault understood the term government in a broad sense. Gordon's ( 1991) summary
of the concept reveals the breadth of Foucault's meaning and the multiple relationships
encapsulated by the term. He states:
Government as an activity could concern the relation between self and the self,
private interpersonal relations involving some form of control or guidance,
relations with social institutions and communities and, finally, relations
concerned with the exercise of political sovereignty (p. 2-3).
More specifically, Foucault was interested in governmental rationality, that is, ways of
thinking about the practice of government and thus coined the term governmentality to
encapsulate this. Foucault provided a three-part definition of his use of the term
govemmentality which encapsulates both the meaning of the term and the conditions of
its historical emergence:
1. The ensemble formed by the institutions, procedures, analyses and
reflections, the calculations and tactics that allow the exercise of this very
specific albeit complex form of power, which has as its target population, as its
principal form of knowledge political economy, and as its essential technical
means apparatuses of security.
2. The tendency which, over a long period and throughout the West, has
steadily led towards the pre-eminence over all other forms (sovereignty,
discipline, etc.) of this type of power which may be tem1ed government,
resulting, on the one hand, in the formation of a whole series of specific
governmental apparatuses, and, on the other, in the development of a whole
complex of savoirs.
3. The process, or rather the result of the process, through which the state of
justice of the Middle Ages, transformed into the administrative state during the
fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, gradually becomes
'govemmentalized ' (Foucault 1991a, p. 102-103).
Foucault's definition which includes reference to the historical process that saw the
development of the art of government as well as its resulting perspective on power,
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reveals the complexity of this term, an understanding of which is best achieved by
following Foucault's own unveiling of it. To establish his concept of govemmentality,
Foucault in one of the central governmentality texts, the lecture published under the title

Governmentality, traces the emergence of the 'art of government' (Foucault 1991a, p.
90) from the sixteenth to the eighteenth century. The discussion begins with the
sixteenth century questions - 'How to govern oneself, how to be governed, how to
govern others, by whom the people will accept being governed, how to become the best
possible governor' (Foucault 1991a, p. 87).
These questions came to the fore due to historical forces (including the end of feudalism
and the establishment of administrative states as well as the religious upheavals of the
Reformation and Counter-Reformation) impacting upon political and spiritual questions
of rule. In setting out his argument, Foucault identified Machiavelli's The Prince as a
pivotal text around and against which 'the whole literature on government established
its standpoint' (Foucault 1991 a, p. 88). In this lecture, Foucault proceeded to map the
transformations in thought on the issue of government to the eighteenth century, tracing
the process he called 'the governmentalization of the state' (Foucault 1991 a, p. 104). In
doing so, Foucault demonstrated how the central concern of sovereignty over a domain
articulated in The Prince was challenged so that the concept of 'the art of government'
(p. 90), with a focus on the population , emerged. Whereas in The Prince the model of
rule is that of sovereignty over a domain, which essentially describes a relationship with
territory rather than a direct relationship with subjects, the model of rule Foucault
designates as government has population as its focus and target. According to Foucault
(1991 a) government's purpose is to promote the welfare of the population, seen in terms
of measures to improve aspects of life such as health, wealth, longevity and birth rates,
via a range of direct and indirect means.
This shift of focus to population became possible in a number of ways. First came the
distinction in the anti-Macchiavellian literature that '[h]aving the ability to retain one's
principality is not at all the same thing as possessing the art of government' (Foucault
1991 a, p. 90). As stated above, central to the sovereignty model is the relationship
between the prince and his principality. This is a relationship which will have been
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established through the use of armed force or by inheritance and where 'the objective of
the exercise of power is to reinforce, strengthen and protect' (Foucault 1991 a, p. 90) this
link between the essentially external sovereign and his territory. However, Foucault
points out that in the writings of La Perriere and others in fact, there was an
acknowledgment of other models of government, such as government of 'households,
souls, children, a province, a convent, a religious order, a family'(p. 90) all internal to
the state, which could illuminate the concept of government. One such example of the
illuminating power of such models comes from consideration of economy, conceived
originally as the 'correct manner of managing individuals, goods and wealth within the
family' (Foucault 1991a, p. 92).
According to Foucault (1991a), the importance of economy emerges from work by La
Mothe Le Vayer who attempts to define an art of government characterised by a sense
of continuity between what he sees as 'three fundamental types of government' (p. 91 ).
That is, where notions of self government, government of the family and government of
the state are linked in an upwards and downwards continuity. This means that when a
state is well governed, families within that state will be well governed. This in tum
means that individuals will 'behave as they should' (p. 92). However, this also means
that the individual who governs the state well will first have learned how to govern
himself (sic) well.
One of the implications of this understanding of the art of government is the way in
which the transposition of economic government to the level of the state is central to
this continuity:
To govern a state will therefore mean to apply economy, to set up an economy at
the level of the entire state, which means exercising towards its inhabitants, and
the wealth and behaviour of each and all, a form of surveillance and control as
attentive as that of the head of a family over his household and goods (Foucault
199la, p. 92).
Key therefore, to this equation of government are the notions of surveillance and

control. To achieve this at the level of population, the population must be known in the
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same way that a father knows the details of his family and household, since knowledge,
according to Foucault's definition, is central to government. The eighteenth century
population expansion gave rise to what Foucault calls 'the problem of population'
(1991 a, p. 99). It is now that statistics, 'meaning the science of the state' (Foucault
1991 a, p. 96), previously only considered as useful in calculating issues concerned with
the maintenance of sovereignty, becomes a technique used to plot the status of the
population. Thus developments in new types of knowledge of the state and its people,
based not on abstractions concerning theorisation of government, but rather the realities
of state administration, allow for the level of surveillance necessary to introduce the
requisite economy to the art of government. The new knowledge generated by statistics
also means that the family as the model of government can be replaced.
Through the introduction of the concept of economy with the help of the use of
statistics, the art of government emerges. And so from a 'study of the theme of
government in sixteenth-century political theory, Foucault develops a new paradigm in
which to understand the operations of power in modem society' (McNay 1994, p. 117).
Implications for research

A sound understanding of Foucault ' s thoughts on government is necessary because they
have a range of implications for anyone planning studies of contemporary issues in
government. First of all, focusing on the mentalities and techniques of government
expands the horizon of analysis considerably. In the discussion of the 'youth problem'
in the second chapter of this thesis, it was seen how in many ways, analysis of the issues
and indeed critical evaluations of current practices and programs focused very closely
on State and Federal government initiatives (even though more recently, the community
and its role in the lives of young people is increasingly invoked albeit, often in very
generalised ways). In Foucault's conception of government, it is necessary to look
beyond the state and politics to understand the 'range of multifonn tactics' (Foucault
1991 a, p. 95) employed to shape the lives of the population. The state is now seen only
as a single element 'in multiple circuits of power, connecting a diversity of authorities
and forces, within a whole variety of complex assemblages' (Rose 1999, p. 5).
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Therefore in studying the workings of government on the population from this
perspective, it is necessary to look at a whole range of 'programmes, techniques and
devices' (Rose 1999, p. 3) which shape conduct in particular ways. This means that an
analysis of government also looks at the conduct shaping practices that 'work through
the choices, desires, aspirations, needs, wants and lifestyles of individuals and groups'
(Dean 1999, p. 12). Furthermore, in focusing on individual choice and desire an
important distinction is made in this theorisation between government and domination,
since government in this sense relies on the exercise of freedom by the governed. As
Rose (1999) states, '[t]o govern humans is not to crush their capacity to act, but to
acknowledge it and to utilize it for one's own objectives' (p. 4). Therefore government
is seen not only in terms of the actions of authorities as traditionally understood, but
also in terms of the choices we make and the work we do on ourselves. Both of these
processes of government will be explored in this thesis.
This final section of the chapter is divided into two parts. The first deals with
methodological implications of a study of governmentality, understood as a discussion
of the assumptions guiding this work. The second will address the practical concerns of
method, that is, it will describe the steps taken to carry out this study.

Foucault's criticism - methodological assumptions

As outlined in Chapter 1, I understand this thesis to be engaging in a type of critique.
The role and importance of critique is something Foucault defended at numerous stages
in his life and work. When challenged in an interview on the issue of perceived
differences between critique and reform and the possibility that 'critique carried out by
intellectuals doesn't lead to anything' (interviewer quoted in Foucault 2000b, p. 456),
Foucault stated, 'I don't think that criticism can be set against transformation, "ideal"
criticism against "real" transformation ' (Foucault 2000b, p. 456). Foucault maintained
that criticism 'is utterly indispensable for any transformation' (Foucault 2000b, p. 457).
In this 1981 interview published under the title 'So is it important to think?' (2000b ),
Foucault very clearly explains the transformative potential of critique. He points out that
engaging in critique is not a process of making a negative evaluation but one of asking
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questions about the nature of assumptions underpinning practices which have become
familiar and unquestioned:
As soon as people begin to have trouble thinking things the way they have been
thought, transformation becomes at the same time very urgent, very difficult,
and entirely possible (Foucault 2000b, p. 456).
In his work, Foucault thus refused to distinguish in simplistic ways between critique and

transformation. In making this argument, Foucault showed that the place of criticism is
to therefore make thought amenable to questioning. If long held assumptions are
surfaced and things thought obvious become less so through critique, 'those acts which
are now too easy' (Foucault 2000b, p. 456) may prove to be no longer possible and thus
open to challenge and change.
In an interview published under the title 'Questions of method' (Foucault 2000a),

Foucault provided a number of further insights into what these ideas mean for
approaching research from the perspective of critique. Specifically, it means that the
raw materials for analysis are regimes ofpractices with the goal of' grasping the
conditions which make these acceptable at a given moment' (p. 225). The emphasis on
practices 'understood here as places where what is said and what is done, rules imposed
and reasons given, the planned and the taken-for-granted meet and interconnect' (p.
225) opens the way for a broad understanding of what might be worthy of research. And
although in this statement Foucault is referring to the research which produced

Discipline and punish (1975) as well as his earlier work, it is clear, especially in his
reference later in this statement to 'programmes of conduct' that Foucault continued
with these analytical interests in his later discussion of govemmentality.
And finally, the goal of engaging in this type of critique is not to use it as a platform for
promoting ready-made solutions. Critique may be a tool of resistance and refusal but
this does not mean it needs to be seen as a stage in a general program of reform .
Change, according to Foucault, does not occur through the actions of 'reformers.'
Change occurs 'when critique has been played out in the real ' (2000a, p. 236). By this,
Foucault means that it is only when those who have to deal with the realities,
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difficulties, problems and conflicts of any context no longer know what to do, that
change occurs. When the usual reference points for action have been rendered no longer
self-evident by critique, then the possibility of reform is opened. The implications of
this idea will be explored in Chapter 9.
More will be said later in the thesis about the tensions that this lack of direct linkage
between discussion, critique and reform might create. In a practical field such as
education, where movements such as critical pedagogy, for example, have such a
purchase because of their open, underpinning commitment to questioning current
practice and movements toward emancipatory change, solutions are often demanded of
research. What possible use can Foucauldian critique be put to in this context? The
latter part of the thesis will seek to add to the discussion on what it means to do research
from a govemmentality perspective and whether the perceived limitations of the
framework in terms of political critique are in fact an unnecessary, externally imposed
restriction which might usefully be challenged (0 'Malley, Weir & Shearing 1997).
Doing an analytics of government - method

So the aims of my research and the assumptions guiding the research are clear. Yet
despite Foucault's statements, the practical implications concerning this perspective
remain somewhat obscure. Questions such as how to do research using this perspective
have no clear cut answers. Foucault does not provide many clear statements about how
to go about it. Rather he provided examples of the method at work and from this, a
range of researchers have drawn on these examples to apply what has been called an
analytics of government (Dean 1999) to a wide variety of contexts. In this section the
question of fieldwork, specifically observations and interviews, and its integration with
govemmentality concepts will be critically examined.

Fieldwork - interviews, observations

Use of the tenn fieldwork in a doctoral project has a range of nonnative effects in terms
of the reader' s expectation of a doctoral thesis. As Alldred (1998) states,

~[t]he

privilege

accorded empirical knowledge makes research powerful' (p. 160) and lends weight to
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any position that a researcher might take in relation to issues under consideration. But
what might this mean for the production of a research text that operates within a
framework of understanding where there is, at best, an ambivalent attitude to research
authority and an understanding of any findings as being specifically located, contingent
and unfixed (Alldred 1998)? This section of the chapter therefore deals with the
question of what types of fieldwork and data might be amenable to analysis from the
governmentality framework and how such data might be understood. However, before
this question is addressed, a description of the interview and observation processes will
be provided.
For the purposes of this project, ten students at the College were interviewed. The goal
of this process was to interview each participant three times over the course of
approximately one year. The realities of conducting the research in this context meant
that this was not achieved with all participants. Some students dropped out, some were
closer to completing their studies than others and so were not available for the full year
and some did not wish to continue their participation. At the conclusions of the data
collection, six participants had completed three interviews, two had completed two
interviews and two completed only one interview. All interview material was
considered in the analysis.
Use of the tem1 interview needs to be elaborated upon since it is a term that can be
understood in a range of ways. Cohen and Manion's (1994) standard description of
interviewing at the 'less formal' end of the spectrum 'in which the interviewer is free to
modify the sequence of questions, change the wording, explain them or add to them' (p.
271) probably best describes the approach to the first interview and to some extent the
second. However, the final interviews correspond more to the description given of an
'informal' approach 'where the interviewer may have a number of key issues which she
raises in conversational style instead of having a set questionnaire' (p. 271 ). Over the
course of three interviews, this shift from less formal to informal reflected a desire on
my part to use the accounts provided by the participants in the early interviews as the
starting points for further discussion of th e experiences they recounted. In hindsight,
which I acknowledge is traditionall y not the accepted way to account for decisions of
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method, this emerged as a two-pronged approach. I followed up on issues that appeared
to be of interest or concern to the participants as well as delving into areas they hit upon
in their accounts that were of interest to me.
Having said that, the three interviews were to some extent themed in terms of my
interests. The initial interview was focused on the participants telling the story of how
they made the decision to come to the College, actions they took to make this happen
and first impressions of the College. At the time of initial interview all participants had
been at the College for at least three months and several of them, considerably longer.
The second interview was themed around the vocational focus of the College and
processes of career decision-making and exposure to workplaces via their studies or
self-initiation. The final interview canvassed both of these themes, building largely on
the material already mentioned by participants in the form of' catching up' with how
things were going for them.
All participants volunteered to be part of the project, either after looking at notices
asking for participants placed in the College paper or being put in touch with me by
friends who had already participated. In recognition of the time that they were spending
by participating (approximately forty five minutes to one hour per interview),
participants were paid $20 for each interview. It would appear that this token provided a
significant motivator for participants recruited through foends and word of mouth.

Integration of method with governmentality framework

The extent to which this framework allows a way of thinking through my interest in
what happens to young people in educational settings is the next point considered in this
chapter. Questions of how, or even whether, processes of subject formation might be
observed, especially in relation to the changes and transformations often described by
the young participants, are potentially the most troublesome if one wishes to achieve
any neatness of fit between method and research framework in this thesis. A partial
answer can be found in Dean's (1999) assertion that the govemmentality perspective
' seeks to connect questions of government, politics and administration to the space of
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bodies, lives, selves and persons' (p. 12). However, in most governmentality literature,
these 'persons' and their voices are missing.
As I introduce the word 'voice' into the discussion, I become aware of an urge to justify
its inclusion. This justificatory urge stems from a number of realisations about the
tensions between methodological assumptions and questions of method. Firstly, I am
aware of the potential for theoretical disjunction, that is, that I have introduced a
concept that might not necessarily sit well within the research framework thus far
described. The term voice, ubiquitous enough in particular types of research - feminist
research especially, in my reading experience - jars somewhat here and perhaps
indicates that I have come up against the limit of the uses of an analytics of government
method. While it is true that 'this type of approach ... provides a language and a
framework for thinking about the linkages between questions of government, authority
and politics, and questions of identity, self and person' (Dean 1999, p. 13), it is also true
that it is not a tool that appears to concern itself beyond this point of linkage. That is, it
does not concern itself with representations of the lived experience of individuals in
specific sites, who we must assume are being acted upon by regimes of practices as well
as engaging in ethical work on the self.
To some extent, this is to be expected as O'Malley, Weir and Shearing (1997) remind us
that governmentality's ' theoretical object [is] "mentality of rule" ' (p. 504) and not life
on the ground, as such. They also note that they consider this an avoidable characteristic
of the governmentality literature, which among other things, fails to allow for an
examination of 'the messy actualities' (O'Malley, Weir & Shearing 1997, p. 509) of
government. From the perspective then of the requirements of writing a methodology
chapter for a doctoral thesis, the question thus emerges, as to whether the 'analytical
tools developed in studies of govemmentality are flexible and open-ended' (Rose,
0 'Malley & Valverde 2006, p. I 0 I) enough to accommodate the inclusion of interview

material in any theoretically justifiable way. The answer, of course, is yes; however, the
rhetorical exercise of posing this question allows for a further discussion of the
circumstances under which this is the case.
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In a discussion of the potential uses of Foucault's methods for researchers interested in
the details of individual experiences in social settings, Hacking (2004) comes to the
conclusion that there is, in fact, a gap. His position is that Foucault does not provide us
with an example from which we can find ways to explore the everyday life experiences
of individuals. Hacking (2004) proposes that this shortfall in method can be made up for
through the use of mainstream sociological methods, without necessarily doing damage
to the integrity of either. Hacking (2004) makes claims for the complementarity of
Foucault's approach with mainstream sociological methods, which he aligns in this
discussion with the work of Goffman. In explaining the reasons for this gap, he
compares the work of Foucault with that of Goffman. He contends that Foucault' s
interest in systems of thought means that his research was 'top-down' (p. 277) while
Goffman' s focus on individuals in specific social contexts means that his research was
'bottom-up' (p. 277).
Of the potential complementarity of the approaches, he states :
Foucault gave us ways in which to understand what is said, can be said, what is
possible, what is meaningful - as well as how it lies apart from the unthinkable
and indecipherable. He gave us no idea of how, in everyday life, one comes to
incorporate those possibilities and impossibilities as part of oneself. We have to
go to Goffman to begin to think about that (Hacking 2004, p. 299).
It is not necessary to agree completely with Backing's position to be able to understand

that an interesting point is being made about the question of method. While Hacking's
(2004) argument is aimed broadly at Foucault's archaeological methods and he does
concede that his 'later genealogies are closer to how historical settings work on people
to form their potentialities ' (p. 288), he does not seem to include in his consideration of
this issue, Foucault's last work in the area of ethics, seen in terms of the work one does
on the self (Foucault 1985; 1986). For some, this work offers important insights into the
ways 'one comes to incorporate those possibilities and impossibilities as part of oneself
(Hacking 2004, p. 299). Despite this point of potential debate, it is true that Foucault
does not give us a picture of this experience of everyday life - the 'rich detail' (p. 288)
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that Hacking finds in Goffman - in his work. The fact that this does not reflect a failing
in either's work, but rather a point of departure in interests, almost goes without saying.
However, one point to consider further, which might give pause in terms of seeing their
complementarity, could also be the differing methodological starting points of Foucault
and Goffman, since it needs to be remembered that ' [d]ifferent research methodologies
provide different claims for the status of the knowledge produced' (Alldred 1998, p .
147). Thus it might well be possible for an educational researcher in my position to
pluck a range of mainstream sociological methods, such as interviews and observations,
from their methodological 'homes' in ethnography. However, understandings about
what has been produced using these methods have to be clarified since traditional
understandings may not apply.
These issues of methodological understandings and their links to particular methods
have been taken up and widely canvassed by post-positivist researchers working from a
range of research and knowledge perspectives. For example, in relation to the use of the
term 'voice' to describe the inclusion of participant perspectives and the possible
meanings of such inclusions, feminist poststructuralist researchers, have had to consider
these issues carefully. Research which has a commitment to 'a politics directed at
changing existing power relations between women and men in society' (Weedon 1987,
p. 1) and more generally to representations of marginalised perspectives in research
texts (Alldred 1998), has needed to also work within a theoretical framework which
questions traditional assumptions about representation, the subject and emancipatory
impulses. As Alldred ( 1998) states, these impulses are not always immediately or easily
reconciled since the desire to produce impactful research that is representative of
participant perspectives does not sit easi ly in the poststructuralist research context.
Alldred 's (1998) discussion provides a useful working through of these issues of
compatibility of method with ontological and epistemological positions and thus the
importance of making sure the research approach is well thought through . Using the
example of ethnography, she writes of its promise of allowing readers into the real lives
and experiences of individuals. For feminis t researchers in particular, its perceived
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potential to provide a voice and a platform for marginalised groups whose voices are
rarely presented is very attractive.
However, the seemingly attractive features of an ethnographic approach to feminist
poststructuralist researchers who wish to provide a space for participants to '"be heard"
and be recognized as subjects' (Alldred 1998, p. 150) and where for example,
'interview-based research and the dissemination of "findings" in the public sphere can
provide a platform for, or can amplify, these voices' (p. 150) may not fully reflect a
coherent position. Ultimately, the very same research which is attempting to serve the
feminist impulse to activist research needs to find a way of fitting with the
poststructuralist perspective which has problematised many assumptions which might
be seen as part of this approach. Included among these assumptions is the notion that
participant 'voice' represents 'the authentic subject, one whose subjectivity is imagined
to be independent of, or prior to, culture ' (p. 155).
Finally, the inclusion of participants ' words in the thesis is quite extensive in the
presentation of accounts, observations and interviews in Chapters 5, 6, 7 and 9 and the
decision behind this aspect of the text deserves some explanation. In an analysis of the
use of ethnographic methods in her poststructuralist exploration of subjectivation
processes in schools, Y oudell (2006) states her goals and cites the necessary caveats and
disclaimers associated with this type of work (mine included):
I am seeking to construct compelling representations of moments inside school
in order to untangle the discursive frames that guide meaning and render
subjects within it. My research process is unavoidably implicated in the very
subjectivating processes about which it speaks. Yet these data are recognizable.
They do not contain, expose or reflect any universal truth, but these p etite

narratives do resonate (p. 513).
Y oudell' s (2006) desire to create 'compelling representations' and her use of the word
'resonate' seem particu lar.ly apt in also describing my goal in the chapters in this thesis
where participants' words feature extensively. As a researcher and interviewer, I found
the accounts provided by the participants very compelling. The most obvious way to
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convey this seems to be to let the participants speak as much as possible so as to allow
their words to resonate within a text that is admittedly completely constructed within
my researcher's perspective and clearly impacted upon by my ex-teacher's perspective.
In this, I am aware of the paradoxical pull of desiring the reader to meet and know my

participants through their words while at the same time undoing assumptions about
what these words represent. In managing this paradox, the phrase 'suspension of
disbelief comes to mind, a term usually used to describe the momentary willing
indulgence in something that is not real, such as a movie or piece of theatre. When I
reflect on my own enjoyment in reading ethnographic research texts where participants
are allowed to speak at length and their lives and experiences are richly described, I
know that as a reader, I am drawn in. Is it necessary to believe what I am reading is
representative of anything other than a writer's attempts at textual production or 'true'
in any sense? No, yet it is still possible to allow it to resonate and it is in this spirit that
the participants' words are presented in this thesis.
The impact of these tensions on the research account that is produced has been dealt
with in a range of ways by feminist poststructuralist researchers. Alldred (1998)
ultimately suggests a hybrid approach 'in which the discourse of voice is employed, but
subjects are not attributed authenticity outside (dominant) culture ' (p. 160). Regardless
of the approach taken, Alldred' s reflection on her research illustrates well the fact that
attempts at representing individual experience in research texts is a complex process.
Thus, for the purposes of this thesis, a methodological discussion that links the
govemmentality perspective's understanding of the practices of ethical self-government
with 'bottom-up' research methods (Hacking 2004, p. 277) is needed to account for the
inclusion of participant interviews in this study.

The subject, subjectification and self-government

Dean ( 1999) provides a very useful framewo rk for examining government of the self
and therefore offers, perhaps, the beginnings of a way to appreciate the nature of the
understandings that might be gained from first person accounts of experience.
The analysis of the ethical government of the self, or of an attempt to govern the
self, involves four aspects (Foucault, 1985; l 986a; I 986b; 352-7). First it
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involves ontology, concerns with what we seek to act upon, the governed or

ethical substance .. .. Second, it involves ascetics, concerned with how we govern
this substance, the governing or ethical work ... .Third, it involves deontology,
concerned with who we are when we are governed in such a manner, our 'mode
of subjectification' , or the governable or ethical subject . .. .Fourth, it entails a
teleology, concerned with why we govern or are governed, the ends or goal
sought, what we hope to become or the world we hope to create, that which
might be called the telos ofgovernmental or ethical practice (Dean 1999, p. 17).
It was actually with this third, deontological concern with subjectification that I was

interested when engaging the participants in discussions about their experiences of the
College. In the telling of their stories, would the participants reveal anything about how
they have come to understand themselves as subjects of a particular kind? Would their
talk show how or indeed, if, their personal goals had become ' aligned with those set out
by reformers ' (Cruikshank 1993, p. 311 )? Would points of contestation or resistance
also be in evidence? Dean (1999) reminds us that ' [r]egimes of government do not

determine forms of subjectivity. They elicit, promote, facilitate, foster and attribute
various capacities, qualities and statuses to particular. They are successful to the extent
that these agents come to experience themselves through such capacities .. . and statuses'
(p. 32). Would it be possible to hear this through the participants ' accounts of their
experiences? And finally, what might be the nature of the work being done on the self
by these young people?
In his work on the genealogy of schools and in particular, processes of subjectification
through schooling, Hunter ( 1996) pinpoints key processes of self-probiematisation and
the subsequent work of the self on the self. The first step in the process involves 'a kind
of problematization ' (p. 158) whereby a self-interrogation occurs in relation to current
conduct and ways of being. As Hunter (1996) notes, ' we are the heirs to a whole series
of inventions for taking an interest in ourselves as the subjects of our conduct' via the
power of the Christian tradition and its impact on the shaping of Western schooling
traditions. Next, the individual must perform the required 'ethical labour' (Hunter 1996,
p. 158) on the self to, in effect, become themselves.
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Importantly, although Hunter (1996) notes that this is work done on the self, by the self,
' [w ]hat individuals cannot do is freely choose the form in which they will undergo
moral problematization and cross the threshold of interrogation into a particular way of
relating to themselves and living the good life '(p. 158). One of the questions which will
therefore be raised in the analysis and discussion of the interview material concerns the
nature of the governmental interests which might be seen to be shaping the subject of
education and training interventions. For example, to what extent has the economic
focus on youth in transition to employment and the anxieties inherent in discourses of
youth at risk, changed the identity options available to young people? Backing's (2004)
now often quoted reference to the ways in which the subjects of government are 'made
up' may provide some useful vantage points from which to interrogate the stories the
participants tell about themselves. If we take his statement that ' [a ]11 classifications that
stick exist only within practices and institutions' (p. 285) what classifications might we
see arising from the types of practices apparent at the co11ege?
Also, in seeking to clarify the issue of what it means to deal with interview material
from the perspective of governmentality studies, it is important to foreground an
understanding of the approach to language within this framework. Within the
poststructuralist framework more generally, the theories and practices of discourse
analysis are well explained and exemplified in any number of research studies and it is
taken as read within this framework, that language is central and 'the internal
organization of discourses directly forms and shapes realities and subjectivities' (Rose,

0 'Malley & Valverde 2006, p. 89). However, the govemmentality perspective refines
and decentres this position on language and arrives at the formulation that '[l]anguage
and other signifying systems [are] instead regarded as one element among many for
rendering reality governable (Rose, O'Ma11ey & Valverde 2006, p. 89). Thus, in the
discussion of the participant accounts/interview material presented later in this thesis,
while recourse may be made to some of the tools of discourse analysis, the focus will be
on the ways in which the participants' language may reveal moments of selfinterrogation, self-problematisation (Hunter 1996) and evidence of particular types of
ethical work on the self.
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Conclusion

In a review of governmentality research and commentary produced in the thirty years
since Foucault introduced the term, Rose, 0 'Malley and Valverde (2006) note the fact
that despite the production of examples of research utilising this perspective, 'a coherent
methodology' (p. 94) has not emerged. Indeed, even seemingly quite central questions
concerning the role of governmentality analyses as being descriptive in focus or a tool
for critique, have not necessarily been resolved. However, they also confirm that despite
this, the approach has provided fertile ground for a range of researchers to use it as a
way 'to render intelligible ways of thinking, acting, and governing in a multitude of
different practical sites, distant from the lofty concerns of political philosophy and
analyses of machinations in high places given by political scientists and others' (p. 94).
Furthermore, it has provided a useful tool for not only researchers but also practitioners
working in the so-called 'low-status regions of applied knowledge' (p. 94) who want to
examine the practices they witness and in which they participate. To the extent that
education might be classified in this way and the fact that I was once a teacher in the
site presented in this study, this may be an apt summation of the obvious draw that the
governmentality framework represents for me.

In this review of the use of the govemmentality perspective in research, Rose, 0 'Malley
and Valverde (2006) also provide further incentive, the nature of which has driven the
direction of this methodology chapter, in reassuring us that '[t]he analytical tools
developed in studies of governmentality are flexible and open-ended. They are
compatible with many other methods' (p. 101 ). The above discussion has taken these
statements as the central permission to play loosely and creatively with Foucault's
methods, to return to Rose's (1999) earlier quoted statement, in identifying and to some
extent justifying the approach taken in this thesis.
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CHAPTER 4 - FROM PROGRAMMATIC STATEMENTS TO
TECHNOLOGIES OF GOVERNMENT: THE COLLEGE IN CONTEXT

Introduction

The task of this chapter is to present an overview of the College at the centre of this
investigation. It is important to note at the outset that while there might be any number
of ways to present an educational site as an object of research, this overview is bounded
by the frame of governmentality. As outlined in the previous chapter, this frame does
not necessarily provide a template for the 'doing' of research but it does provide a
boundary around the types of questions which can be asked. I have opened the chapter
with this comment because there is already a small body of work on senior colleges in
NSW which is indicative of the types of research questions commonly asked about
education and training initiatives. This type of research (see Polesel 2002; Polesel,
Teese, & O'Brien 2000; te Reile 2000; 2003 ; 2004) concerns itself mostly with
measures of success of th e senior coll eges and looks at a range of outcomes to
demonstrate its interests and concerns. This existing body of work will be used as both a
starting point and also a point of departure and differentiation since this thesis is
concerned with different questions. Therefore, this chapter begins with an overview of
the existing current research into senior colleges in NSW before going on to frame the
College and its processes and methods in terms of governing practices.
Current understandings of senior colleges

Unlike some other parts of Australia such Tasmania and the ACT, NSW has not had a
long or widespread history of utilising senior colleges for the post-compulsory years of
schooling. However, some work has been done on the introduction and success of
senior colleges and the senior college model(s) in NSW since the mid-l 990s (Polesel,
Teese, & O'Brien 2001; Polesel 2002; te Riele 2003, 2004). Findings so far appear to
reveal the success of these new senior colleges. For example, a 200 I report on the
original five colleges established in NSW (of which the College is one) found that these
sites are 'high ly regarded by the majority of their students and their teachers, and are
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perceived as effective learning environments which also impart a range of social and
personal skills' (Polesel, Teese, & O'Brien 2001, p. 23). The report found that students
feel productive, autonomous and that they feel they have choices about the management
of their education for the first time in their lives. Adult learning environments, with an
emphasis on positive relationships between young people, teachers and administration
create a better fit between participants' sense of themselves as young adults and their
educational needs. As such, it would appear that these sites play an important role in the
range of interventions aimed at keeping young people in education and training and out
of unemployment statistics. In particular, they are noted in the report for being
successful in attracting and retaining groups traditionally resistant to mainstream
educational offerings and therefore most likely to contribute to youth unemployment
statistics - ' drop-outs', re-entry students who have previously not completed high
school qualifications and disaffected young males (Polesel, Teese, & O'Brien 2001).
However, (inevitably) questions remain which are not addressed in this type of research,
useful though it may be. This gap provides a good point of differentiation in tem1s of
the aims of the existing body of research and this thesis. In simple terms, the point of
differentiation and departure might be seen as the difference between a body of research
which focuses on outcomes of education and training and an approach which asks
questions about how processes, places and practices came into being. A study
influenced by the concept of governmentality asks how it came to be that these senior
colleges were seen as a potential useful addition to the range of educational
interventions already on offer in NSW. Ultimately, a govemmentality study is interested
in how young people are governed in and through these sites. For example, one of the
features of the College which distinguishes it from senior college arrangements in other
states in Australia (as well as some of the newer colleges in NSW), is the fact that it
operates as an alternative to mainstream offerings, that is, there are no arrangements
with 'feeder' institutions. It therefore attracts young people who wish to exercise some
choice in their post-compulsory education arrangements. How is this choice made

attractive? Also, given the fact that many of the young people who exercise this choice
might traditionally have been said to have embodied resistant identities, what new types
of youthful identities (Tait 2000) are being shaped in the senior college environment?
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Educational outcomes, such as completion rates and successful transition to work or
further study, suggest that a good number of students experience success in these
contexts, at least in terms of the usual measures and expectations of a 'normal'
transition. If this is the case, how are resistant subjects enticed into conducting
themselves in ways more amenable to neo-liberal government? Also, given the central
role accorded to work preparation by aspects of the College curriculum, which will be
discussed below, how is the College seeking to shape the ideas, capacities and
expectations of the future workers it produces? In doing so, the role of the College in
shaping the ideal type (Williams & Hawke 2003) of young adult ready for the
workforce might usefully be explored. And ultimately, questions also arise concerning
the type of citizenship young people are being prepared for in these new 'governable
spaces' (Rose 1999, p. 31).
Of course, there are no clear answers to these types of questions. Government is
complex and the everyday practices we might observe in the education and training of
young people emerge from what Dean and Hindess (1998) remind us is an 'inventive,
strategic, technical and artful set of "assemblages" ' (p. 8) made up of practices that
have their bases in divers e fields of expert and practical knowledge and their
rationalisation in governmental agendas.
Therefore, the site as presented in this chapter, will be seen in terms of such
assemblages and thus made accessible to our understanding via some of the tools
afforded by an analytics of government approach which links political rationalities with
networks of strategies and techniques for shaping conduct. In providing a brief
overview of the College in terms of its links to programmatic statements and policies
the College will be viewed as part of the trend towards a more clearly articulated
version of the governmental ambition to shape active citizens and future workers. It will
also be argued that this shaping of conduct occurs through the mobilisation of a range of
resources and authorities and results in practices designed to elicit particular norms of
behaviour (Rose 1999; Dean 1999). The shape and function of the College will be
presented and explored in terms of the extent to which it reflects the goals of neo-liberal
government to produce an ideal learner-worker-citizen (Williams & Hawke 2003).
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Therefore, an analytics of government approach with its focus on asking 'how'
questions, embraces the complexity of government and does not seek the resting place
of simple answers.
This chapter, in presenting the site of study, draws on a range of genealogical work
done on questions concerning the role of schooling and educational practices. This work
has been useful in understanding the site under study because it has identified key
elements of the 'mentalities of government' apparent in educational contexts. Some of
these 'mentalities of government' are certainly evident in policies and interventions
which can be traced to State and Federal government initiatives. However, in Foucault's
conception of government, it is necessary to look beyond the state and politics to
understand the 'range of multiform tactics' (Foucault 1991 , p. 95) employed to shape
the lives of the population. The state is now seen only as a single element 'in multiple
circuits of power, connecting a diversity of authorities and forces , within a whole
variety of complex assemblages' (Rose 1999, p. 5). In this case, post-compulsory
education and training policy, often viewed as enacting a narrow, instrumental
approach, is seen as only one of the forces shaping conduct and outcomes in a broader
consideration of how neo-liberal government occurs. The contribution of this project
then, is to present a localised account of how these governmental aims have been
carried out or translated (Rose 1999). It is this process of translation, then, that becomes
crucial to an understanding of the College's emergence.
As outlined in the previous chapter, much of the interest of this thesis lies with 'the
subjects of government' (Rose 1999, p .48), that is, the individuals and groups who
participate in this translation process and whose lives are shaped by these translations.
Studies of govemmentality traditionally have as their focus the big picture, since the
canvass afforded by a consideration of mentalities of government is necessarily broad.
However, with its focus on the processes and outcomes of translation, this project is
concerned with the smaller rather than the bigger picture - a single college site, scenes
of everyday classroom practices, the stories of individual teachers and students. In
presenting the College as outlined above, this chapter functions as a prelude to the
presentation of the major empirical work of the project in the fo1lowing chapters.
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The College - new institutional arrangements, curriculum orientation and pedagogical
practices

The College, situated in a major metropolitan area in NSW was commissioned almost
fifteen years ago. It was one of the first five senior colleges instituted in NSW (Polesel,
Teese, & 0 'Brien 200 I). As indicated above, unlike most other states in Australia,
NSW had no established system of senior schools at this time. In fact, the emergence of
the first five colleges also failed to establish any specific model since each of the
colleges operated in a different way. As Polesel et al (200 I) note in an early study of the
colleges, they were 'more striking in their differences than in their similarities' (Polesel
et al. 200 I).
In providing one account of the emergence of senior high schools in Australia, Polesel
(2002) portrays a policy context ripe for intervention:
Public education at the secondary level is exposed to many tensions in Australia.
These include early leaving, low achievement and poor transition outcomes for
some groups, student dissatisfaction, teacher malaise, poor employment
outcomes for early leavers and persistent inequalities in participation and
outcomes (2002, p. 205).
This summary of the context within which senior colleges emerged in NSW is revealing
of a range of governmental concerns about schooling and young people. Viewed in this
light, the emergence of senior colleges, including the College, might be traced to the
problematisation of youth more generally, as discussed in Chapter 2, and more
specifically to the ways in which this form of problematisation is played out in the
programmatic discussion of post-compulsory schooling. As such the senior college
operates as a technology of government, part of a practical response to a problem that
has been shaped by neo-liberal anxieties about young people and employability.
Polesel (2002) makes this link between the prob.lem as broadly stated and the specific
direction in which interventions might be directed. In his analysis, he cites the need for
curriculum diversity and flexibility of pathways as being the drivers of planning. This
commentary offers an interesting glimpse of the processes by which governmental
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ambitions are refined into specific technologies and techniques. The broad 'youth
transition problem' as outlined in Chapter 2 has been articulated into the programmatic
discussion of secondary schooling, which in turn reveals anxieties around school
outcomes as they relate to problematic transitions to work. With the focus now down to
schooling and its role in making sure young people are prepared for work, the
discussion turns to the specifics of institutional arrangements and curriculum. Viewed
here as technologies of government, institutional arrangements and curriculum choices
are enacted in efforts to further the ends of government. In effect, they act to translate
concerns with employability into regimes of practices which shape what will happen
within classrooms.
It is to the question of 'curriculum breadth and flexibility' , as mentioned by Polesel,

(2002, p.207) that the discussion will now tum, since although the phrase 'curriculum
breadth and flexibility ' might be interpreted in a range of ways, it can be seen to have
been interpreted in quite a specific way at the College.

Curriculum - a response to the 'new vocationalism'

As outlined in Chapter 1, the approach to curriculum set the College apart from most
other forms of post-compulsory institutional offerings at the time. The College was seen
very much as an experiment at the time of inception. For the first time, students at the
College were able to combine their general education with vocational education at the
one site. In also being allocated one day per week in the timetable for work placement,
students were clearly being encouraged to use their time at the College to work towards
their vocational aspirations. The creation of a new type of link between school
education and T AFE, the range of VET offerings and the apparent centrality of
preparation for work in the organisation of the timetable, seem to be obvious points to
take up in a reading of' curriculum breadth' at the site. How did an increased focus on
the vocational curriculum and workplace learning become the chosen direction in tenns
of provision?
One way to understand these choices is to look at them in the context of international
and national policy directions. In Marginson 's (1997) historical project mapping the
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evolution of education and training policy in Australia since 1960, the coalescence of
forces and ideas in the international arena as well as in Australia which resulted in the
convergence of vocational and general education is well illustrated. In the years
following the 1978 OECD education conference announcement that a convergence
between general education and vocational education was needed, a 'new conception of
general-vocational education' (Marginson 1997, p. 174) was forged. In Australia,
developments in this area include the formation of the Finn committee which in 1991
'examined the whole of post-compulsory education and training from "a perspective of
employability'" (Marginson 1997, p. 175). The Finn committee's focus on education as
preparation for work resulted in the proposal of ' a system of generic "key areas of
competence", essential to employability' (Marginson 1997, p. 175). From the
introduction of what became known as the Mayer Key Competencies, the new
vocationalism (Marginson 1997) cemented the relationships between school and work
in Australian schools. It furthered the broad governmental objective of preparing young
people 'for an effective and satisfying life as an individual or as a citizen,' and shaping
them to meet 'the requirements for a productive and satisfying life at work in today's
world' (Australian Education Council Review Committee p. 55, cited in Bartos 1993, p.
153).
In the post-compulsory education and training context, this governmental manipulation
involved creating and smoothing the pathway between school and work. It not only
opened the way for the range of VET interventions we now see in schools, it made them
'necessary' to the successful achievement of the objectives of schooling. Therefore,
following the mode of questioning indicative of an analysis of government, a useful
way to begin to understand the vocational focus at the College is to take note of how we
have arrived at the current situation where VET in schools is seen as playing 'an
essential role in managing diversity, in improving learning and in securing a range of
good outcomes for school leavers ' (Polesel, Helme, Davies, Teese, Nicholas & Vickers
2004, p. 8).
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VET and the school curriculum

The notion that post-compulsory schooling should serve the purpose of preparing young
people for the world of work has thus become a commonplace in education today. The
inclusion of 'employability skills,' in the form of the Mayer Key Competencies, into the
general school curriculum (Williams & Hawke 2003) as well as opportunities for
specific vocational training through T AFE or VET in schools programs are taken for
granted in many school contexts. In NSW, TAFE/VET qualifications now sit alongside
traditional general education qualifications such as the Higher School Certificate and
have become part and parcel of the expectations of possible outcomes of the postcompulsory high school years.
However, Marginson ' s (1997) historical work on schooling in Australia demonstrates,
things have not always been this way. The fact that more recent research (Polesel et al
2004) identifies the current high rates of acceptance by schools and growing
participation by students as something of a 'sea change ' (p. 8), indicates a cultural shift
in the acceptance of such trends, reminding us that a change process has taken place.
Practices that were once neither commonplace nor uncontroversial have emerged as the
'commonsense' approaches to the now quite longstanding issues facing the postcompulsory years. These include the desirability in many communities of Year 12
completion; subsequent high retention rates of students who may have once gained
employment after Year 1O; and the potential for problematic transitions to work or
further education and training for those who do not complete the post-compulsory years.
The protracted nature of these trends means that questions of how VET was seen to be
an answer are no longer routinely examined as vocationalism (alongside or integrated
with the academic curriculum) has become an accepted aspect of schooling. However,
this thesis argues that the ways in which post-compulsory schooling seeks to engage in
the preparation of future workers is still, or perhaps once again, requiring examination.
As school students are encouraged to focus on their work choices, in the era that has
seen Workchoices legislation come and go, there is a renewed imperative to think about
what we are engaged in when we make the school curriculum serve the purposes of
employment. It is important to ask how we have come to practice in this way.
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In further scrutinising the role, function and place of VET in senior colleges such as the
College, aspects of the debate over the purpose of schooling also shed some light. Since
it has been acknowledged that 'VET in schools is possibly the most substantial change
which has occurred in post-compulsory schooling in the past decade' (Polesel et al
2004, p. 14), it is no surprise that these developments were controversial. Traditionally,
key aspects of the debate around vocationalism in schools had their roots in the broad
and longstanding question of the purposes of schooling. This debate also expanded at
various times to take in more current issues such as the educational implications of
competencies and schooling for citizenship debates (Meredyth 1993; 1997).
Specifically, the debate arising from an increased focus on work preparation in
schooling revolved around the opposition between the humanist, child/student focused
approaches and what were seen as the more instrumental perspectives on schooling. For
the humanists, the decisions to focus post-compulsory schooling on work readiness
were 'regarded as too tainted by economic rationalism, corporate managerialism and
bureaucratic utilitarianism to be reconcilable with egalitarian ideals or educational
principles' (Meredyth & Tyler 1993 , p. 2). According to this argument, 'the child's
potential for self-realisation cannot be reduced to mere skills and competencies'
(Meredyth & Tyler 1993, p. 2).

However, alongside this debate played out in policy commentary and the academic
literature, there has appeared an emerging empirical base which seeks to capture in
various ways, the vocationally oriented education and training experiences of young
people in their post-compulsory school years. These studies have looked at how policies
have been played out. They have examined such areas as how VET in schools is viewed
by the major stakeholders (Polesel et al 2004); features of effective work experience
programs (Misko 2000); students experiences of the workplace through vocational
programs in schools (Smith & Green 2001 ); student perceptions of the world of work
(Beavis, Curtis & Curtis 2005); attitudes towards work gained through enterprise
education and school-based new apprenticeships (Smith & Wilson 2003); as well as the
forging of enterprise and industry links (Mulraney, Turner, Wyatt, Harris, & Gibson
2002).
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That these two bodies of literature do not talk to each other is in some ways not
surprising since their goals are different. One maintains a principled critique (Hunter
1996) without reference to the experiences of actual young people impacted upon by
policy interventions. The other focuses on the practicalities of implementation of
various programs (seeking best practice examples, providing overviews of impacts of
VET in schools via statistics on participation, outcomes, articulation, etc) while never
questioning the bigger picture of what it is they are engaged in. It would seem that this
results in a substantial gap in the analysis of the issues that suggests more than just the
difference between policy critique and descriptive, empirical work. The tension between
the principled critique and the empirical base might be seen to stem from a significant
finding, that is, young people view VET in schools in positive terms and a range of
indicators show that it improves their outcomes in relation to finding work or deciding
on further education and training (Polesel et al 2004).
How can these two perspectives speak to each other? As it stands, they cannot. Their
frames ofreference do not allow it. For example, one of the features of the principled
critique is that it presents vocationalism as a narrow and coercive system that functions
to funnel young people into limiting, skills based training at the expense of potentially
more culturally and intellectually broadening education. Taken to its logical conclusion,
to present young people who enjoy their VET experiences as the victims or dupes of the
system that seeks to control them is problematic from a number of perspectives. As
Meredyth (1993) points out, the reality is much more complex than the
instrumental/ethical, policy/principle approach will allow . She asks:
... if we continue to treat bureaucratic objectives as simply coercive and
instrumental, what are we to make of the emphasis on choice and selfdetermination which features within many of the policy developments discussed
above? (p . 2)
Meredyth's (1993) point about cooperation and the role of self-government and
participation brings this discussion of ' how' questions back to one of the questions
posed at the beginning of this chapter. Since one of the measures of the success of the
senior college model is its reported attractiveness to young people who are often
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categorised as resistant in relation to mainstream educational offerings, how are they
being enticed? In the literature to date on senior colleges in Australia, an adult teaching
and learning environment is repeatedly highlighted as significant in the success of the
sites studied (Polesel 2002). According to Polesel' s (2002) research, students value
highly the experience of the freedoms associated with being treated as an adult as well
as opportunities to make choices regarding their education.
In unpacking any definition of what an 'adult teaching and learning environment' might
involve, one of the key considerations to begin with should entail an examination of
what outcomes, in terms of conduct, are aspired to. From this perspective, the senior
college model should perhaps be seen in relation to the desired outcomes of schooling
in general, that is as a 'form of social administration which mediates between child and
adult: children are required to be schooled into adulthood' (Bartos 1993, p. 158). But
what type of adult is being schooled through these new governable spaces (Rose 1999)?

Pedagogical practices - adult learning

The College markets itself as providing an adult learning environment. The outward
signs of this approach are not obvious immediately since the College is situated on a
campus that was originally a secondary high school and little has been done to change
the space to reflect its new use. Rather, the adult learning environment is outwardly
reflected by the fact that the College has no bells, no uniform and teachers are referred
to by their first names. There used to be designated smoking areas on campus (before
legal changes banned smoking from the campus) and students are free to enter and leave
the College premises as their timetables allow. Classes are run between the hours of
8.30 and 6pm, more in line with expectations of the working day rather than the
traditional school day. If students are absent, they are expected to call the College to
inform the administration, much in the manner that an employee might inform their
place of employment of their non-attendance.
In my time at the College as a teacher firstly, I heard many stories from students about
their decision to try the College. Some told of very negative experiences of previous
schools. Some recounted stories of boredom and a desire to try something new. Others
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were keen to develop their vocational skills in a supportive environment. Regardless of
the means and motivations for their leaving of previous schools, a common element in
their dissatisfaction appeared to be a reported feeling of disjunction between what they
saw as the circumscribed identities available in the school setting and their sense(s) of
self.
In examining the College from an analytics of government perspective, and asking in

what ways we might be able to see the College operating through enticement rather than
coercion, it would seem that an adult learning environment (whatever this might mean
in the College context) must be considered fairly central in terms of the practices aimed
at eliciting conduct more in tune with governmental objectives of such sites. One way to
see this in operation is through an analysis of the notion of learner identity made
possible through 'adult learning'. Viewed as a practice of government, adult learning
has a role to play in the formation of identities, since this perspective asks the question
'what forms of person, self and identity are presupposed by different practices of
government and what sorts transfonnation do these practices seek ' ? (Dean 1999, p. 32).
If young people are having their conduct shaped by practices of adult learning:

What forms of conduct are expected of them? What duties and rights do they
have? How are these capacities and attributes to be fostered ? How are these
duties enforced and rights ensured? How are certain aspects of conduct
problematised? How are they then to be reformed? (Dean 1999, p. 32).
It should be acknowledged, that in the academic literature, the 'adult learner' is an ill-

defined, problematic, and controversial concept. The conceptual frameworks which
have historically underpinned concepts of the adult learner, such as Knowles '
andragogy (1973), and self directed learning have attracted commentary and critique
(Fenwick 200 I; Foley 2004). Nevertheless, the formulation of the adult learner as
having a particular set of characteristics which can be described, or even prescribed, has
had surprising longevity in some practice contexts. For example Millar and
Saddlington's (1993) commentary on the emergent 'adult learner' indicates still widely
held beliefs about the need for autonomy, the drive to self-direct and a willingness to
take responsibility for learning.
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They go on to describe a consciousness in the field of 'distinct methodological
traditions - even orthodoxies - in international adult education and practice: in particular
"'self-directed learning" and "curriculum negotiation"' (Millar & Saddlington 1993 p.
27) which, they rightly say, reveal much about the value placed upon learner
responsibility in these formulations. These orthodoxies and the values which inform
them, can be traced to their theoretical origins in the literature of developmental
psychology and its model of adult development, the pervasive effect of which is best
summed up by Pogson and Tennant (Pogson & Tennant in Foley 1995). They state that
the 'idea that one's personality or identity changes and/or develops during the adult
years is now generally accepted'(p. 27-8). Further, they clearly link these generally

accepted ideas about the various phases of life to practice by noting that they have
'become premises or rationales for adult education practice. For example, the use of
experiential and group techniques is based on the notion of the cumulative experience of
adults; the use of learning contracts is related to the idea that adults desire to be
autonomous and self directing' (p. 27-8).
That there are some elements of the 'psychologised' adult learner which are still
pervasive inside the field of practice need not be surprising. If consideration is given to
the enom1ous impact psychology has on our commonsense understandings of the world
- as Walkerdine has it, psychology is 'everywhere' (1984 cited in Usher and Bryant

1989, p. 50) - the 'truths' of the adult learner embodied in adult education practices may
well remain for some time yet. Their enduring appeal perhaps also stems from their
basis in traditional humanist understandings of education and its role in releasing the
potential of students so that they:
become fully autonomous and capable of exercising their individual and
intentional agency. Thus education is allotted a key role in the forming and
shaping of subjectivity and identity, the task of making people into particular
kinds of subjects (Usher & Edwards 1994, p. 24-5).
Rose's (1999) summation of the promise of this subject of education, drawn from a
genealogy of schooling, furthers this sense of the possibilities provided by educational
interventions:
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They dreamed that one could produce individuals who did not need to be
governed by others, who would govern themselves through introspection,
foresight, calculation, judgement and according to certain ethical norms. In these
ideal individuals the social objective of the good citizen would be fused with the
personal aspiration for a civilized life: this would be the state called freedom (p.
78).
Adult learning might simply be seen as a strategic refinement of these goals of
schooling, applied to adults instead of children. In the case of the senior college, where
resistant identities experience what is often called 'second chance' education, it might
be argued that adult learning functions as a more conducive mechanism to assist young
people in becoming 'the good citizen,' a second chance for the governmental ends of
schooling to be achieved.
Thus the invocation of the concept of the adult learner or adult learning at the College,
functions as a type of shorthand, or perhaps a code, which it will be seen in the next
chapters is being read in a variety of ways by both staff and students at the College.
That it might mean different things to different people in different contexts, does not
matter, and in fact the opaque nature of the concept makes it even more amenable to
governmental aims. The shifting and highly contextualised readings of the meaning of
' adult learner' and the variety of practices invoked by the term, give the idea its real
power as a tool of government It can be made to fit a variety of purposes and contexts,
including the classrooms of the College where the rhetorical work of the tenn paves the
way for the ethical work young people will do on themselves in its name.
This process of identification with a variety ofreadings of 'adult' in adult learner and
the governing strategies through which it is achieved, will be seen in the following
chapters which present data from classroom observations and teacher and student
interviews. In listening to the stories the participants tell about themselves as adult
learners, it becomes possible to consider anew, questions about 'the telos of
government' (Dean 1999, p. 34), the ends and 'utopian goals' (Dean 1999, p. 33) of
governmental interventions such as the senior college. What are the aims of these
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governing practices? What type of better person do they aim to produce, since ' [e ]very
theory or programme of government presupposes an end of this kind - a type of person,
community, organization, society or even world which is to be achieved' (Dean 1999, p.
33). The work done broadly on the genealogy of schooling and the critiques of
vocationalism and adult learning take us only so far. It is one thing to analyse the
literature on the adult learner and arrive at the formula for the self-directed, responsible
and autonomous subject and then to link it to what we know about the subject of neoliberal government. However, this does not tell us all there might be to know about what
this particular strategy achieves in the context of the College. The importance of
identification with the subject position of the adult learner who is being prepared for
working life, must be seen in the context of the assemblage of practices put to work in

this location. This, in turn, brings to the fore a consideration of the ethical work young
people do on themselves as they engage in 'adult learning'. This work on the self is
'understood in terms of technologies of the self - ways in which human beings come to
understand and act upon themselves within certain regimes of authority and knowledge,
and by means of certain techniques directed to self-improvement' (Rose , O'Malley &
Valverde 2006, p. 90). Through what types of self-prob]ematisation do resistant learners
become adult learners and responsible workers? And importantly, via what means might
there be resistance? Insight into these questions might be gained by looking at the
experiences and stories of the individuals at the College being governed through these
interventions.
Conclusion

Earlier in this chapter, the existing body of research which identified the apparent key
elements of success of the NSW senior colleges studied to date, was introduced and
used as the starting point for further questions of interest to this thesis. It was noted that
a diverse and largely vocationalised curriculum and an adult learning environment were
the features of college life most widely quoted as producing the success of the model. 1n
this chapter, questions were asked about how we might understand these features of this
brand of post-compulsory education known as 'the senior college' and the ways they
have been translated to a set of specific practices at the College. The aim of these
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questions was also to make their self-evidence less obvious by showing something of
their conditions of emergence.
These two features of life at the College are dealt with and commented on separately in
this chapter. However, when we take a closer look at day to day life at the College, it
becomes clear how these approaches work together as a 'pedagogical technology'
(Williams 2005, p. 34), to produce the ideal type of flexible, 'competent learner-worker'
(Williams 2005, p. 34). The following chapters will take up these issues through the
presentation of classroom observations as well as staff and student accounts of college
life.
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CHAPTER 5 - NETWORKS OF TRANSLATION AND REGIMES OF
PRACTICES: TEACHERS' STORIES AND CLASSROOM OBSERVATIONS

Introduction

In this thesis so far, neo-liberal political rationalities operating in the government of

young people have been traced via the programmatic creation of the category of 'youth
in transition'. The utility of this creation in opening a problem space for intervention
was explored in Chapter 2 via the literature which revealed agendas of concern such as
employability and the importance of preparation of youth for active citizenship. The
vocationalisation of schooling was presented in Chapter 4 as an example of a
governmental technology deployed to address these concerns. Utilising the language of
' pathways' to articulate and inscribe processes whereby young people are drawn into
the network of purposeful activities designed to prevent them from falling into the 'at
risk' categories, this vocational technology of government can be seen as contributing to
the conditions necessary for the emergence of a site like the College and also the shape
the College takes. The College focus on vocational curriculum offerings and its
emphasis on exposure to the workplace, delivered within an 'adu lt learning
environment' were seen in the previous chapter to reflect the desire for the production
of the responsible, work- ready young adu lt.
So while it might be possible (and perhaps even tempting) to present the College as the
realisation of a coherent set of State Government policy objectives which purport to
deal with the real problem of youth in transition through skills development, this is not
the goal. The contention of this chapter is that although well established and well
documented, this mode of thinking about the emergence of a site like the College and
more generally the issues associated with post-compulsory education and training is
limited (see Chapters 2 and 4). It fails to open the space to new understandings of how
education might be thought and enacted. As it has been established, the governmentality
perspective takes a genealogical approach to the present and rejects the obviousness of
current 'solutions' and causal links between policy interventions and what it is they seek
to address. Rather, it uses the notion of translation (Rose 1999), as described briefly in
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Chapter 4, to describe the ways in which governing agendas are realised in local
contexts. Therefore in this chapter, the central question is of' [w ]hat makes government
possible'? (Rose 1999, p. 4 7) will now be explored at the level of the actions of
individuals at the College. These individuals are presented as contributing to the
formation of governmental networks which seek to shape the conduct of young people.
Firstly, the process of translation will be described and then applied to the College
through an exploration of stories told about the founding of the College. This will be
followed by the presentation and analysis of three classroom observations.
Translation

In explaining the processes of government, Miller and Rose (1990) utilise the work of
Latour and Callon (Callon & Latour 1981 ; Callon 1986; Latour 1986 cited in Miller &
Rose 1990) who ' examined the complex mechanisms through which it becomes
possible to link calculations at one place with action at another' (Miller & Rose 1990, p .
9-10). Their contention is that through ' indirect mechanisms ' (Miller & Rose 1990, p.
1), a means of translation is achieved between political rationalities, programmatic
statements and the actions of individuals and groups who participate in the shaping of
conduct of others, while at the same time being subjects of government themselves.
These mechanisms can be said to be 'indirect' because they operate ' not through the
direct imposition of a form of conduct by force, but through a delicate affiliation of a
loose assemblage of agents and agencies into a functioning network' (Miller & Rose
1990, p. 9). Miller and Rose ( 1990) state that central to the building of such affiliation is
the role of expertise. The use of expert knowledge by groups and individuals provides
'social authority' (Miller & Rose 1990, p. 2) which in tum offers a point of attraction to
those for whom truths, solutions and guidelines for action are sought:
And we contend that the self-regulating capacities of subjects, shaped and
normalized in large part through the powers of expertise, have become key
resources for modern forms of government and have established some crucial
conditions for governing in a liberal democratic way (Miller & Rose 1990, p. 2).
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Viewing the College as a product of translation as well as a part of the network of
translation offers several advantages. Firstly, it opens a space to observe the workings of
government at the local level which, as it has already been noted, is the central impulse
in presenting the fieldwork material in this thesis. In Chapter 2 it was seen how expert
knowledge about young people created the 'problem' of youth in transition. Expertise,
central to the translation process, is in essence the application and demonstration of
expert knowledge in specific contexts. In applying these concepts to the College, it
becomes possible to ask how and what types of expertise have been taken up in the
practices of the College?
Furthermore, if we entertain the idea that 'a plan, policy or programme is not merely
"realized" ' (Rose 1999, p. 48) in a site like the College, 'nor is it a matter of an order
issued centrally being executed locally' (Rose 1999, p. 48), a space is opened to
consider the complexity of what occurs here. In this instance, looking at how the
programmatic agendas of government have been realised, or indeed resisted, through
the 'conduct of actors' (Dean 1999, p. 32) at this site, may illuminate some aspects of
the workings of power through specific practices and modes of subjectification.
As a matter of course, this approach also opens the way for different approaches to the
fieldwork. As discussed in Chapter 3, the poststructuralist undoing of assumptions
underpinning traditional ethnographic methods common in school studies means that
while it might still be possible to utilise methods common to this approach - in this case
interviews and observations - the types of claims that can be made about representation
and truth have changed. In summarising a Foucauldian approach to the tradition of
empiricism, Irving (1999, p. 32) states that ' [e ]mpirical reality does not exist as a
universal truth but as an unending collection of "stories" that we tell.' It is in this spirit
then that the 'stories' of the College are recounted here.
Specifically, this chapter begins by introducing the perspectives of several members of
the College teaching staff. The first involves the telling of a story about how the College
came into existence. This is then followed by three teachers' accounts of their
involvement in the College project. The second part of this chapter focuses on
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classroom practices and utilises accounts of my observation of three classes at the
College. The link between the two sets of data is the theme of translation and the
questions that can be asked about this process. If it is the case that government occurs
through 'action at a distance' (Miller & Rose 1990, p. 9) via networks of actors enrolled
and mobilised (Rose & Miller 1992) to participate in projects of government, then it
may be possible to observe and describe these processes whereby 'the forging of
alliances' (Rose & Miller 1992, p. 180) result in governmental agendas taking effect. It
might also be possible to observe the ways these alliances sometimes work in
unanticipated ways, producing consequences at a tangent to governmental agendas and
thus revealing that government is always a tenuous process, subject to points of failure
and revision.
Stories about the College beginnings

A pragmatic alliance - the Minister and the Director

The following is one of the stories told about the establishment of the College. I first
heard it told at a staff development meeting by a member of the College executive when
I was teaching at the College. I subsequently heard it repeated several times over the
years by other teaching staff. The story concerns a meeting between the College
foundational Director and the then NSW State Minister for Education, the late Virginia
Chadwick. The setting for this story is the Minister's office where the newly appointed
ColJege Director has been called to a briefing. In this meeting the Minister presents the
briefing document for the setting up of the College to the Director. When the Director
opens the envelope just handed to him, he finds a blank sheet of paper. He looks
quizzically at the Minister and she replies - 'Just make it work ... '
I like this story for a few reasons, the main one being that it illustrates quite well one of
the keys to understanding the workings of government. This is that while government is
'intrinsically programmatic' (Dean 1999, p. 32) and always occurs 'in the name of a
specific set of ends' (Dean 1999, p. 32), these ends can be ' articulated with different
degrees of explicitness and cogency ' (Dean 1999, p. 32). In this case the issue of
explicitness is of interest. The Minister's actions, in not specifying a detailed,
centralised plan for the College, suggest that the story captures an interesting moment of
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translation. In the terms of translation outlined above, the new Director has become part
of the governmental network:
This involves alliances formed not only because one agent is dependent upon
another for funds , legitimacy or some other resource which can be used for
persuasion or compulsion, but also because one actor comes to convince another
that their problems or goals are intrinsically linked, that their interests are
consonant, that each can solve their difficulties or achieve their ends by joining
forces or working along the same lines (Miller & Rose 1990, p. 10).
What is of interest here are the assumptions evident in this exchange. The bare bones of
this story do not reveal the details but the Director had probably been chosen by the
bureaucracy because of his track record in the area of post-compulsory education and/or
his perceived expertise in the field. However, what the story does suggest most clearly
is that the Director had been chosen for his anticipated alignment with the agendas of
the Minister in approving the creation of the College. The lack of any 'direct
imposition' (Miller & Rose 1990, p. 9) from the Minister also suggests her confidence
in the nature of the alliance that has been formed with the Director, given the possible
political fallout if things were to go 'wrong' . We can only speculate as to the nature of
the negotiations prior to or beyond this point, but in accounting for this process from the
perspective of translation, Latour and Callon (cited in Miller & Rose 1990) use the
'te1m "interessement" - the construction of allied interests through persuasion, intrigue,
calculation or rhetoric' (p. 9). The result of these negotiations are, in effect, translation,
'in which one actor or force is able to require or count upon a particular way of thinking
and acting from another, hence assembling them together into a network ' (p. 9).
This in tum brings to the fore another aspect of governmental translation - a
consideration of the contingent nature of local practices. If the Director has been given a
type of carte blanche - within the parameters of this alignment of understanding - it
also throws into relief the fact that the institutional space that emerged with its
particular set of educational practices was not, or at least not only, the result of a
government Minister's directi ve to fund such an undertaking. The practices at the
College would be shaped by the objectives of a range of individual actors at the local
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level. So when the features of the College that emerged, such as an adult learning
environment, strong welfare structures, emphasis on both general and vocational
education combined with workplace learning are examined, they can be looked at not
from a perspective of self-evidence but of contingency. This allows us to ask: How have
localized networks of translation been formed to shape this College, thus playing a role
in making government possible?
Finally, in examining this story from the perspective of translation it might also be
asked how the story functions in relation to the wider network of people of who became
involved with the College. Given that this story circulated among the foundation
teaching staff at the College not only in the early days of the College but more generally
among staff for years afterwards, what purpose did it serve in linking staff to the project
of the College? A consideration of the context in which the Coliege was set up might
illuminate. Firstly, the opportunity to create something new is not an everyday
occurrence in education. Education is enclosed within all manner of institutional
parameters and in this case the blank sheet was not quite a blank slate - there were
guidelines. The College would be an amalgamation of Department of School Education
and T AFE resources. Curriculum, in the form of the HSC and competency based
vocational certificates would be derived from both of these entities. However, what
made the College unique at the time was the fact that this approach to the creation of a
separate, hybrid institutional space had never been trialed. Furthermore, the way the day
to day practices at the College would be carried out was open. The fact that research on
the establishment of the original five senior colleges in NSW at this time (of which the
College was one) showed that they were 'perhaps more striking in their differences than
in their similarities ' (Polesel, Teece & O'Brien 2001, p. 23) shows the extent to which
local decision-making would be central to the shaping of the College.
Thus we are brought back to the importance of the local network for what occurred at
the College. Rose & Miller (1992) state that in the formation of these networks:
Shared interests are constructed in and through political discourses, persuasions,
negotiations and bargains. Common modes of perception are formed , in which
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certain events and entities come to be visualized according to particular rhetorics
of image or speech (p. 184).
Could it be that this story functions along these lines? The College, as an entity 'to be
visualized' and indeed actualised, required the mobilisation of shared interests of not
only the Minister and the Director but also new staff who would be interested in
building a new educational experience for young people. The story then captures all the
possibilities that this moment provides and becomes emblematic for those who are
persuaded by this image. In the next section, two members of the original teaching staff
of the College suggest that this was the case for them.

Governmental alliance through 'a vision'

The next steps in the process of creating a network of actors who will effect the
translation included staffing the College. The fact that staff was appointed via interview
rather than transfer or seniority lists common in most government school appointments,
meant that those teachers who came to the College were predisposed to supporting the
goals of the College. To explore how such alliances were formed the stories of two
teachers, Amanda and Claire, will feature in the next section of the discussion.
Both Amanda and Claire joined the College in its earliest days and consider themselves
part of the foundational staff of the College. In interviews, both teachers recounted
memories about the earliest days of the College, why they were attracted to joining the
staff and in particular, the impact and style of the College's foundational Director.
Amanda remembers the Director's first talk to the staff:
He was like some sort of inspirational man. You could just tell. With a ... a
vision and he could articulate it.
Amanda foregrounds his religious/spiritual affiliations as the source or inspiration for
the Director' s vision:
[The Director] had a very 'catholi c ', welfare, Catholic, we need to save these
kids .. .
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Claire echoes this sense of the importance of his background:
He had been chief of staff development in Catholic Education and I just knew he is a man who has a great vision and I thought I'd like to be part of that. ..
[Interviewer: Did you know what sort of a place it was going to be?]
No, I had no idea. Just that it was going to be new and challenging and fun.
Because of [the Director] I know the type of vision he's got, I thought it would
be really exciting to work with him ...
The stories indicate an ability on the part of the Director to extend the network of actors
involved in this project through his ability to inspire and persuade them of the
worthiness of his 'vision ' . Miller and Rose ( 1990) describe a process of translation
where one actor convinces others that their 'goals are intrinsically linked, that their
interests are consonant' (p. 10) which seems apt in this case. Both Claire and Amanda
seem certain that they wanted to align with the Director's vision for the place.
The strength of both Claire and Amanda' s responses brings to the fore the question of
power in this scenario. In understanding the working of power in this aspect of
translation Rose and Miller ( 1992) utilise the work of Latour:
Rather than considering power as the explanation of the success of authorities in
composing a network of forces , Latour proposes a view of power as an effect of
such a composition.

A powerful actor, agent or institution is one that, in the

particular circumstances obtaining at a given moment, is abJe to successfully
enrol and mobilise persons, procedures and artifacts in the pursuit of its goals (p.
183-4).
Thus the Director is not only powerful because he has been handed the role by the
Minister or the fact that he has the power to hire his own staff. Power is gained by his
ability to persuade, form alliances with and mobilise his staff and it is from this base
that the College can take shape.
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In thinking about how the College did take shape, it is interesting to see that the idea of
a 'vision' for the College is used repeatedly by both Claire and Amanda. However,
when it comes to specifying what the vision is, the discussion becomes less specific.
There is a sense that there is scope to invent something new but what shape this would
take was not predetermined. From the comments below, it seems that the College was
seen as a work in progress, guided by the key principles of risk-taking, trust and
collegiality between staff and management as well as between staff from different
discipline areas. In fact, it seems the College has as a starting point the stripping away
of many of the traditional processes and structures which might be expected in a
mainstream high school setting. The result is a new type of working environment for
both teachers in terms of pedagogical approach, staff relationships and types of
students. Both feel that it is a new type educational endeavour that they are engaged in.
Amanda:
It was a place where risks were encouraged. Where teachers were encouraged to

take risks and ... step outside their comfort zone and relate to kids in a way
that. .. That's what I'd been looking for, you know, the one-to-one ... Taking into
account their individual differences . I just thought it was a place where anything,
you know , you could try anything and it was encouraged and you didn't feel
restricted and pigeon-holed. And the other thing that attracted me was the staff.
The staff came from all walks of life and to be employed here, and it's not so
much the case now but then it was, you had to have industry experience. They
wouldn't take you if you hadn't had a job, hadn't worked recently in a field
other than teaching and I think that attracted a really interesting mix of staff.
Claire:
[The Director] had an attitude - 'suck it and see' - and if it doesn't work we'll
help you out.
I don't know ... I think I' m happy to take big risks with classes. I mean that's a
risky lesson but I'm prepared to try everything I can to try to . . .I have huge
variety in what happens in a room . And the risk is that some of the people will
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do nothing but if you think that giving them notes means they've done anything,
you ' re kidding yourself.
Amanda remembers a new sense of staff camaraderie:
And staff ... weren't kind of all confined to their little subject. Like they were far
more open and they had breadth and I can remember ... staff rooms in those days
were mixed and I thought that was fantastic ... You'd be sitting there with Bill
Millman who was the head of IT and there be another person from Business
Studies and there'd be a couple of English teachers and myself and it was just
fantastic. And whilst it wasn't perhaps as good with the communication because
you didn't know what other people were doing, it had a lot of benefits, I think
and it kind of . . . the staff gelled together and in a way that's lasted even though
the staff have become . . . more in their own staffroom ... I still feel that there's a
collegiality here that you actually don ' t get in a school .. . So for those reasons, I
guess I've stayed here . . . and I've seen it change . . .I came in '94 ... That ' s a long
time for me because prior to that I was changing jobs all the time [laughs] .
In stripping away the expected structures and processes, a space opened for something
new to emerge. The central question in the early days of the College appeared to be how
would these guiding principles translate into an identity for the College which would in
tum guide pedagogical and administrative practices? Some of the struggles around this
are well articulated by Amanda and Claire.
Amanda:
It was incredibly frustrating because I don ' t really think in those early years

anyone could really articulate what it was we were. I can remember, even
though [the Director] had a vision, I'm not sure he actually even knew. I think
he wanted it to come from the staff because that ' s the sort of man he was. He
wasn't going to impose a whole lot of stuff and I think he hoped that his vision
and staff vision would match . But in those early days we had staff meeting after
staff meeting, professional development meetings on what exactly we were. And
I can remember sitting down there and the frustration mounting because we were
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an alternative. We all knew we were an alternative, we knew we were a senior
high school TAFE combination, [break- answers phone] ...
So what were we? Senior high school and TAFE combined but we didn't know
where the division was. We kind of were this amalgamation ... We knew we were
sort of alternative ... Calling each other [by] first names and there wasn't a lot of
barriers between teachers and students. We knew that we had to break all of that
down. Place of last resort ... There was very much, I think, a sort of feeling that
the kind of kids in those early days we were getting were throw outs from other
schools, the discarded, along with ... kids who didn't fit in and who were looking
for..And this thing of the adult oriented environment, ... that phrase kept
reappearmg ...
[Interviewer: So that was an early . .. ?]
It was an early thing, an early idea - th e adult oriented environment. I don't

know who [laughs] made it up. But it kind of, .. . that one kind of stuck because
we could articulate ... well we 're an adult oriented environment. We 're not really
an adult environment, we're not a TAFE, per se, we've got all this schooly stuff,
pastoral care and all that, but we're not a school. We're kind of an amalgam, but
I think in the early years the thing was we needed ... There was ... we'll take
everyone and then we'll weed out the ones who absolutely can ' t fit in.
Then in the first couple of years we kind of also had to think about the
vocational - we're vocational. And so right at the beginning it was almost a
place of last resort and then we got to be a vocational college and we identified
ourselves with that ... and so about 2 or 3 years down the track we saw ourselves
as a vocational college where students could come and they had to do a
vocational , they had to do a T AFE course. They weren't allowed in here unless
they did one .
.. . So then we all breathed a sigh ofrelief because we then could say to ourself
well we're a vocational college ... It was the identity. So if we're a vocational
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course, then we've all got to be TAFE teachers, we've got to skill up on the
T AFE procedures and because .... but that was a big sigh ofrelief because we
knew what we were. But then gradually in the next period of time, about another
3 years, as the competition started we couldn't just exclusively be a T AFE
college
[Interviewer: Competition from other senior colleges?]
That's right. As that started in the mid 90s, as they were building other, no as
vocational education took hold ... in mainstream schools and we noticed our
population was declining. Well you know it's always been a bit difficult. There
was a noticeable decline in the numbers. We had to then have another and we
had to reinvent ourselves again and had to look at the vocational thing again and
say, yes we are a vocational college but we're also, we're also offering an
alternative but we want good kids because we want to change the image .. .The
image became a real problem. Even though we're a vocational college there was
still the image, there was the hangover, which I think has lessened considerably
now, but that hangover of drugs, sex and rock and roll kind of place. So we
looked at it again as a staff and we decided that we would let kids in who were
not going to pursue a T AFE course and we would let them be general vocational
students and they' d come in and we would deal with a whole range of students.
And I think with each principal, with each director, the emphasis has changed.
In commenting on the identity of the College, Claire gives voice to what she sees as the
evolution of the College in terms of not only staff perspective but also community
perspective:
We have for a long time [been] an alternative choice. I think we were only a
place oflast resort for long time. We're certainly an alternative choice now.
About a third of the students are not doing work studies now ... or TAFE
certificates and they tend to be quite strong. They're freedom needers, they ' re in
great need of freedom . You can't put them down and get them to work quietly
but there's some great talent among them.
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Amanda:
It's an alternative place to be educated, it's a vocational college so does it fulfil
that role .. .I think if you ask kids now, they wouldn't say it's a vocational
college. I think they would still talk about it as a place where you 're treated as
an individual, you 're treated mostly as an adult, where the teacher-student
relationship is far better than it is in schools. I think they'd also say it's a place
where you can do subjects, where, ... I think the curriculum offerings have been
really important in the [College] evolution in terms of the number of what you
can do and the flexibility of the timetable to do it and I think that's been a huge
change. Yes, I think we've really looked at curriculum and given it a huge
breadth and that's attracted students.
The comments here on the identity of the College suggest that it exists at the
intersection of several powerful discourses of the role of post-compulsory schooling. A
reading of neo-liberal agendas for post-compulsory schooling would suggest that
vocationalism would be central to the concerns and practices of the College, but Claire
and Amanda's comments also reveal the strength of the welfare orientation of the
College and the central role assigned to pastoral care. For example, the strong pastoral
aspects of the College played out in the selection of students. As Claire states:
There was more of a criminal element in the early ones ... [as well as] coloured
hair, face metal, way out clothing.
It was more about anyone who wanted to come here to give them, to cater for
the individual to give them a quality education in an innovative way. And that's
the kind of a way I like going anyway. That was why I came.
Amanda:
They just applied and they came in and so you'd go into your class and you'd
have people from Rivendell [an adolescent psychiatric facility] and you'd have
absolutely have no idea that they were psychotic or psychiatric ... You'd have no
information about these kids and it was kind of up to you to kind of figure who
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were the ones who were unsuitable and do something about it. And so those
early years it was tough in a way ...
Everyone deserved a second chance. And whether they, whatever their history
was, we were going to work with them and we were going to counsel them and
they were going to see the counselling, the student welfare thing. And
counsellors were very big, a very big part of what we did and student welfare
and every teacher was responsible and there were a number of models of
groupings and team leaders and you were responsible for ... Really your job was
to keep them here as long as possible. I can remember seeing, and this is
extreme, but walking down corridor and seeing a girl crouched in the foetal
position behind the lockers, who was so disturbed and so unwell, from Rivendell
or from some psychiatric hospital, she was absolutely a danger to herself and
other students and yet we worked with her for months and months and months,
taking up a whole lot energy and time and all the rest of it only to see her go.
And this was common, not common, not that extreme . Heroin addicts and you
never knew and they were sitting in your class and they'd be there one day and
they'd do very strange things and but our job was to work with them all. Which I
think took its toll on staff and staff morale, I think it was difficult. I don ' t
remember there being too much of a line.
When viewed from the perspective of governing agendas around schooling and young
people, the Director's 'vision' in relation to College identity, at least as it has been
interpreted and reported by Amanda and Claire, can be read in a number of ways.
Firstly, it might be viewed in te1ms of its alignment with the humanistic educational
project. In pursuing this theme, it is interesting to note that in their descriptions of the
Director and his motivations, both teachers make mention of his Catholic background
and his previous work in Catholic education. It is as if this biographical point provides a
purchase for their understanding of at least some of his actions in building and leading
the College. Specific indicators of this include his inclusive approach to a diversity of
students struggling with disadvantage, particularly those who may find educational
opportunities difficult to access elsewhere. In supporting staff to work with these
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students as individuals worthy of consideration and care as well as an education, he is
advocating a way of working within the College that puts student welfare at the centre
of the College's concerns.
Yet, within this 'vision' for the College, the Director challenges the notion of the
educable subject as it appears in Government policy and much of the mainstream
literature on youth in transition and even adult education. The vivid images of drug
addicted and psychotic students in Claire and Amanda's stories challenge expectations.
When confronted with Amanda's image of the young woman curled into the foetal
position behind the lockers, one cannot help but wonder whether this is what the
Minister had in mind when she handed the blank sheet of paper to the Director. But of
course, this type of eventuality is accounted for in the translation process since although
the Minister and the Director and the Director and his teaching staff may be functioning
in a network of alignment and alliance, this is not a guarantee that plans at one point in
the network will be translated in exact fonn to other points. Actors throughout this
network will have their own purposes, be subject to unanticipated forces and meet
points of resistance along the way. Each of these factors can impact of the ways
governmental agendas are carried out (or resisted) in local contexts (Rose & Miller
1992).
Through inclusion of young offenders, drug users/addicts, young people with mental
illness and others considered deviant by mainstream schooling standards, the College
resists what might be considered the central agendas of the government of youth
through education and training, that is, the production of the ideal '"competent" leamerworker' (Williams 2005, p. 34). These students challenge the stereotypical image of the
young person who 'appears' in the policy rhetoric surrounding youth in transition.
MacGuire, Ball and Macrae (200 I) suggest that UK policy documents have a propensity
to present young people in education 'as individual, rational calculators - human
capitalists' and this might also be seen to be echoed in the Australian focus on
'pathways' as the dominant image to present young people. And while the pathways
literature entertains the fact that pathways can be diverse, simply being on a pathway
suggests purpose and direction . However, some of the first students at the College,
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according to the descriptions above, are far from being rational calculators on the
pathway to successful transitions. Some appear to have a limited ability to gain much
traction on the said pathway, others appear to have lost the way at least for the time
being, and a few, according to the usual measures of pathways to success, are heading
the 'wrong' way.
This, of course, while perhaps not making them intelligible through the discourses of
entrepreneurial, youth in transition, relegates them to that other ubiquitous classification
for young people, youth at risk. This in tum makes them amenable to a whole range of
other governmental interventions which we see at the College - pastoral care teams, and
a range of counseling services. And so it is in this way that it is possible to see the
College operating at the intersection of a range of powerful discourses of youth.
Of course, as stated above, these are only the stories of two teachers at the College. That
their stories follow similar themes concerning the centrality of a vision for the College
and a sense of great professional concern and alignment with the mission of the
establishment, need not suggest that this is a representative picture. In an interview with
a third teacher - Christine - when asked about her understanding of the aims and role of
the College and why she joined the staff, she stated:
To tell you the truth, I don't think I gave it much thought. .. With everything else
that was going on in my life at the time, it was like, I needed to work.
Christine's more prosaic version of how and why she came to the College and what
motivated her provides an antidote to any tendencies to a type of romanticised,
totalising narrative about the College. If anything, Claire and Amanda ' s perspectives
show that despite the discussion above of 'a vision' for the College, College identity
was an ongoing and contested project and one that has at times caused consternation
among the staff. This seems to be the case especially for the foundation staff who,
because of the novelty of the College structure at inception, struggled to gain a sense of
identity in terms of what they were meant to be doing at a number oflevels. The most
obvious issue of college identity arose through the blurring of boundaries between the
school and T AFE sectors. As Amanda says:
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We're not a TAFE, per se, we've got all this schooly stuff, pastoral care and all
that, but we're not a school, we're kind of an amalgam.
The professional identity of the staff was linked to this sense of confusion:
We all breathed a sigh of relief because we then could say to ourself well we're
a vocational college .. .It was the identity. So if we're a vocational course, then
we've all got to be TAFE teachers, we've got to skill up on the TAFE
procedures.
That the college identity continues to reflect the 'personal projects' of the college
directors who followed the foundation director, is implied by Amanda:
The next director was Gloria ... and I think she had a far more pragmatic
approach but vocational college, TAFE. Vera Williams ... came after her ... very
TAFE, she's a TAFE teacher, I don't think she's ever taught in a high
school. .. so we had that consolidation of the vocational. Tom came in just as we
were getting to reappraise ourselves again. From my perspective, he had the
more [similarities with the foundation Director], although he had a very
businesslike approach to the College and he saw it as a business, and he had the
most, he almost ran it, he was a teacher of Business Studies and Economics and
he saw it as a business with business plans and processes and I still think he had
more of that [the foundation Director] idea of we need to give everyone a chance
and we' 11 take everyone. And I think the current director has again a different
philosophy which is about. We're here to give kids chances, yes, but there's a
line and for a lot of our kids, quite a few just don ' t fit here and we need to say
goodbye to them much earlier than we have.
These changes to what Claire saw as the original vision of the College is not to her
satisfaction.
Claire:
I don't think people are taking the educational, teaching risks that they used to.
There's a lot of classrooms sitting in rows, listening to a teacher talking and
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taking down notes and you know that you can get away with it now with this
group because they're a bit more conformist than the first lot. We couldn't do
that in the early days, they'd have walked out. You can get away with it here,
now ... but that's not, I don't think that's what we're supposed to be doing.
In thinking about the trajectory of the College from place of last resort to alternative
choice that Claire describes, we come once again to the question of government through
choice and enticement. Interestingly, one of the features of the College which is not
questioned or refocused in the changes between Directors is the promise of an adult
learning environment. In the previous chapter, the idea that an adult learning
environment provides both an enticement to participation in students who might
otherwise reject the school environment as well as a set of practices that seek to shape
conduct in particular ways, was introduced. It is to the practices of adult learning, as
they appear at the College, that the discussion will now turn.
Classroom Observations
Alliance with expertise - 'adult learning'

In the next section of this chapter, scenes from three classrooms will be presented in
order to follow the process of translation to another level of college functioning teaching practices. As previously discussed, the College promotes itself as having an
adult learning environment and it is with the practices that .contribute to the creation of
such an environment that these observations are concerned. A range of questions
informed these observations and the presentation of this material. For example, if the
students in these classrooms are having their conduct shaped by practices of adult
learning (whatever these might be), what types of conduct are aspired to? How is the
adult (learner) invoked through these practices? Moreover, while it may be interesting
to consider how the concept of an adult learning environment has been articulated in
this context, the question is not whether or not this is adult learning per se. Rather, the
question becomes what type of adult is constituted by these classroom practices?
Finally, given that participants in this study and in other studies of the success of senior
college models (Polesel 2002; Polesel, Teese & 0 'Brien 2001) comment positively on
their experiences of an adult learning environment, how does the taking on of an adult
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learner subject position increase the possibilities of remaining in school? How is it
enabling? Are there also possibilities that it might have exclusionary effects?
Harry's class - 'Is everybody happy'?

Harry is teaching an HSC Family and Community Studies class in a classroom that has
a central work table in the middle and computers around the walls. The class takes place
after lunch on a day when he has eight hours of teaching timetabled. Despite this fact,
Harry is jovial and energetic. A student teases him about his handwriting on the
whiteboard:
Harry - Are you saying my writing is terrible? Well that's my only fault
[laughter from students and Harry].
Female student - You're in a happy mood today [others - Yeah!]
Harry - Why not? Why not? I'm in the middle of an 8 hour day - why shouldn't
I be?
Student - That's the way . ..
The banter continues.
Harry puts an outline of the lesson on the whiteboard. The theme of the lesson is
rights of the child:
Task 1

l.Read article ·Australia 's shame'
2. Highlight ALL GROUPS mentioned
3. Highlight major issues covered in the report
Then log on to a computer
The class participants do not all arrive at the same time. There is a gradual filtering in of
students over the first hour of the lesson. At the end of the two hours, there are seven
students present. This is a feature of most of the classes I observe at the College and
each teacher deals with it slightly differently. Harry's approach is to greet students in a
welcoming way, often making comments or enquiries about the individual:
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Harry -Grab one of those [handouts] as you come in and look at the board,
that'd be great. How are you feeling today anyway, Connor? ...A bit better?
That's great.
[the student elaborates on forthcoming holiday plans to Jenolan caves].
Harry -How're going Joey?
Joey - [grunts - sound exhausted]
Harry -Grab one of those [handouts]. Look at the instructions up on the board.
Let's get a kick along nice and early. The sooner we read through this, the
sooner we can get on with the more exciting things . ..
Joey - [grunts/groans - as if challenging that the next work will be more
exciting].
Harry - What's that? Too much work, still? You cutting it down a bit? [they
discuss the amount of part-time work Joey is doing] .
The students begin to read the set article which is about conditions under which
indigenous children live in Australia. Harry encourages the students to engage with the
material spontaneously:
Harry - Well guys, we're working on 2 things at the moment. .. [refers back to
board . . . ] Say things, say things, tell me what you think as soon as you read it.
A female student, Millie, responds quite vociferously about what she has read so far on
the issue of Aboriginal children. Another student engages with her on the issue and the
discussion continues for a few minutes. As Millie becomes more animated and
provoked by the discussion, she works her way up to claiming:
Millie - ... and then they [Aboriginal people] grow up to be murderers
Harry -·Millie, that's ... a gross generalisation .. . and that sort of stereotype .. .
Millie -They grow up to be really angry and that's why we have Redfern riots
and ...
Harry - [gently and encouragingly] Well all of the deeply incensed statements
that you 're making, you ' re going to have a chance to explore some of the things
that one of these groups is saying to the United Nations about such things. So
we'll have a chance today to zero in on that sort of stuff and see if we can find
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some facts behind the emotion which is obviously coming out there. OK - that's
where we are going ...
The opening of the lesson up until this point has been animated, friendly
(notwithstanding Millie's agitation on the issue), welcoming of all comers who number
five at this point, regardless of their disposition. Even the grunting Joey is drawn in
through a comment from Harry concerning his welfare in relation to doing too much
part-time work and being too tired for class. Informal conversation, off the topic of the
work, such as the mention of a meditation class Harry has run with some of the class
members, is allowed to filter through and gets dealt with before being gently turned
back to focusing on the task. Harry nicely turns the energy of Millie's response to what
she has read about Aboriginal children and issues of neglect to the tasks they have to get
through.
Students ask Harry questions about how to approach the task. There is general chat,
both on and off the task. Harry attempts to focus the students on the task at hand which
is essentially reading and making brief note of key groups mentioned in the article.
Harry -OK guys I'm going to set a time limit on this. Um, pretend this is the rest
of your life, sorry the HSC or something, and you've got til five past simply to
highlight the issues, Kathleen, five past and its two minutes to two. I'll give you
another seven minutes - just scan it pretty quickly. I don't want you to achieve
any more than being aware of the groups and try to find, .. . There's at least four
or five issues that one group has submitted to some other group, or is about to.
That's what I'm wanting you to achieve at the end of the next seven minutes.
Right, put your heads down and I promise not to interrupt. But the world is full
of broken promises ...
Harry is quiet for about twenty seconds and then starts talking again. The comment is
inaudible to me at the back of the room, but the class erupts into laughter and talking
again. There is more joking before things quieten down again and then almost
immediately more laughter at something Harry has said. During this opening period of
the lesson (only about twenty minutes has elapsed) there has been very little quiet time.
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Harry has talked a lot, students have interacted with him and joked but also all the while
there has been a simple reading task set. Harry exudes a jolly persona to which the
students seem to respond very well. The result is an overwhelmingly positive and
relaxed feeling in the classroom, despite the fact that little in the way of work outcomes
is achieved. When it comes to answering the first task by identifying groups in the
handout, the students need to be quite closely directed to the points Harry wants them to
pick up on. He tells them how and where to notate their handouts.
The focus of the lesson turns to a computer-based research activity which involves a
series of questions which Harry wants to share out amongst the class.
Harry -OK we need volunteers guys [students jump up] Whoa - it's good to see
such enthusiasm! Who wants to do 1?
Students are allocated research questions and they quickly move to the computers
around the room. They seem either eager to work, eager to get online or perhaps eager
to move from the central table where they have been sitting for the first part of the
lesson. Students go to the computers in two groups and one student works by himself.
Students in each group ask each other 'So what are we doing?' - apparently having a
low grasp of requirements after very lengthy instructions from Harry. However,
students seem quite focused after Harry moves around to make sure they've all found
the website they need. One female student near me logs into a chat room at the same
time as the required site. She toggles between the task and the chat room. Harry asks a
student - 'Have you had those eyes tested yet?' And then:
Harry - Is everybody happy?
The general consensus is that they are, or at least none of the students reveal that they
are otherwise.
The class is focused quite closely by Harry - he is very present, moving amongst the
students having individual conversations as well as addressing the whole group. He
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talks quite a bit in an attempt to keep the class continually focused, reiterating and
rephrasing instructions.
Harry and Joey interact over something Joey has come across in the research work.
They are speaking quietly but I pick up that the discussion is about female genital
mutilation. It seems that Joey has asked whether this issue might be relevant for
inclusion in his research. Harry is supportive and encouraging of the student looking at
the issue:
Harry -Don't be scared to go there ... Don't be embarrassed - we can talk about
all sorts of things in this class in a mature way. You've got a choice Joey - you
don't have to ... Read it first then make a decision ...
As the time moves towards the halfway point of the lesson and an expected ten minute
break, Harry gives a time call and focuses students on where they should be up to prior
to the break and the reporting back that they will be doing after the break, plus:
Harry - You ' ve been working really well today. That's absolutely fantastic!
After the break, the conclusion of the activity is instigated by Harry gathering the class
back around the central table. Students are to report back on their findings from the
internet research activity. The girls are slow to rejoin, seeming tired and less motivated
than previously.
Harry -Now are we going to try 'I want to be 15 \ I'll get it over with' or I'll just
randomly choose you? Anyone want to volunteer to be first? Or what we might
do is just go through the order that's in the sheet. Why don't we do it that way?
[Student-that's a good idea] ... Yep thank you. A democratic decision, ... as long
as you do it my way. OK, um so let's just go through ... All that we want from
you at the moment, you can just give us a bit of a summary of what the issue is
you were looking at. It may not exactly fit the headings you've got here, so just
give us a bit of a background and the general things that you've discovered
... [Harry goes on ... reiterating the task ... ] OK who did number one - the right of
equality regardless of race, colour, sex, religion or nationality? That was you
Sally. [Sally blanches]. Now I can see we're going to do a rapid summary in
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your head of some of the points. You don't have to be fully comprehensive, just
give us a couple of points.
Sally - Um ...
Harry -Did this group question anything about that? About the rights of equality
for Australian kids for example?
Sally - [mumbles something inaudible] ... I don ' t know what I've done.
Harry - Do you want to hold on that and come back to you? Would you prefer
that?
Sally - Yeah.
Harry -[To Sally and also more generally ... ] Be part of here so you know what's
going on. So you ' re going to have a go but I' 11 give you a bit of time to
ruminate ... Did anyone else need a couple of minutes to check what you 're
going to say, or are you pretty right? OK, what about number two, the right to a
name and a nationality? Good on you Stevie.
Stevie - [the girl who was on the chat site] I found , I went on this website and I
found this thing that's a . . .
She is confident in giving her response but is a bit limited in her understanding of the
information she has found and Harry has to draw out an example of an adopted child
not knowing its nationality. Harry makes all of the discussion here.
During this discussion another female student eats an orange, gets up and puts peeling
in bin then applies hand creme.
At this point Harry returns to the first student, Sa11y, to report back. She reads from the
report she has been asked to use to find her answers and shows no ability to synthesise
the information into an answer that relates to her specific question. Harry takes over and
brings the main point together and tells students what to write and where to note it on
their handouts. After he has finished , he attributes his elaborated and detailed point back
to the student:
Harry - So that's the main point Sally has got out of her material there.
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The next student to answer brings in a Canadian example and it becomes clear that he
has focused on the wrong information - he found material on Canadian indigenous
issues rather than Australian - but Harry brings it into the discussion and makes use of
it. This is an interesting example of a teaching response where student output is low or
poor in quality. By integrating this material Harry shows that the emphasis is on
encouraging students to do something/anything.
As the lesson draws towards its end, there is a sense that some students are distracted.
They are not being disruptive but they are 'zoning out' and Harry seems aware of it. As
a way of focusing their efforts, Harry tries to make sure that the students have material
written down from the discussion:
Harry -Guys, have we actually bothered writing that down or am I just sort of
talking to the wall here? ... You decide the best spot to put it in ... In the most
appropriate spot.
The tone is still fairly light but Harry is getting tired too, I expect.
Harry - Ladies and gentlemen, let me remind you that unless you do something
active on this like putting something down in your own words, jotting down an
example to add to all this paper that you've got, all of this good work that
you've done is going to disappear into the ether. So pick your pen up and
actually write something down.
He checks with individual students whether they have written anything.
In the final ten minutes of the lesson, Harry stirs interest with a 'provocative statement'
- his term. He has picked up on a comment from a student about the new fad of
children's parties for girls being held with themes that apparently seem better suited to
more mature individuals.
Harry - This business of going to kids parties at 11 and having facials and
whatever, it is silly, OK or wrong? [Students interject] Stop, not all at once.
Silly, OK or wrong? Think about it personally. Half minute of silence and I want
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you to justify your opinion. Just think before you speak, you can jot down ideas
if you want to.
This topic and process seems to energise the class again. Students relate stories about
growing up too quickly, others become more engaged. Interestingly, the students seem
more engaged by other student talk. They are also engaged more when Harry directly
asks their opinion on the issue that has caused the interest. Students clamour to jump
into the conversation and want to give their opinions. Harry has to almost referee the
discussion. Students exchange ideas and opinions - this is the most animated they have
been. Harry draws the focus back to making a note on the handout that is relevant to the
points they have been making. The class ends after this discussion and Harry's final
comments.
Overall, this was a very teacher-directed lesson in terms of Harry's presence. Student
input was patchy and their output seemed generally very low and of low quality for the
most part, especially in relation to the espoused objectives of the lesson. Han-y used
examples and anecdotes from his own life and experiences, mentioning his wife, 'my
youth' , his teaching experiences, continually looking for something to engage and elicit
interest. He worked hard and I am exhausted at the end of the observation just from
watching him.
Claire's class - 'I shouldn't have to chase you up, you're an adult.'

PDHPE 4-6pm
Claire is teaching a Preliminary (Year 11) Personal Development, Health, Physical
Education (PDHPE) class, between 4 and 6pm, the last class of the day. The class has
been moved from their usual room to a computer room for the purposes of the lesson.
Eight students arrive over about five minutes and are asked to sit at computers and log
on. The classroom atmosphere is that of a rabble, despite the small numbers. There is a
high level of noise and generally boisterous energy.
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Some need help to log on and set themselves up at the computers. One student asks me
if I know how to make the screen images larger, as he thinks I am the support teacher
who sometimes attends this class to assist Claire.
Claire attempts to begin the formal lesson - repeated requests to have students face the
front are met with little compliance.
Claire -[voice quite elevated] Alright guys, if you could all just face this
way ... for a little bit. Warren included ...
More students arrive which interrupts the initial attempt at calling class to order as
Claire greets them. There are six boys and three girls at this stage.
Claire -Ah, excuse me. Face round here ...
The class continues not to focus. Claire continues to try to appeal to individuals.
Claire - Quickly! The longer we take to start, the longer it is before we leave.
In between loud voice announcements Claire is also attending to individuals as they
request help and/or arrive - 'Has anyone seen Debbie?'
Claire - Alright can you face this way please. Warren! Don ' t you understand
that?
Jordan? Right around. Jordan! [Yeah?] The whole of your chest facing this way.
Charlie if you don't mind him sitting here . ..
A number of the male students - especially Warren and Jordan - appear to have little
sense of classroom deportment. Claire's classroom management just to get the class
started includes the most basic instructions as to correct or expected posture. The ability
to self-manage appears to be not part of the classroom repertoire of some students and
yet, Claire persists. I am already wondering how this would be tolerated in other school
contexts.
Claire -Right all facing this way before we get started ... Warren, Warren please!
Warren, Warren! I need to get you all started together. The sheet that I've given
you is about nutrition. There's still a lot of people not looking this way, if you
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don't mind, quickly! I'm waiting. Right - this is nutrition and its effect on
personal health. We're doing better health for individuals. In the last lesson we
looked at the um ... A lot of us saw Supersize Me and so I'm basing this on some
of the work we did on that. We're going to start off together which is about
questions one to three [gives an aside to Debbie who arrives - I've put all your
stuff up here. You just sit there and face this way for a couple of minutes].
Debbie -I didn't know where everyone was!
Claire -Well it's OK, you're here now. The first section we'll do as a group then
you're going to be able to go into some internet sites and also some stuff that
I've got on the P-drive for biology that's relevant to you. And you know how to
look at what nutritional requirements are for a day and what healthy eating is
and make some notes on that. And then finally I'm going to have you look at
some of the web-pages of the fast food companies and I was amazed that you
can set up tray and then find out exactly what is in each of the foods, so that you
can actually have a look at and compare say a McDonalds ... And finally you 're
having a look at what are the consequences of not eating healthy food ...
This is the longest piece of task focused instruction that Claire has been able to get
through, yet all through this there is low level talking and apparent distraction.
Claire leads a discussion on material from Supersize Me. Some students participate
well, some students participate but also interject with extraneous comments, and some
students do not participate and look at the computer screens. There are high levels of
off-task behaviour.
Once Claire has introduced the lesson students begin independent work using the
computers and Claire attends to individuals.
Claire -Are you doing the sheet or are you just doing your own thing? Come on,
get on with it. I shouldn't have to chase you up, you're an adult.
Student -Where is the sheet gone?
Claire -In the workplace they don't ... [unclear]
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By this stage there are eleven students - five girls, six boys - present.
By 4.30 most students are on-task, or at least looking like it. The most distracted boys
are engaging in some aspects of the work but not focusing enough to complete the
work. They have not followed the flow of tasks set out on the sheet. They have found
one of the website tasks using the food analyser task on the McDonalds website and are
dabbling in it. Overall though, the self-paced and individual nature of the activity is
allowing more interested or more compliant students to work at their own pace.
Claire -Try to follow the instructions and see how much you can get done.
Otherwise you're going to be dissatisfied at the end of the lesson.
Interactions between Claire and the students are very varied. It is helpful and focused
with some who are trying to achieve the outcomes of the lesson, seemingly
unproductive and occasionally nonsensical with the distracted boys.
Student 1 - [Reading from the task sheet] What's kidney fm?
Student 2 -It's like a radio station .. .
Student l -[to Claire] What's kidney what?
Claire - Kidney function. Fn. Sorry I did my biology shorthand.
Student 1- Yeah well I don't do biology.
Claire - I know, I'd forgotten.
Student 1 -That's where they teach you to grow drugs.
Claire -I don't teach people how to grow drugs. I teach people the effects of
using them.
The drugs comment seems designed to get a rise or a laugh out of the class. I can tell
that the student who delivers the comment is waiting for a reaction from both Claire and
the rest of the class. However, the comment is not responded to in the expected way.
Claire does not get upset and thereby denies the student his laugh.
Claire has a number of techniques to manage the difficult boys. At 5.05 Claire offers a
break to the distracted boys but they will not go. It seems as if they do not want to be
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segregated in any way. Throughout, Claire maintains her composure and her tone is
quite light:
Claire -Guys, you three! I want you to go off for five minutes and then come
back.
Student - (immediately) No, I'm fine. I'm working.
Claire -No. You're making too much noise. Anyone who has to have a
break ... unclear. .. and you 're not concentrating so you can go for a break - a
quick five minute jog and then come back.
Claire gets the most distracted boy and changes his task. She sits with him at the centre
table and explains the task. She sets a time limit on what needs to be achieved.
Claire -You need to write down ... You can do it. I'll give you a piece of paper.
I'll lend you the form that Charlie's using. Have you got a pen with you today?
Student - Yeah [rummages in bag].
Claire goes step by step through the activity which is to read an article and write a
synops1s.
Student -What's a synopsis?
Claire -Fabio [who has been making high-pitched noises audible around the
room], do you want to work on that next door where we won't be distracting
you?
Fabio -Not really . . .
Fabio ' s friends in the class are now singing but Claire pushes on with Fabio
individually.
Fabio - I hate reading this . Look at the words - so small. They form little rivers.
Claire -Fabio, say that again ...
Fabio - It forms little rivers. The words, so small. Rivers.
Claire -Have you had your eyes tested lately? [Interjection by another student Rivers are funny!]
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Fabio -I don't need my eyes tested. I can see these rivers! [laughs and others
laugh].
The lesson continues largely in this vein. Claire continues working around the class,
working with individuals and sometimes drawing more students in with discussion
points of interest. At one point Fabio takes a mobile phone call in class. Claire tells him
to hang up and tum the phone off but he ignores her.
As the class time draws to an end, Claire gives instructions for saving work and/or
printing it off. Students are individually finishing, logging off, powering down the
computers and leaving.
Claire - I'll see you guys next Thursday!
At 5 .3 0 the class finishes. There is no formal ending. The last sound on my tape of the
observations is the sound of Claire chuckling as she walks towards me.
Christine's class - 'Where are you up to'?

Christine is teaching a Preliminary (Year l 1) Computer Applications (PCAPs) which
takes place between 11 am and 1pm. All Preliminary students at the College enrol in this
course compulsorily and at the end of Tenn I they are assessed for computer literacy. If
students can demonstrate the required competencies, they do not have to continue with
the subject. Some students choose to continue to expand their computer skills by
continuing to complete a one year competency-based course which leads to a Certificate
I in Information Technology.
At 11 am there is one female student present. Shortly afterwards, two others wander in
and they are greeted in a friendly way. They go straight to the computer terminals and
prepare to work individually. All present, including Christine, engage in friendly chat. It
is a very re laxed start to class. As the students settle at their computers, Christine moves
around the group and helps them to focus on work.
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By 11.15 there are still only three female students present. Students seem to be working
through individualised work folders which have been laid out on the centre table for
them to collect on arrival. Christine works with each individually.
At 11.16 another female student arrives. She is greeted in a friendly manner:
Christine -Good morning Sian [Sian goes to monitor after collecting her folder]
Where are you up to?
Two students are building organisational charts on the computer. They are being
encouraged to find their own methods to do it, for example, typing a question into the
help function. These are activities with very concrete outcomes. The goal of the lesson
appears to be a matter of getting 'ticked off on the competencies.
At 11.20 another female student arrives. She also receives a friendly greeting. The
student goes straight to a monitor, puts her things down and gets her folder. This is
clearly a routine they are used to.
By 11.30, five female students are present. Two students are having some quiet social
chat in between working but most students work independently. The classroom is calm,
quiet and mostly quite focused. One student is also chatting online between working on
tasks. Christine sees this while talking to me:
Christine -Bettina, MSN goes away.
Christine's tone here remains light, not reprimanding. She continues to work one on
one, moving between students.
Christine then helps a student - Vanessa - to make a card for her father. This student is
ahead of others in her work and Christine chats about the student's vocational goals, her
father' s birthday - 'What did you get him'? Christine makes physical contact with the
student at end of conversation by placing a hand on her shoulder after saying 'very
sweet' after hearing about the planned birthday presents.
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Christine greets another female student as she arrives. This student seems stressed and
Christine enquires - ' What's happening'? The student shares the sources of her stress a music assessment task.
Students do not ask for a break until 12.12 and this is instigated by a student who
finishes a task and is waiting on a new cartridge for the printer.
During the break I chat with Christine about the class. There are twelve students in the
class (eleven girls, one boy), but only about half are in class today. Christine says it is
unusual for so many to be away and even more unusual for the absences to be nonnotified. Christine also talks about the new roll system in operation at the College. The
rolls are handed in at the end of each lesson and scanned by the computer and matched
against the absences that the College has been notified of (if they are going to be absent,
students are expected to inform the College on the day). Unexplained absences generate
an SMS to the contact mobile number supplied, which for students under eighteen must
be parents/guardians.
Another student - Kara - comes in at 12.3 0. She is effectively one and half hours late
for the two hour class. Her energy and disposition seems quite volatile compared to the
other students. She engages me directly and inquires about my presence. She is louder
and more talkative than the others and does not want to do her work:
· Kara - This is boring.
Kara initiates a conversation with Christine about the television program, Dr Who then
goes onto discussing passwords, pin numbers among other topics in a stream of
consciousness chatter at a loud level. Christine returns to her assistance with the other
students; however, Kara wants help with her work and tries to again attract Christine's
attention fairly indirectly by being loud . Christine does not respond directly to Kara's
attention-seeking behaviour. She gives an occasional answer to her loud questions but is
not derailed from her focus on the on-task student. Kara puts up her hand and eventually
addresses Christine directly and asks for help politely. During the process of assisting,
Christine chats with Kara about life pl ans, generally engaging her and giving
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information about part-time bar work and responsible service of alcohol and gambling
training.
The end of class occurs when Christine announces that it is one o'clock. No one has
made a move to leave the room before this. Just as there has been no formal group
instruction, there is also no formal conclusion.
Discussion

Each of the three classes presented above are different in terms of teaching content,
teaching style, atmosphere and attitude to meeting objectives. And yet, according to the
rhetoric of the College, each provides an adult learning environment. As stated, it is not
the goal of this chapter to decide whether or not this is a well supported claim. The term
'adult learning' and its product 'the adult learner' are ill-defined and contested at best.
Rather, the aim here is to look at the classroom practices and consider the ways 'adult'
conduct is being shaped.
In the process of translation of government goals, the importance of 'enrolling
individuals as allies' (Miller and Rose 1990, p. 18) was discussed above and it is the
contention here that, if these classrooms have anything in common, it is an attempt to
build alliances between teachers and students and ultimately, students and the
curriculum. As also discussed previously, many of the students at the College have
experienced difficulties in their educational histories, often citing antagonistic
relationships with teachers as part of their problem with school. Even students with less
difficult educational histories often cited unsatisfactory relationships with teachers as a
concern with previous schooling. Therefore allying themselves with teachers and
therefore potentially with the aims and objectives of the curriculum, represents a step
away from old ways of being in relation to learning. That many students equate this
shift with what makes the classroom environment at the College more 'adult' will be
seen in the following two chapters.
The fact of the alliance, or at least its possibility, can be seen in the nature of each
classroom cohort. In each of the classrooms, there are students present who would not
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be in education if it were not for the College. A number of Harry's students are clearly
struggling with the literacy requirements of the curriculum and must find the demands
of the course quite confronting. Others, such as Joey, who works too many part-time
hours, are pulled in many directions other than school. Claire's class contains students
whose challenging behaviours would not be tolerated in many contexts, especially in the
post-compulsory years. A student such as Kara in Christine ' s class who arrives one and
a half hours late for a two hour class and does not show much orientation towards work
is clearly struggling with being there and yet, she is there. She does make the effort to
come, albeit expressing her ambivalence. How is this achieved?
The appeal to adult learning by the College as a governing technique operates in a
number of ways. Initially it acts as an enticement. From the interviews which comprise
Chapters 6 and 7, it seems that young people who come to the College find the prospect
of being treated like an adult, whatever that might mean to them, appealing. In actuality,
it operates as a powerful shaper of conduct, particularly in the areas of self-regulation,
self-direction and responsibilisation, the 'authoritative norms' (Miller & Rose 1990, p.
18) most often associated with adult learning. Essentially, although ill-defined and
contested, adult learning represents a large body of expert knowledge that purports to
know about the needs of adults in teaching and learning contexts. As such, it exerts the
authority of expertise which can serve the purpose of aligning subjects with the goals of
government (Rose & Miller 1992). Perhaps most importantly in the College context, it
has the potential to tum resistant students into allies.
By most measures, Harry's lesson would not fit the picture of an adult learning
environment as commonly described. Firstly, the lesson is highly structured by Harry.
And while the activities could be carried out independently once the materials have
been given out, the actual lesson is teacher led. Harry directs the students very closely
throughout, to the point of telling them how and when to make notes. The students seem
quite dependent on Harry's cues to know how to complete the simple activity. So
positioning of the students here does not fit the model of the autonomous, self-directing
adult.
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The content of the lesson seems to draw students in at times but the most animated
discussion happens at a tangent to the knowledge objectives of the lesson. What else
might be going on by way of producing the 'adult learner'? The warmth of Harry's
demeanour creates a welcoming atmosphere. He seems genuinely happy to be in the
classroom and this sets a positive tone which, despite the challenges of getting these
students to meet the outcomes of the lesson, he manages to largely maintain for the
duration of the class. His interactions with the students are respectful and personal. The
students' individuality is seen and included in the contact that he has with them. He uses
his knowledge of students' individual circumstances to connect and also discloses some
relevant personal details of his own life outside the classroom to engage student interest.
It is also a low risk environment for students - Harry's tasks do not ask a great deal of

the students and he is very available to help. No one feels put down for struggling.
When one of the students mistakenly uses a website which focuses on Canadian rather
than Australian indigenous issues, Harry finds a way to link in the material and draws
useful parallels so that the student's mistaken efforts count towards what the lesson is
trying to achieve.
In these ways, and others, Harry is undoing the expectations many young people have
of the classroom. The students in this class are among the least able HSC candidates.
For many of these students, the classroom has been an alienating place but here, it can
be different. The success of this strategy can be seen in the enthusiastic way many of the
students jump into discussion. What is 'adult' about this and what is the nature of the
learning? Importantly it seems, Harry models a respectful, non-antagonistic adult figure
which elicits a positive response in the students. Their views are sought and listened to.
Harry is the facilitator and he does a lot of the talking but there is an exchange and in
these moments - see the discussion at the end of the lesson in particular when they talk
about children ' s parties - there is genuine exchange of ideas. This classroom is a place
where you might be stimulated to talk and listen with real interest.
A number of students in this study (see Chapters 6 and 7) equate this invitation and
expectation of involvement as central to feeling that they are being treated as an adult.
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When asked about what constitutes adult learning participants cite just these types of
things:
I, yeah, I think that's what keeps everyone like involved in classes but um .. .I
think just because we're like part of, like, the lesson, .. .I think because we're
allowed to talk to each other (Kim).
They walk into the class, you can see that they enjoy teaching. They enjoy
teaching here. They enjoy the people (Ethan).
Harry's classroom is indicative of these comments and functions to form an alliance
based on goodwill.
Claire's approach, on the surface, is quite different from Harry's. From the outset, the
tone of the classroom interactions are much more that of a disciplinary classroom.
Against the odds, she insists on quiet attention at the beginning of the class. She
attempts to gain the attention of all class participants. She wants them facing the front.
The fact that these seemingly basic features of classroom behaviour are beyond a
proportion of her students leads to her use of a raised voice and the singling out of
individual students for correction. The noise, the interjections, the lack of focus,
Claire's raised voice - so far, so typical. This is a scene which is being played out in
school classrooms everywhere, often with the resulting alienation of students and
frustration of teachers.
Yet there are points in this class where the usual trajectory is interrupted. Old strategies
of disruption - smart comments, interjections, physical restlessness - amongst wellpracticed proponents of classroom mayhem are dealt with in often unexpected ways.
Sometimes Claire 'doesn't hear ' the provocative comments and just ploughs on.
Sometimes she takes up such comments and uses them to include the student in the
discussion . In another lesson I observe with Claire, a student makes a loud, off-the-point
comment about a character they are discussing being gay. The comment was designed
to be disruptive and an attempt to make a distracting joke. In this case Claire treated the
comment seriously and responded in a way that the student did not expect. Claire took
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up the issue and the student suddenly found himself unexpectedly participating. A
moment was created where you could actually see students being taken aback and
having a different type of classroom experience.
How then, do Claire's classroom practices manifest the translation process? How is the
expertise of adult learning being used to shape conduct? How does this lesson fit into
the network of governing influences? Firstly, there seems to be an over-riding sense of a
space being created - a space that will allow inclusion even of the most marginal
students in terms of challenging behaviour. Claire's expected standards of behaviour are
not dissimilar to what might be expected in any classroom. The noise, the restlessness,
the distractions are not welcome here but neither are they terminal points in the
interaction she is maintaining. No one gets excluded from Claire ' s class, at least on this
day. Claire stated that sometimes she does use more standard approaches of segregation
of students who are causing problems but she does this with a keen understanding that
exclusion is a powerful tool and one that these students do not like. She understands the
paradox of their situation - despite their inability to be in the classroom in ways that are
generally acceptable, they do want to be there. They are getting something out of
coming to class. Claire even comments that one of the most difficult students has near
perfect attendance. Her classroom is a space that allows (or at least tolerates and
understands) ways of being in school that would otherwise be unintelligible. Resistance
is one of the issues here but it is being read differently in this context. The College,
Claire's philosophy of inclusive teaching, the support structures of the College (there is
often a second support teacher in the room) engage differently. The impossible subjects
(Yeodel1 2006) have become intelligible in this room or if not quite intelligible, then at
least given a space in which they are held. This in itself promises the possibility of
something different for these students. It certainly represents a discontinuity and
therefore a space for something else to occur. An alliance has been formed based on
Claire's willingness to persist and take these students and their learning seriously.
Christine ' s classroom is different again from the previous two. Of the three lessons
observed, this one seems to comply most closely with what might be expected of an
adult learning environment. Classroom management as it might be traditionally
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understood in a school setting is at a minimum. In fact, the room has very little of the
atmosphere of a cohort working together. This room contains a group of individuals,
who may be working on the same objectives, but do so at their own pace and
presumably in their own ways. While technically, this is not really self-directed
learning, there is a sense of each student taking responsibility for their own progress.
This may be a function of the content and skills being learned. This is a competency
based computer basics course with, one would imagine, little to spark the discussion and
controversy of indigenous issues as in Harry's class or even the curiosity value of the
online McDonald 's nutrition calculator of Claire's lesson . The goal here is for students
to demonstrate a range of basic computer competencies and then have these checked off
in their workbook.
How is this 'adult' being shaped in this style of teaching and learning? Christine
conducts herself as a resource rather than a class manager. She provides some
motivation and limits - see the comment to Bettina who is chatting online - but there is
no lecture or admonishment. Just a reminder of what is expected in tem1s of use of
resources and time. This allows Christine to interact in a relaxed and friendly manner
which at times seems collegial. There is an expectation in this room that students have
internalised an effective way of working and have developed a work ethic so that
Christine's role is merely to facilitate rather than manage the learning. This is a serious
classroom where students are not expecting to be cajoled and entertained as in Harry's
class and certainly not managed and disciplined as in Claire's. The high level of student
alignment with this approach is best demonstrated when the prevailing industrious tone
is challenged when Kara comes into the room. Her outburst of 'This is boring', clashes
heavily with the overriding atmosphere of the room in a way that it might not in Claire's
class, or even Harry's . This ubiquitous student complaint is out of place in this
classroom, despite the fact that it might even be true. It is simply not the point in this
classroom. Christine and her students are jointly engaged in what they seem to have
agreed to be worthwhile skill-building activi ties. Boring or not, there seems to be an
unspoken agreement that all will get on with what needs to be achieved in a responsible,
adult way. Moreover, it was interesting to observe that Kara's outburst did not receive
any response from the other students where in other classroom contexts, this type of
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outburst is often the trigger for general complaint. In this way, Christine's students
distanced themselves from Kara's antics, which in this adult context rendered her as
childish. These students have allied themselves with the pleasures and rewards of selfregulation and self-direction offered by Christine's classroom. At what cost and on
whose terms this occurs will be discussed in Chapter 8.
Conclusion

The theorisation of government tells us that government takes effect through indirect
means and relies on processes of translation (Rose 1999) in which 'a multitude of
connections are established between the aspirations of authorities and the activities of
individuals and groups' (Rose & Miller 1992). Central to this process is the role of
expertise in rendering the targets of government knowable and then providing the
mechanisms, the technologies of government, for acting on the subjects of government.
Government is effective at the point where governmental programs become 'consonant
with the proliferation of procedures for the conduct of conduct at a molecular level '
(Rose 1999, p. 51 ). This chapter has tackled the question of what this process might
look like at the molecular level.
How did a State Government initiative translate into the personal project of a College
Director and his staff? Specifically, how was government put into effect at the College
at the level of staff decisions to be part of the College project? Also, how was expertise,
in the form of knowledge about adult learning, influential in shaping the teaching and
learning practices of individual classrooms? If anything can be taken from these
accounts and observations, it might be that they reveal something of the nature of the
alliances and alignments that occur to make translation possible. In the transcript
excerpts above and the observation notes, this process of the forging of alignments and
alliances can be seen to have operated in interesting ways. Amanda and Claire's
comments about the first College Director, suggest a strong sense of the College being
shaped by the Director's persona] project to create an environment where something
different, in tem1s of support for students and staff working together, might be allowed
to occur. That this personal project aligned further with their own senses of their
vocation in teaching obviously worked to strengthen their connection to this project.
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Rose and Miller's (1990; 1992) work further reminds us that the personal project is also
the work of an individual actor or actors who are subjects of government. This in turn
encourages us to look at the ways in which the Director's vision and the teachers' sense
of vocation are shaped by governing influences.
One such governing influence highlighted in this chapter was the role of 'adult
learning', seen here as an example of expert knowledge being used to shape classroom
practice. In an attempt to avoid the non-productive debates in the literature about what
'adult learning' might be, the practices of three classrooms were observed with the goal
of describing how the practices of the classroom create an 'adult' environment and what
'adult' conduct might be aspired to in these practices. The observations suggested that
adult learning in the College operates as a series of productive refusals, that is, refusal to
fall into the (often antagonistic) relations so commonplace in high school classrooms.
The classroom practices observed attempted to create a space where alliances between
teacher and student and student and educational goals could be built. That this might
occur differently in different classrooms and with various levels of success, should be
no surprise given what we know about attempts to shape conduct and the impact of
contingent local practices.
Moreover, it needs to be remembered that 'adult learning ' is not the only form of expert
knowledge deployed at the College. Theorisations of government position the College
as a hub of multiple linkages between various knowledge regimes. This is evident in
one instance, in the welfare/pastoral care focus which at times in the life of the College
seemed to be a central concern. This challenges what might be an otherwise simplistic
casting of the College as (only) a conduit for vocationalised, instrumental knowledge
attempting to shape a particular type of competent, work-ready subject. A
governmentality perspective allows a much more complex picture to emerge. As Miller
and Rose ( 1990) state:
Unplanned outcomes emerge from the intersection of one technology with
another, or from the unexpected consequences of putting a technique to work.
Contrariwise, techniques invented for one purpose may find their governmental
role for another, and the unplanned conjunction of techniques and conditions
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arising from very different aspirations may allow something to work without or
despite its explicit rationale. The 'will to govern' needs to be understood less in
terms of its success than in terms of the difficulties of operationalizing it (p.
190).

11 8

CHAPTER 6 - ETHICAL WORK ON THE SELF I: 'IMPOSSIBLE
LEARNERS' (YOUDELL 2006) TELLING THEIR STORIES

Introduction

In this chapter and the following, the focus of discussion shifts from governmental
initiatives which shape the conduct of others to processes of self-government. It is the
work that subjects do on themselves in the process of being governed that will now be
explored. The underpinning theoretical interest has not changed since in Foucault's
discussion of the emergence of the art of government (1991 ), one of the central
questions posed concerns how to govern oneself. However, in considering the processes
of self-government, this part of the thesis introduces individual accounts by young
people of their engagement in education and training. In Chapter 3 it was noted that this
requires some clarification if we are to coherently move between an analysis of
processes of subjectification and explorations of the experience of subjectivity. This
involves a shift in focus from theoretical understandings of a decentred subject
(Popkewitz & Brennan 1998, p.10) known as 'youth,' or 'youth in transition' -within
this theoretical framework acknowledged as 'an artifact produced at the intersection of
specific problematisations' (Tait 2000, p. 3) - to the possible readings that might be
made of the accounts individual young people give of their own experiences.
One of the main reasons for ensuring this clarification and recapping some of the
discussion from Chapter 3 is that when working within the governmentality framework,
it is important to remember that while processes of subjectification do presuppose
'forms of person, self and identity' (Dean 1999, p. 32), they 'do not determine forms of
subjectivity' (Dean 1999, p. 32). So although it may be possible to highlight the
existence of certain subjectivating practices in the College context, for example, the
production of a particular type of student known as 'the adult learner', the ways
individuals take up, either fully, partially or contingently, or resist experiencing
themselves in relation to this possible subject position is not pre-determined. However,
it is constrained. As Foucault states, while:
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the subject constitutes itself in an active fashion through practices of the self,
these practices are nevertheless not something invented by the individual
himself. They are models that he finds in his culture and are proposed,
suggested, imposed upon him by his culture, his society, his social group
(l 997b, p. 291 ).

As mentioned in Chapters 2 and 3, Hunter (1996) takes up this idea in relation to the
school and its role in turning out 'self-reflective and self-governing persons' (p. 160).
Following Foucault, he highlights the active aspects of this process, this 'ethical work'
(p. 158) on the self, as well as the particular subject-constituting models we have
inherited, in his genealogy of schooling. So now we come to the problem of to what
extent it is possible to observe these acts of moral self-problematisation and
interrogation with a view to gaining further insights into the workings of government on
the self. Furthermore, will it be possible to tease out particular governing strategies
which activate and shape the nature of this ethical work?
As stated earlier, traditional ethnographic research methods have been widely used in
education to observe and represent the experiences of participants in ways that claim to
take the reader into the lived experiences of participants. However, these understandings
have been problematised by poststructuralist critique and this has implications for how
research might be conducted, as discussed in Chapter 3.
Following Britzman (2000) in her approach '[i]n studying the lived experience of actual
individuals but not wanting to individualize or render as a psychological problem the
social disarray these individuals lived' (p. 31 ), the inclusion of the student accounts in
this thesis are presented and read in a way that is consistent with the governmentality
perspective. They are not read in terms of an emancipatory project where the
participants overcame their problems with school to complete the HSC and some
vocational training, although these details may be included in the accounts. These
accounts are presented with a view to questioning what might be the nature of the selfproblematisations in which young people engage to become intelligible at the College
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and how practices at the College, and post-compulsory education more widely, might be
implicated in this ethical work.
Having said this, it must be acknowledged that tensions exist in such writing. In order to
present the accounts of the young people below and in the following chapter, I found it
difficult to closely follow Britzman's (2000) advice 'of having to abandon the
impossible desire to portray the study's subjects as they would portray themselves' (p.
32). Demographic and biographical details such as age and family background are
included. It might reasonably be asked to what end? From my perspective, it seems to
have something to do with a sense that in providing these details, the participants were
identifying and locating themselves through the use of name, age, family and
educational background. These are traditional markers of identity through which they
are used to relate to others, including me. Would they recognise themselves in these
chapters? Probably. Do they ' see th emselves as inventions of discourses and as
fragmented subjectivities' (Britzman 2000, p. 3 7)? I do not expect they would. Thus
' the uneasy dialogue between humanism and poststructuralism, between what is taken
as lived experience and the afterthought of interpretive efforts, between the real subjects
and their textual identities ' (Britzman 2000, p. 32) is very much a part of this section of
the thesis.
Accounts of educational exclusion - the ' problem' kids

The initial presentation of the young people who participated in this study will occur
across this chapter and the next. For the purposes of presentation, the group has been
divided in two - those who came to the College after periods of educational exclusion
or disruption and those whose choice of the College for Years 11 and 12 might be seen
as comparatively seamless continuation from their previous schooling. That this
categorisation is reductive, arbitrary and glosses over other biographical details of the
participants' lives that at least the youn g participants might think are more important
(Magire, Ball & Macrae 2001 ), almost goes without saying. I also have no interest in
setting out a binary opposition between the two groups - the excluded and the included
- since at the time of this project, all were included in education in one way or another.
Moreover, even those students presented in the next chapter who one might be tempted
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to see as 'successful' and 'included' students will be seen to suffer a range of day-today micro-exclusions (Y oudell 2006). The effects of these micro-exclusions make their
connection with school at times tenuous also. However, this division does serve the
purpose of introducing the notion of educational practices of exclusion and inclusion
and the subtleties of the subjectification of students around these governing strategies
which will be taken up in later analysis of these accounts. Specifically, in the case of the
accounts provided in this chapter, each of the young people providing the account has
found it difficult or impossible to be a student in mainstream settings. They have all had
disrupted schooling and some have been out of school for extended periods before
entering the College.
In a recent school ethnographic study, Youdell (2006) examined practices that produced
exclusion (and inclusion) and found that 'some students might be rendered impossible
learners within the discourses that frame the school ' (p. 33) through what she terms
'constellations of identity categories' (p. 33). In drawing her analysi s, Youdell uses
Butler' s theorisation of discursive performativity (1990) which developed from
Foucault's work on subjectification. This particular development in the theorisation of
the subject is not at the heart of this thesis ' exploration and Youdell 's focus on excluded
identities has not been the organising principle of the approach here. However, it may
provide some useful insights into the nature of the self-problematisations in which the
College participants engage. For example, while it was not my concern or interest to
focus on participant identity categories in terms of for example race, ethnicity, class,
gender or sexuality in selecting participants or in initially considering their accounts, my
interest in participant self-problematisation around issues or reasons for educational
exclusion may be informed by some aspects of these identity categories. However, my
central interest is how the participants experienced these exclusions , to what extent they
self-problematised around their difficulties with school and to what extent they can be
seen to have engaged in self-regulatory practices to enable them to become students
once again within the specific context of the College.
As the data will show, these participants' lack of intelligibility as students within the
mainstream was foregrounded in their lives in a variety of ways. The difficulties thus
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created served to place them on the margins of what might be expected of school
experience and school transitions, that is, transitions within school from middle school
to senior school and also from school to work or further education and training. And
yet, at the time this research was conducted, they were all students again. This suggests
a shift in status from excluded to included which may have been made possible through
particular types of work on the self. This is not to say that this work on the self resulted
in them becoming the model of the 'good student' or that the effects of this work did not
come at some cost or that the effects would be particularly longstanding or even
consistent across their time as students. This section simply focuses on their accounts
from the perspective of reflections on their exclusion and what they might be able to tell
us about the work they have done on themselves which allowed them to re-engage with
education. In particular, the discussion focuses on moments of self-problematisation and
self-reflection in the accounts which may have been shaped within the context of the
College, which most saw as offering a different educational experience and potentially
the possibility of becoming a different kind of student.
The context of the College is central to the interests of this discussion. However, it also
needs to be noted that for some participants, the processes of self-problematisation were
heavily facilitated by and mediated through not only their encounters with the College
but also with a range of institutions including legal, welfare, medical and familial
structures. Furthermore, that the College operates as a complex assemblage (Rose 1999)
of techniques and practices, utilising a wide range of expert knowledge which make its
practices and governing objectives intelligible and possible, is a key assumption of this
research.

Michael - 'Doing that teenage rebellion thing'

Prior to his arrival at the College, Michael's schooling had been disrupted by a number
of factors. Michael had dropped out of an elite private boys ' school at fifteen, citing
prob lems with his family relationships as the cause. He subsequently left home for
approximately six months during which time he was essentially homeless. Fortunately,
despite his homelessness, he did not have to resort to living on the streets, as such. As
he stated, he 'did the round robin ' of friends ' places finding sho1i term accommodation.
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An interesting aspect of the early parts of the first interview with Michael is the sense of
distance he has already created between the events he describes from this time and his
current self. Michael describes this time of school leaving, family relationship
breakdown and homelessness almost dismissively. In his account, he was merely
'Doing that teenage rebellion thing', a statement that at once stereotypes what must
have been a complex and difficult set of events for both Michael and his family and also
downplays the events which I was later to learn involved dealings with the juvenile
justice system and drug use. In this statement there is also a sense that Michael has
relegated whatever was going on in this period as the trivial concerns of a teenage
'phase', no longer reconcilable with his current sense of self.
When he eventually returned home, he enrolled in a local public high school but this
lasted only a very short time because of Michael's clashes with the Principal. However,
Michael's parents were keen, for him to continue with his education:
Yeah - I just kind of came here because that's what my parents just said. You
should try and finish your HSC and I kind of dropped out for a bit before that so
I was just like, OK whatever goes, come here and do whatever. But then after a
while, I started to settle down a bit.
At the time of our first interview, Michael is 18 years old. He has been at the College
for two and a half years, completing his HSC over three years via the Pathways option.
This pattern of study, which gives Michael a reduced study load averaged over 3 years
rather than the standard 2 years for the course, is the result of his poor attendance record
('about 6% ') at the end of his first term at the College. In fact, Michael's initial
enrolment - what he calls his 'charade of going to school' - had been terminated at the
end of Term 1 because of his lack of attendance. So although this consequence may
have been unintended, this approach to College life, that is, not going to classes and
feeling little attachment to the idea of completing his school education, had in fact been
part of his plan in enrolling in the College, since Michael heard about the College
through a friend:
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He was just like, come to [the College] , it's the easiest school ever. The teachers
don ' t care, you can wag, whatever. You can even smoke cigarettes. I went, oh
yeah, bloody oath you know, that sounds like the thing for me.
The College therefore met Michael's needs in two ways. Firstly, enrolment would
placate his parents. Michael reports that his mother, in particular, was very supportive
of his decision to try the College. She had been the one who called the College and set
up the interview required for enrolment application. Secondly, in his estimation at least,
enrolment would allow him to live a life he had become accustomed to while not
attending school.
However, by the time of our first interview, Michael has decided that he does have the
potential to enjoy study and the ability to get something out of it. His post-HSC plan
involves some form of furth er study. In the process of explaining this change in his
approach to his educati on, Michae l describes two key interventions in hi s life which
had, to some ex tent, unexpected consequences. The fi rst was a court-ordered curfew
which meant that Michael was not allowed out of the family home at night for a year.
Up until this point, he had not deve loped an interest in his studies or what might be
called a study routine:
I never really participated in class. And at th e end of my first year, I had this
thing where I couldn't really go out - ... it was like a law enforcement thing, I
had to stay home at night. ..
. . . So I had nothing to do. So I decided I'd do a bit of study and it was for
biology and I got like

2nd

or something [in the assessment task] . .. The teachers

and the people in the class were fully like, 'what the ... ? How is this guy pulling
off this '? The teachers got the idea that I had the ability to do alright if I kind of
did a bit of work . . . So I guess that' s where it started.
At this point in Michael ' s story it is un clear to what extent, if any, the adult learning
environment at the College per se, has had an impact on his conduct. However, when
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asked if this experience of success represented a turning point for him in his approach to
learning, he replies:
Yes and no ... After that year, the

1 st

year, I was really part time ... the year after

that I started kind of full-time . That year I knew heaps of people. The new year
of preliminary students that came, I kind of knew heaps of them that came. They
were from my old crowd a bit. So we got into the habit of wagging school a bit,
going out at lunch and drinking, doing all that stuff.
It would seem from Michael's words that at this stage, the discourses of the

autonomous, responsible learner being shaped by the freedom to actively choose the
mode of educational engagement apparently in play at the College had a fairly tenuous
grip on him. Despite his experience of the pleasure of academic success and reported
improved relationships with teaching staff, he makes clear that his conduct was being
shaped by alternative interpretations of adult behavior, like going to the pub at
lunchtime which at least legally, you need to be an adult to do. In fact, the event that
seemed to have been th e instigation of th e beginning of hi s 'reform ' was his night-time
incarceration in his home - the result of his experiences in the juvenile justice system or
as Michael emphasised, the Children's Court.
However, another event towards the end of his second year of study appeared to have a
more significant impact on him:
I got diagnosed with ADD. They started me on medication .. . that really helped
me to concentrate well.
Michael chose to share this part of his story at an interesting point in the interview. He
had just finished discussing the curfew, stating 'it wasn't a good time in my life ... '
before trailing off into an awkward silence. He had not told me about the offence which
earned him the curfew and I had not asked directly. He had mentioned drug use and also
fare evasion, even using a fairly jocular tone:
I used to think that not buying train tickets would be like save me a bit of money
and then that caught up with me and I had to pay like a thousand and something
dollars in fines . . .
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Although my impulse was to fill the silence with another question, I hesitated in case
there was something Michael wanted to add. When he did speak again, it was quite
sudden, as if he had had an idea that could override the awkward moment, a mitigating
factor which might render his account of himself more coherent or even acceptable (to
me, to him, to both of us?):
Yeah ... I've got ADD, I don 't know if that's got anything to do with it. . .
The tone ofMichaels's recounting of the ADD diagnosis seems quite positive and when
asked whether he viewed the diagnosis positively he replies:
I guess so ... knowing that I had it allowed me to sort of put a nail into some of
the issues that I was having. That I could go, oh OK that's why I was behaving
the way I did ... .It just gave me a bit more insight into like who I am and the way
I worked . .. it was helpful.
One of the striking aspects of Michael's narrative is his recounting of the development
of reflective capacities which recalls Hunter' s (1996) argument concerning 'ethical
labour through which ... [individuals] perform a certain "work of the self on the
self"(p.158). Michael performs a self-problematisation via the leverage afforded by his
diagnosis. It allows him to reflect on past behaviours in a new way.
I wasn't really mature. I'm not saying I'm mature now. Before I didn't have any
idea what I was doing. I was really like kind of impulsive, ... didn't really think
about what I was doing, I just did it. I think that was kind of like the reason why
I did those things, I didn't realise they had consequences.
Michael's comments make it clear that he has problematised his own behaviour within a
framework of a medical explanation of his inability to control his impulses. This
explanation allows him to at once di stance himself from blame - he has a recognised
medical condition - and also to take responsi bility for doing something to improve this
behaviour. That is, he takes medication. This problematisation and his subsequent
attempts at self-regulation provide the possibility for his inclusion in the learning
environment at the College. It seems clear from his further comments in the

3rd

and final
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interview that he is seeking to conform to a subject position of a more responsible,
young adult learner.
Finally till this year, I realised that ... if you want to do well you need to work.
Before [I used to] ... study on the last day ... [Being at the College] ... gave me a
bit of time to do a bit of thinking, and like, I was working as well. . .just growing
up a bit in that time.

Charlotte - 'life is hard'

At the time of our interview Charlotte was 20 years old and supporting herself on Youth
Allowance. She had been living with her boyfriend for 6 months. Prior to this she spent
8 months in a youth refuge after being 'kicked out' of home. She had left her private
girls ' school at the end of Year I 0, citing problems in her family and although she tried
a local state high school after that, she found she could not continue.
There was a lot of stuff happening in our family, so I decided that like, I
wouldn ' t continue with school. So I just dropped out and decided to work .. . It
was pretty much it.
Charlotte chose not to elaborate on why her family problems made it impossible to
continue at school, although she does hint at a previously unhappy relationship with
school as being part of her disincentive for continuing in the midst of the family issues.
I was always pretty bad at my grades at my school ... I found that teachers would
mark you on pretty much on what they thought of you. And I hate to say it but
like my English teacher, she . . .It didn't matter what I handed in. I always got
back the same mark. And it was just like, I don't know, it's just like so different
here. It doesn ' t matter how much you stuff up or anything, the teachers will still
mark your paper as if it's someone that they don ' t know ... Which is good 'cause
you get a better advantage at it.
Charlotte's commentary on what she perceives as the differences in treatment between
her previous school and the College hints at a type of self-knowledge born of reflection
on the features and possibilities of successful studenthood. That a propensity to 'stuff
up ' at school might, in some contexts at least, make your viability and credibility as a
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worthwhile student more marginal, seems clear and unfair to her. Being 'known' in a
particular way at school can create 'baggage', the weight of which can exact a toll when
pressures from life outside of school are brought to bear as well. While in this exchange,
Charlotte does not delve into the nature of whatever 'stuffing up' she may have been
involved in, she does show that she has reflected on its consequences and has linked
them to her perceived lack of viability as a student.
By the time we meet during the research project, Charlotte has returned to education.
She has come to the College to do her HSC after a period in the workforce where she
chose not to complete an apprenticeship.
I was working at one place and I didn't feel comfortable there so I left. .. And
then I was working at another place and I was the only apprentice there and I
was going into my

3rd

year and I was still cleaning. I wasn't going anywhere in

it. .. where you're supposed to be. I didn ' t like it.
Then came the decision to return to study:
It got to the point where I was 18 and I needed to get a good job that would pay

well because I was living out of home, because I had to pay rent and all that sort
of stuff and .. . there aren't many jobs that you can get without your HSC ... So, it
kind of limits you a bit. .. So I decided to come back.
Charlotte's problematisation of her situation seems to be informed by, among other
things, her first hand experience of the workforce. She has developed ideas about how
her apprenticeship should have progressed and what she might expect in terms of the
intrinsic rewards of her chosen field of work. That she was disappointed on both counts
and felt unable to negotiate anything better for herself, led her to withdraw. But there
were other governing forces within which Charlotte made her decisions. Charlotte ' s
family breakdown had meant that she had been exposed to a range of youth welfare
interventions and youth workers who she engaged in her decision-making around her
return to education. In the wider knowledges that make up youth in transition from
school to work, she would have been classified as an early school leaver at risk of
remaining unqualified, given her decision to discontinue her apprenticeship. Her
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statement - 'there aren't many jobs that you can get without your HSC' - may reveal a
knowledge of the prevailing calculations that are made concerning young people and the
risks of early school leaving. In fact, Charlotte's biographical details would put her at
the centre of the concerns of this area of expertise since as Kelly (2001) notes, a survey
of the vast youth-at-risk literature reveals 'potentially, every behaviour, every practice
... can be constructed in terms of risk' (Tait 1995, p. 23) to 'desired futures' (p. 30).
Thus when Charlotte reflects on her situation and engages in practices of the self, she
does so within the prevailing knowledge of 'youth' in her culture, society and social
group.
For Charlotte, finding a place where she could be a student again, given her previous
experiences, would be the challenge. In making a decision about her return to school
and choosing the College, Charlotte drew on her social network.
A few of my girlfriends had been here ... So .. and they said that it was really
good.
At first, the College provided Charlotte with the opportunity she had been looking for.
When asked about her first impressions, she states:
It was good . . .I really enjoyed it. It was easy to settle in and make friends . . . and

like I said, it's a lot more relaxed than like going to a normal school. . .
[Interviewer: Can you give me an example of how it's more relaxed?]
Well at normal schools, everyone's kind of up themselves .. .They are!. .. And it's
just very different. A totally different environment than what it is there.
Just everything's different. I think that, like as a year, we get along better than
what normal years would at other schools .... Everyone just gets along with
everyone.
[Interviewer: Why?]
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It's a lot more harder to make friends in other schools. People judge you. I mean
like, you still get people who judge you here but um, I don't know, it's just
totally different like atmosphere than it is compared to like other places.
Charlotte's reflections on the social aspects of being a student are of interest here and
link to a range of comments from the other participants. Her comment that 'People
judge you' again hints at her having reflected on previous lack of social 'success' in the
school environment. Interestingly, it is not her own failure or lack of social acceptability
that she problematises - 'everyone's kind of up themselves' - but there is no doubt that
she has known what it is like to be below par according to the standards of prevailing
schoolyard social acceptability. That this has made school life previously difficult and
potentially even impossible for her is a strong subtext of this part of her discussion. The
issue of social inclusion and exclusion as a factor in allowing young people to remain
school students will be taken up later in the analysis since although it will be seen that
some problematise themselves in relation to it and some problematise the actions and
attitudes of others, the exclusionary effects are real and troubling.
ln many of the participants' comments, links are made concerning the difference
between what they have experienced in terms of social and learning conditions in
mainstream high school environments and the College ' s espoused adult learning
environment. In fact, in contrast with most of the other participants, the issue of the
adult learning environment animated Charlotte's discussion due to what she reports as a
significant negative experience:
I don't reckon it's so much of an adult environment. .. because, I don't know, it's
hard to say but, I'm classified as an adult for my age, and I still get treated like
I'm a 16 year old. Like if I get in trouble or something .. . it's not really an adult
environment because it's like ... they're not treating you really like an adult. Well
they're not treating me like an adult, if they're still making me feel like I'm 16.
When asked to elaborate on her ideas with an example she recounts:
1 have got in trouble for something and ... they were like ... I had to go and see
the [Director of the College] and she 's like 'this is an adult environment learning
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place' or whatever it was ... I was in tears, that's how upset I was ... and I don't
get upset a lot, but when someone is talking down to me I do and that's how I
felt that she was ... and another teacher ... Its not like they would go to another
teacher and talk down to them. So I don't think they should do it to a student,
especially if they enforce it's such an adult environment learning, so to me its
not but that's just one opinion ...
When asked about her attitude to the College after this incident Charlotte states:
I was upset and kind of disappointed in a way that you talk so much about this
adult environment but yet you don't treat the students as it's an adult
environment. I mean, you 're not gonna walk out into your workplace and talk
down to someone in your workplace if it's an office ... so why would you do it
here?
Charlotte's approach to living an adult identity might be described as ambivalent and
unfixed and yet her experiences at the College can be seen to be inviting her to do work
on her adult self in unanticipated ways. In talking about (and perhaps being talked into)
going 'back' to school, Charlotte gives some indication that it might in some ways be
constructed as a retrograde step when she is living independently with her boyfriend,
having participated in the full-time workforce previously. Becoming a school student
again does not necessarily reflect her sense of self and life stage. And yet, in deciding to
take this step, she has weighed up the (lack of) labour market alternatives for young
people without the HSC and has, within the bounds of prevailing calculations about the
importance of education and the risks of leaving school without qualifications, made a
mature decision. It is clear from other aspects of her narrative, not recorded here, that
she sees her decision in positive terms. She has problematised her previous experiences
in the workforce and her perceived lack of progress, prospects or power and has taken a
difficult decision designed to assure her of a better working future.
She also states with a world weariness 'life is hard' which although belies her youth,
seems to be the product of her problematic familial relationships and frustrations in the
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workplace. And yet, aged 20 and legally an adult, scathing of the gaps between the adult
education rhetoric of the College and her experiences there, she also says:
I'm still a kid, do you know what I mean? Like, I like to have fun and do
whatever ...
MacGuire, Ball and Macrae (2001) discuss a concept of refusal of adulthood where they
point to features of their own research as well as that of others where they see young
people 'recast their futures either in favour of a more immediate and hedonistic lifestyle
of "experience" or, as with some in our sample, through remaining almost totally
dependent on their families for their emotional, social and economic well-being' (p.
198). It seems clear that Charlotte's positioning is not aligned with this type of
formulation since she does not seem to exhibit either of these characteristics. However,
Charlotte does reveal the contingent nature of her taking up of an adult identity,
whatever that might mean in the context of her life. The issue of the purported adult
learning environment of the College and her experience of coming up against what she
perceived as the disingenuous way in which the policy is put into practice affronted her
sense of how adults might treat each other. The incongruity of her admonishment at the
hands of the College Director with the phrase 'this is an adult learning environment'
jarred and clashed with her sense of how one might be treated in adulthood. In making a
complaint against her teacher, the event which caused her to be brought before the head
of the College, Charlotte thought she was taking up a position that might be seen as
consistent with the role of an adult learner taking charge of her learning, as it were. That
this action earned her a rebuke was shocking and unsettling for Charlotte. So
paradoxically or perhaps ironically, Charlotte reflects on and takes up her adult position
in reaction to, rather than because ot: her engagement with the College and its promise
of an adult oriented learning environment.
The somewhat unsettling postscript to this story is that Charlotte did not continue at the
College and became non-contactable for furt her interviews. And while the reasons for
her discontinuation at the College were likely to be numerous and complex, given her
life circumstances, the issue of the clash between her expectations of how adults might
be treated and the College's expectations of adu lt learner behaviour had significantly
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coloured her experience of College life and potentially contributed to her continued
exclusion from education.

Kate - 'I had a history'

At the time of our first interview, Kate was 19 years old. She lived with both parents
and was financially supported by them. The money earned from her two part-time jobs
- as a nanny and in a cafe - could be spent discretionally. Kate's schooling prior to the
College had been disrupted due to mental health issues. She had also had two years in
the full-time workforce before returning to full-time education. At the time of our
discussions, Kate was in the final few months of school, in the process of preparing for
and completing her HSC exams. Her return to school occurred after her period in a
special purpose school for adolescents with mental health issues and the workforce.
At the College, Kate ' s study program combines completion of both the HSC and a
Certificate II in Retail. She is fo cused on gaining a job at the end of school and has no
immediate pl ans for furth er education or training outside the workforce:
I wouldn't necessarily like to go into retail. I mainly did it because I took two
years off after Year 10 and worked in retail so I thought it was going to be an
easy subject. And it was basically because I didn ' t want the stress of doing a
really hard subject. .. but I do like retail and working with people because I've
always considered it to be something that I could always get into ifl didn ' t
know what to do.
Kate ' s schooling broke down in Year 9 due to undiagnosed anxiety and depression:
Yeah it was the beginning. I changed schools um in Year 9. [Interviewer: What
schools?] I was at [an alternative school] ... since yr 3. Um and [it] was a bit
different and I didn ' t have that many friends there um so I changed to [State
metropolitan] Girls in Year 9 ... because I had friends there that I knew from
primary school and further back. And um when I went there it was just too much
of a change for me so I struggled and thought that it was really hard and that 's
just when I stopped going. Like, everyone else could do the work but I couldn ' t.
And um then I ended up in Year 9 finding a mentor who used to work with my
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Dad. She was 30 and she came, like she pushed me to see a psychologist and she
came and sat with me and we just kind of discussed the options and I ended up
going to [Special Purpose School] later on that year.
Kate problematises her ability to manage school in terms of her perception of the ease
with which others manage. Kate's inability to function in the same way as 'everyone
else' both socially and academically excluded her from the possibility of successful
studenthood in both the alternative schooling and mainstream systems.
At the Special Purpose School, Kate joined a program specifically designed for
adolescents with anxiety and depression. The aim of the program is treatment and
eventual reintegration into mainstream education. The experience of the program was a
very positive one for Kate who is able to reflect on what made the difference for her in
this new environment:
... I just loved it because um I think the nurses and the staff just treated you like
they understood obviously what you were going through and I'd never really
experienced that before, like people understanding without saying I understand.
After eight months in the program, Kate returned to mainstream school to complete
Year I 0 but still found it difficult:
Everyone had a dream. Everyone wanted to be like, you know, something. But I
had no idea and all I wanted to do was get through the year.
Kate juxtaposes the sense of being 'understood' during her time at the Special Purpose
School with that of the alienation she experienced when upon reintegration, she
continued to be unlike 'everyone'. It is interesting to note that during this whole
segment of the interview, Kate never discloses any of the specific symptoms of her
anxiety and depression or insights into their causes. Her focus is purely on her feelings
of social alienation (certainly a well known effect of anxiety and depression) and the
fact that this makes school difficult or in fact, impossible for her. That this is the central
aspect of her self-problematisation suggests, as in Charlotte's account, the important
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role social inclusion has in the subjectification of what one might call 'the successful
student.'
After completing Year 10, Kate got a job and for two years, enjoyed her employment:
I worked for two years after that. Like, I got promoted in the place that I was
working at... as a casual and then I got full -time and they offered me a
traineeship and I ended up learning heaps and doing sales management there.
But I left. I worked there for two years full-time, um, and left because they
wanted me to do like crazy hours. Like at one o'clock in the morning and it was
just getting unreasonable and my boss was a bit of an idiot, so um I left not
really knowing what I was going to do.
Kate reports that she had heard of the College two years prior to coming and had
momentarily considered it as an option at the end of year 10. She said that despite
coming to an information evening for the College, school still felt untenable, hence her
decision to join the workforce. However, in later discussion, Kate provides a fuller
account of what happened for her at this time, an account that follows the theme of
alienation introduced in her discussion of previous school experiences. In this later
discussion, she reveals that she has had a negative experience when she did actually
decide to make contact with the College after the information evening:
So I wasn't really interested but I just kind of got dragged along and didn't
really think of anything after that informati·o n night. Like I might have been like
thinking that it would be good for someone else [Interviewer: But not for you
because you weren't interested in school?] No, so I was not going to pursue it
then and also after that, when I did call [the Coliege], like my mum tried to get
me an interview and before I had an interview here they said go and see
someone in the counselling unit because I think that's what they do with people
that have had like, a history . . ... And I ended up having to see them and that was
really, really off-putting for me to have to see a counsellor before they accepted
me as being, like ... They didn't ... To me, the way I thought about it was that they
weren't even going to listen to what I had to say or find out who I was before
they made me see a counsellor and I just found that really discouraging. Like,
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just because I had a history, why does that mean I can't just be treated like
someone else? Which is understandable. I can see where they're coming from
and I can see where I'm coming from but I just think that it's a bit discouraging
like if you 're trying to go forward and they're trying to drive you back. Like
that's how I felt.
And yet, Kate did end up coming to the College. When asked about this reversal there is
an interesting shift in her account:
[Interviewer: What changed your mind then?]
I think I forgot about it.
[Interviewer: So when was that?]
That was in Year 10
[Interviewer: And that put you off?]
Yeah, definitely um just because I wasn ' t going to be accepted as like the school
was going to treat you as someone that had problems, not as someone that was
like everyone else. That's how I felt which I think is understandable if you are
trying to move on but I can see that the school is trying make sure that you know
I am suited, you know.
[Interviewer: So you didn't go on to the enrolment interview?]
No, because I did not like being treated like that. But I don't think, honestly, I
don't think I would have anyway. I think that was more of an excuse - "hey I
didn't like the way they treated me so I'm not going to go there." So I think that
was, I don't think I would have come here anyway ... .That was really just an
excuse that I would tell people or tell my mum why I didn't want to go here.
In the first part of her account of this event, Kate's tone is quite vehement - she felt
wronged, offended and excluded by the College's practice of having applicants 'with a
history ' as she puts it, assessed by the counselling unit prior to an interview for
admission. Quite reasonably, it might be argued, she felt labelled by her 'history' when
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she was trying to 'move on', 'trying to go forward'. The possibility that an offer of a
position at the College was contingent upon this assessment felt unfair when she desired
to be treated 'like someone else' - someone without her history. The later reflection that
this response was simply 'an excuse' on her part to rule out the possibility of her
attending the College and a justification of her refusal to continue with her education
introduces a shift in the account that might serve several purposes. Firstly, it renders a
coherence to her account since without this shift, it is difficult to understand why she
would want to come back, even two years later, to a place where her treatment had been
so unfair in her estimation. Secondly, it reframes her inability to maintain her
connection with school at that time as something she decides for herself. Her exclusion
from studenthood is brought on by her own actions and wishes (as distinct from
institutional practices that might be seen as alienating and exclusionary) and once she
problematises her own role in this as making excuses - 'That was really just an excuse'
- when she was really just too anxious to attend school, then she can allow herself to
come to the College to get her HSC which she states she 'subconsciously' wanted to do
all along. The shift in feeling justifiable alienation to self-problematising her own role
in interpreting and responding to the event makes her account and her reflective sense of
self more coherent. It provides a justification for how and why she was able to
eventually attend the College.
In thinking about what governing influences may have shaped this problematisation,
one consideration might be the question of what is at stake for Kate. If she had
continued in her view that the College's treatment of applicant's 'with a history' of
mental health issues was unfair and offensive, she would have remained excluded from
the possibility of attending the Co liege out of principle. But if she is able to achieve a
shift in her perspective, through the problematisation of her own motives, the possibility
of inclusion is once again open for Kate. Butler (2006) talks about the risks and
possibilities for young people when the world reduces their options to either 'submitting
to coercion or fleeing-it follows that the dread of social exclusion or abjection would
propel a young person into conformity' (Butler 2006, p. 553). That Kate at first chooses
to flee seems understandable given her original account of the events. That she later
returns to the College requires justification in her own mind and in her account of the
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events during the interview and the problematisation of her own motives certainly
achieves this. When she does return to the College to seek admission two years later,
she feels as if it is on her own terms:
I came in for an interview with Richard [the College liaison teacher] and um, I
was quite direct and straight to the point about like I, ... how I'd moved on. And
yes, I still was on medication but I didn't like, ... I kind of didn't want to tum
back on, ... Like I basically indirectly said that I did not need to see someone
[Interviewer: But you told him about the Special Purpose School and anxiety?]
Yeah and he said usually the process that we go through is that you do see
someone but because you seem to have it under control, like I'll recommend that
you see them at some stage but ... [Interviewer: How did you feel about that?] It
was so much better than being treated like I had to see someone. Like he still
said I recommend that you go there and um I did, but not because he said that,
because I wanted to and I knew that I would probably have issues in the future
and I wanted them to know about it like in advance rather than me rocking up
there in hysterics. Um, so it was much better.
It was under these circumstances that Kate could become a student once again.

Johnny - 'I've always been like a trouble maker, I can admit that'

At the time of our first interview Johnny was 17 years old. He lived with his parents and
sister after having spent 3 months out of the family home - 'kicked out' - about I year
prior to the interview.
It was my choice in the fact that I couldn't stand living there. I had problems
with my head, just 'cause actually of the stress I was under and what I was
giving back to them. It was me leaving or the family
Johnny's income arrangements centre on an allowance from the Department of Veterans
Affairs (due to his father's Vietnam service). He also has a part-time job, two days per
week, in a large financial corporation which he gained through a mentor connected to a
work experience program in which he had previously participated.
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Johnny's education had a history of being impacted upon by his inability to comply
with expected standards of classroom comportment. He reflects on his school history at
length across the three interviews that we did together and shares his insights into the
challenges he faced and created in the classroom:
Um I hated school and that was only because I was challenging the teachers and
I was getting a rise out of them and I was getting a rise out of the class and I was
always just there to make fun. Have fun, just make jokes. Just have a good time
really. And school wasn't the place to do that but at the time, I didn't know and I
just.. .I wanted to be entertained. I've always been like that. I have to be
entertained all the time. Otherwise I get bored then I get depressed.
I've always been like a trouble maker, I can admit that. As I said before, I
always have to be entertained. If nothing's going on, I'll make my own
entertainment, whether that be good or bad. Everyone's telling me I was getting
bad attention and that was my way of getting entertained. So, yeah, it all started
right from the start of school. Right from kindergarten. I got kicked out of
kindergarten. Doctors diagnosed me with ADHD. I was a hyperactive kid. I was
always full of energy and then ... Yeah I couldn't sit there and do work. Like I
can sit here now and do work but I couldn't sit there and do work. Not even after
Year 10.
In some ways, Johnny's recounting of his school history is similar to Michael ' s in that a
strong sense of distance, both temporal and in terms of subject positioning, is created
during the account. For example, Johnny differentiates between what he knew then and
presumably what he knows now about the sorts of behaviours one might need to exhibit
to be intelligible as a student. There is also an almost fatalistic tone to his story -- 'it all
started right from the start of school. Right from kindergarten ' . It creates a sense that
once on the trajectory to exclusion, there was little to be done to intervene. And yet,
there were interventions. Johnny's ADHD diagnosis and subsequent medication are one
example he recounts. While he complied with the medication regime during primary
school , he eventually rejected it at around age 13 because of side effects :
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You'd have it and you'djust sit there. You'd do your work but everything
outside ... you're gone. You're pretty much a ghost.
Thus within the prevailing knowledge and practices of medicalised behaviour
management within the school system, Johnny's best chance at inclusion represented,
for him at least, annihilation. That this chance at compliance and conformity represented
no real choice, would seem to lend weight to the fatalistic tone observed in the account.
This tone also allows him to take a fairly dispassionate view of his history that only
shows his self-problematisation in subtle ways:
I probably should have taken a little bit more interest in school ... since Year 7 .
. . .I was never good at school. I'd get good marks but I was never a good

student. Some subjects I failed , some I excelled in. It was just all in the interest
that I had. I had a lack, a real lack of interest. .. When I came to school I was, I
always had my head somewhere else. I always caused trouble
It is interesting to see that Johnny differentiates between the ability to get good marks
and being 'a good student'. His reflections are underwritten by his assessment of his
deficits in relation to the model of the 'good student' , despite his potential academic
ability. A good student does not challenge teachers, attend school to have a good time,
require entertainment (or at least the type of entertainment Johnny looked for) or revel
in 'bad' attention. A good student can sit, do work consistently and has an interest in
what the school curriculum offers. His inability to measure up in terms of this model of
'good student' comportment excluded him, quite literally- 'I got kicked out of
kindergarten' - from this possibility and culminated in his expulsion from school in the
early part of Year 10.
Johnny spent the rest of the year in an alternative educational program for youth with
behavioural issues, unable to remain in mainstream schooling:
It was a brand new school that had been set up and my Mum told me about it.
And I was just kicked out of Year 10 or asked to leave and I wanted my Year I 0
certificate and Mum goes, this is the school. It's ... an hour away, but um it was
a good opportunity. It's a behavioural school because I was angry
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... [unclear] ... I got into a fair bit of trouble [Interviewer: At your old school?] At
school and outside, yeah. And um I benefited from this school. Not behavioural
wise. I kind of just matured in my own way but um, I got my year 10 certificate.
Johnny's willingness to stay attached to the school system via this alternative program
is interesting and again possibly indicative of an understanding of the risks and cost of
exclusion:
I was responsible enough to know that, you know, you at least need your Year
10.
Even in circumstances where school had not served their interests well, a number of the
participants made a point of stating that they recognised a need for qualifications and
found ways of getting them, whether that be through self-problematisation and eventual
conformity or through finding ways to conform that did not render them completely
abject (Butler 2006). Johnny's account of life in his new school is suggestive of this
second approach since it offered the possibility of studenthood outside the usual models
of discipline and classroom conduct. When asked about his response to the learning
environment at the behavioural program, Johnny stated:
You could get away with so much stuff. You could swear, you could throw
tables. Like, I didn't do that. I swore sometimes but I didn't throw tables. You
could walk out. You could, except for violence, you could pretty much, you
know, go crazy if you wanted to pretend to. A normal school would boot you
straight out but this school would just, you know, ... So it was really easy to
make, as I said entertainment. Like every day, I'd get up at 6 or something going
yes, I'm going to school. Just for the amusement.
Attendance at the program allowed Johnny to complete his School Certificate without
apparently having to change his behavior or problematise his approach to school. Here
he could indulge his need for particular types of classroom entertainment, while at the
same time, meet the NSW Board of Studies requirements for outcomes at the Year 10
level. There appeared to be a level of compliance achieved here that did not rely on the
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threat of exclusion. The extent to which the College also offered this second option via
its adult learning approach will be taken up in later chapters.
However, Johnny did show an awareness of certain trade-offs in this environment that
again perhaps points to reflective self-problematisation. For example, he had an
awareness that this was not 'a normal school ' (a subtle judgment, but not being 'normal'
has implications) and there may be people there who wish to throw tables - behaviour
in which he did not indulge, suggesting that this went beyond his idea of classroom
entertainment. In fact, in recounting another aspect of his time at the program, Johnny
showed again that he had an awareness of the limits that he might reasonably place on
his own behavior when his interests or interests that he cared about, were being served.
The occasion was a fundrais er for th e school in which Johnny was the chosen student
participant and asked to address potential donors/investors. He reflected on why he was
chosen:
I was the head student there. I was the student when they had all the big
evenings at Star City. All the big investors. I was the kid in the light because, um
I didn ' t look bad. They can look at a kid and go yeah this kid goes to, like,
Grammar and I was respectable like. They' d go "don ' t ra, ra, ra" [act out] and I
would understand that, you know, these guys are paying for our school. And
other kids are out the back pl aying around and I' d be like yeah OK, we gotta do
this ' cause otherwise I know, I knew at that age that if we looked shameful on
the school they ' d stop giving us money and they ' d go "this program is a waste
of time".
Johnny was differentiated by the program staff and he differentiated himself from other
students in the school by problemati sing the potential impacts of certain types of
behaviours. So although Johnny stated that the program did not impact on him
' behavioural wise ' he did show an increasi ng ability during this period to reflect on the
limits he might place on his own behaviour in an otherwise free environment and that he
was able to step in and out of his 'waywardness' when he assessed the need for it. In
thinking about the reasons Johnny mi ght regulate his behaviour in this context the
theme of exclusion/inclusion might again come into play. The possibility that the school
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sponsors might withdraw support for the fledgling program, potentially putting its
existence into question, might represent the risk of exclusion once more for Johnny. His
conformity to the expectations of the program staff and the donors in this instance and
his behavioural self-regulation could be achieved via this point of leverage.
Johnny came to the College to complete his HSC with a UAI but without a vocational
certificate as part of his studies. He is ultimately interested in further study and
employment in 'business':
I want a good job so I can travel, buy what I want, live in a nice house, have a
nice family. Like I don't want to be poor. And you know, the whole of my
family they've done alright for themselves, if not better, so I can ' t just tum out
to like be a leech off them, so and that's just my way.
In talking about his attitudes to study in the College environment, Johnny reflects on
previous attitudes and behaviours at school and contrasts them with his current
approach:
.. .I'm nowhere near as bad . . . [Interviewer: How would you rate yourself here?] I
just sit there and do my work and occasionally l ' ll say something smart-arsey
but I've either got my head somewhere else or I've just got my head on my
work. I' m not there to tum around and have a laugh at someone else.
In further describing this approach, Johnny talks about staying 'under the radar' in
relation to becoming known as a problem student in the new context of the College:
[Interviewer: How come you were able to maintain that low profile for all that
time, compared to say, your old school or the program? What was different
when you came here?]
I don ' t have to be here so they don ' t have to keep me here. Like I knew
that. .. And I knew that it was time to take responsibility of my education and
stop Jetting people do it a11 for me. And um, I grew up a lot with my brother and
Will [mentor figure from the organisation which employs Johnny's part-time]
then um, life experiences I had. It kind of came together that I couldn't just
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come to a new school and just start all this shit all over again and just, you
know.
Yeah, I'm just here getting an HSC, that's it. I'm not here to socialise. I'm not
here to piss around, you know, find parties, just hang out. ..
Johnny's retrieval of the possibility of studenthood is achieved at the College. He has
clearly problematised his past behaviors and the 'shit' that went with them. Like
Charlotte, he is wary of being known in particular ways in the school environment. His
talk of staying 'under the radar' suggests that he still does not identify with the subject
position of the 'good student'. There is something of a struggle going on for him that is
occasionally indicated by his 'smart-arsey' comments coming out, but on balance, he is
able to maintain enough of the 'good student' or at least 'adequate student' , to remain
intelligible in this context. However, it has come at a cost. He looks forward to a time
when a more 'authentic' existence is possible:
I can't wait 'til I leave thi s place, just do my own thing.

Mitchell - 'I just wanted to get out and start living... '

At the time of our first interview, Mitchell was 17 years old. He had just moved back in
with his family - Mum , Dad and sister - after being out of home for almost a year,
citing issues with parents as the reason for the break. During the year out of home, he
had been living independently with some older friends but had maintained his
connection with school. The return to the family home was precipitated by a large
speeding fine and being 'wiped out' financially. Apart from this difficulty, he
considered his time away from the family home as a successful foray:
I learned how to live independently and I didn't have the support of my parents
for quite a few months cause they were angry at me and just didn ' t wanna ... Like
they 'd call up and say are you going to school and stuff like that, just to make
sure 1 wasn't injecting heroin or anything like that.
By the time of our second interview, Mitchell had left home again, citing relationship
breakdown with his parents as the cause. By the

3rd

interview, he was living in share
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accommodation, receiving Centrelink support, having been deemed independent since it
was unreasonable to live at home. Mitchell was also working some weekends with his
father, although the strained relationship was making this work increasingly sporadic.
These disruptions to living arrangements, of course, impacted on his studies. While
Mitchell maintained an optimistic view about his potential to complete his HSC, despite
what I suspect was a very disjointed and fracturing life, he admitted that this was only
because he had come to the College. Being at the College made continuing his
education possible because of the leeway he was granted there when his home life
became turbulent. He contrasted this to what he thinks would have happened at his
previous State high school:
At my high school if I told one of the teachers that [he was out of home and that
he might need to leave the classroom to take a phone call from his mother or to
make arrangements for accommodation ...], they would just go straight to the
Head. They'd say you're at school now, concentrate on your studies, whereas
here they understand that you can ' t come to school if you 're not at home, that
it's a lot harder.
Mitchell's struggle to maintain his connection with a student identity is clear in his
account:
At the beginning of Year I 0 I just didn ' t want to be there. Not because of the
people, you know - friends, the teachers are OK to an extent - average I
suppose.
It was just the whole being there, in the environment where I didn't want to be.

Where nothing was interesting to me. I just wanted to get out. I just wanted to
get out and start living and start earning money.
It is interesting to see in his account that school life is juxtaposed with 'living' . This

statement echoes Johnny's where there is the suggestion that a more authentic
experience of the world and self is to be had outside of school. And yet powerful
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discourses about the risks of not having school qualifications are also working on these
young men and in the case of Mitchell, reveals a site of struggle:
I always said to myself that I'd finish my HSC. From a young kid I said to
myself I don't want to go to uni, but I will finish my HSC, since everyone just
makes a big deal of it, it's important, .. .I didn't understand anything about the
HSC when I was younger but I always said I'd do it. I just got the impression
that anyone who didn 't do it was, you know, wouldn't do well in life.
The prospect of a future of social and economic exclusion weighs on Mitchell but his
life circumstances - living away from home - eventually outweigh these
problematisations :
I was having parties every weekend and ... I went back to [his previous high
school] for just 2 weeks [to start Year 11] and just said "nah" ... l went out and
left it straight away.
However, upon a friend's insistence, he decided to consider the College as an
alternative which might allow him to continue his education:
I was having parties every weekend and seeing Sam [who was going to the
College] ... Every time she came she was just like, "how's [school]? Yeah I
know. Come to [the College] .. . come to [the College], come to [the College].
You know it's really, really good. You ' ll meet new girls and everything like
that. .. " So I was like, oh yeah ... But yeah, she was just like, the teachers are
great and hearing it from her, from someone that I knew and trusted ... And she
said you'd be well suited to it and I thought why not? ... I've just left, why don ' t
I just go down? I've got all these free days, why don't I just go down and have a
look?
Across the three interviews, Mitchell reflects on his approach to education and engages
in some now familiar themes of self-problematisation around his perceived failure to be
a 'good student':
And I think that's finally come out, that, I've had lack of concentration. I was
easily distracted . I'd be very good at distracting as well.
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I could go and sit down in one lesson, write up all the pages, write up the notes,
you know, write neatly so I can read all the notes again and um answer questions
and excel. But.although I had the short bursts, some of the teachers would be
able to say I was a star student, you know, there were the days, probably 50, 60,
70% of the days where I'd just go along and just, you know, wouldn't give a shit
about anything.
His initial period at the College was also marred by features of his sometimes chaotic
life which could have easily led to his exclusion. However, Mitchell's account of
himself has a different theme - that of triumph over adversity. In his telling of his story,
it is possible to see the powerful constitutive effects of having such a story to tell:
I went through this period where I was on drugs and I was coming late every day
and I missed about six assessment tasks and I went and saw every single teacher
and got the counselling and my teachers all said alright let's just see what we
can do. You can handle this in a week or two ...
[Interviewer: You went to counselling here?]
Yeah, I went to counselling here. And all the teachers would say and my drama
teacher who's the head teacher, .... She just said to me alright, just don't do this
assessment or you can do this later on. And they all gave me the support and it
was absolutely amazing. I was at the point where I know like three or four
people who's been kicked out for that same reason, 'cause they didn't do the
things because they were on the drugs or something like that. And I went and
saw my teachers about it before they came to me and said, you know, you're out
and they gave me the support that I needed. If it wasn't for that I wouldn't be
here now and .. .
[Interviewer: So what was the difference between you and the ones who got kicked
out?]
I realised that I was having this problem and I realised I wasn't going anywhere.
I wasn't doing any school work. I had six assessment tasks due and I hadn't
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done them ... and I went and saw my teachers and I got the counselling ... And
the teachers then tum around to the counsellor and say ... has Mitchell come to
you for any reason? And he says yes and keeps it anonymous. He doesn't
promote it. And I went to my teachers and said I've been going through a rough
time at the moment. I'm not asking you for sympathy or you know anything like
this. I just asking for an extension or can I please do this later on or can I just not
do this one ... [unclear] ... I went and talked to them all about it and it all turned
out alright, like, and I turned around and I did the assessment tasks. Didn't do
the ones I didn't have to. Sure, my percentage went down, but I passed Year 11.
Mitchell's narrative has strong themes of taking responsibility, getting help, facing up to
his teachers and turning his life around. In considering his motivation for selfproblematisation, the spectre of school exclusion once again suggests itself. He sees
others on that trajectory - ' I know like three or four people who's been kicked out for
that same reason' - and makes moves to ensure that this will not be his story. In fact, he
has an interesting self-awareness of the drama of his own story and the impact it might
have on the listener:
And I'd never been to a counsellor before. Taking the first few steps is the
hardest, you know. Like I think that's why I can say this stuff easily to you. I'm
sure you weren ' t expecting anything like this .
. . . Sure I'm ashamed of that time period but I'm also very proud of the way I
came out of it.
The ambivalence of the story - the shame and pride - seem to be part of the appeal for
Mitchell in recounting the events. Popular psychology and self-help discourses of
becoming stronger through overcoming obstacles are definite constitutive elements of
this reflective account. Mitchell's powerful feeling of success at school also impact on
his home life. He recounts the following incident with his father from a period when he
was still living in the family home :
[Interviewer: How are you feelin g about your studies now?]
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Awesome, for the first time ever. My Dad gave me a hard time yesterday ... He
said all I do is come home and just go on the computer for a bit and then watch
TV, get on the phone. I turned around and snapped and said "You know I used
to go out every single night til at least ten o'clock and now I'm back here and all
I do is come home, maybe meet up with my mate after school, go for a drive or
whatever, come home, get on the computer for a bit and then get on the
telephone. The things that I'm doing on the computer is mainly my work and I
showed him all the notes I typed up and he's like "what the hell is this"? .. .I
mainly get on the phone to friends or my girlfriends because I used to go out and
see them every night but now I don't and I pay for the phone bill anyway ... .I
turned around, I'm doing these things that I never used to do .. .I turned around
and snapped at him and for the first time ever in my education, I ended up
walking away from him having the last word because he had nothing else to say.
I just turned around and had a laugh about it. Usually I would go in my room
and punch a wall or something but I walked away and had a laugh ... I think I
made him realise something and I realise I was exactly right. I wasn ' t saying
something stupid. I wasn ' t saying something that wasn't true.
Discussion

The potential for tension in presenting the participant stories in this part of the thesis
were highlighted in the methodology chapter as well as in the prelude to the accounts.
Issues of representation and methodological coherence were prefaced above because
this research takes as its starting point the knowledge that 'subjects may well be the
tellers of experience; but every telling is constrained, partial and determined by the
discourses and histories that prefigure, even as they promise, representation' (Britzman
2000, p. 32). So given the acknowledged problems inherent in the creation of such texts,
the question of how we should read these accounts remains. In presenting the accounts,
an initial reading of the stories regarding the high stakes impacts of threats of exclusion
was used to focus on some of the processes of self-problematisation emerging from the
participants' stories as they provided accounts of, and accounted for, their time at the
College. That this appears to be a significant governing factor, in particular an
especially powerful shaper of the self-problematising conduct of these young people, is
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evident in the ways they account for their actions and recount their stories. Indeed, a
number of the aspects of school life around which these problematisations occurredmainstream high school culture and social struggles, relationships with teachers,
pedagogical styles and issues of motivation - will be taken up in Chapter 9.
How else might these accounts be viewed? In a response to a series of essays on
'subject constitution, focusing on the problem of gender as it is formed and re-formed in
the spatial and temporal context of school and schooling' (Butler 2006, p. 529) Butler
commented specifically on the use of conversations with children and young adults in
the research. She differentiates between two dimensions of speech, namely what is said
versus what is shown or signalled (p.529):
Perhaps in this regard it is possible to distinguish between saying as

communicating and saying as displaying. In this latter sense speech also has to
be understood as a mode of address and, hence, as a way of constituting a
relationship with another. These speech acts are at once ways of appealing to
another, entering into a social discourse and presenting what one has to say. But
they are also ways of appearing to another, and so language has to be understood
in these instances as ways of taking on a social shape or form subject to aural
and visual interpretation (Butler 2006, p. 529).
Although Butler and the writers she is commenting on have gender as the focus of
subject constitution, the general point about language being examined in terms of not
only what it is communicating but also what it is displaying may be also applicable to
subject formation of the 'intelligible student'. In the accounts above, the participants
communicate many things about the features of the College which have allowed them to
continue with their education - a more harmonious and accepting social atmosphere,
improved relationships with teachers, an adult learning environment and
accommodation made for different needs with regard to academic work. That the
language of the accounts displays processes of subject formation in the ways the
participants constitute a relationship with me and formulate their ways of appearing, is
of direct relevance here. The active process of shaping an adult self through reflection,
self-interrogation and self-problematisation, is just that, a process of becoming. In the
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case of these participants, this process might start with taking responsibility for success
(or otherwise) in education. In displaying the processes of students making sense of
themselves in relation to what they have not been - 'successful' or 'good' students - the
accounts demonstrate the telos of government in this context. That is, the constitution of
the desirable young adult

learner~

presented in this context as a necessary stage in the

development of neo-liberalism' s self-regulating, entrepreneurial citizen.
Conclusion

The goal of this chapter has been to examine the possibilities of extending
understanding of the processes and effects of government through readings of individual
accounts of experience within a specific and localised governing context known as the
College. To some extent, each of the participants' accounts contains indications that
they have engaged in reflective interrogation of their own behaviours and to varying
extents, problematised them. However, it is important to note that the focus in the
discussion on self-problematisation around issues of educational exclusion should not
suggest an argument in the thesis that the reasons for and mechanisms of exclusion (or
inclusion) are located in the young people themselves. Educational practices,
institutional contexts and processes of subjectification shape the nature of exclusions
and inclusions in schools. However, in the current context, neo-liberal discourses .. of
responsibilisation, individualism and accountability operate to shape subjects who will
see themselves as responsible for the 'successful' negotiation of a desirable future. The
accounts above illustrate very effectively the ways schooling is implicated in these
processes.
Furthermore in having the participants 'speak' (rather than simply exploring governing
practices at the College level) does not indicate that the participants are being positioned
as rational, knowing subjects. In telling their stories, they are providing an account, an
account that will only make sense if it produces an intelligible subject. In this case it is
the desirable, reflective young adult who has taken responsibility for his or her
behaviour or circumstances and done something to tum their lives around and ensure a
' better' future, anticipated in the terms currently on offer within neo-liberal discourses.
As stated above, that these problematisations can only be performed via the constitutive
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frameworks available and in circulation in the school context and beyond, means that
they may well provide useful insights into what Foucault in his 1982 seminar
'Technologies of the self called the 'encounter between the technologies of domination
and those of the self ' (Foucault l 997a, p. 225) that is, govemmentality.
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CHAPTER 7 - ETHICAL WORK ON THE SELF II: YOUNG PEOPLE
GETTING ON WITH THE 'BUSINESS OF LIFE' (KELLY 2001)

Introduction

This chapter continues with accounts of young people in education and training at the
College. As such, it further explores the nature of the ethical work these young people
are doing on themselves via an analysis of what Hacking (1986) described as Foucault's
preoccupation with 'what we say and do to ourselves' (p. 236). The accounts provided
in this chapter need to be read with all of the caveats imposed in the previous chapter in
terms of meanings or conclusions which might be drawn from the stories told. However,
to the extent that these stories represent, albeit in a mediated form, the ways the young
participants provided an account of and accounted for, their decisions, responses and
attitudes towards education and training, they reveal something of the effects of the
governing milieu within which they attempted to constitute themselves as the moral
subjects of their own actions .
The central component of the governing milieu for the reading of these accounts will be
the analytical framework of neo-liberal forms of self, which was introduced in Chapter
I and will be taken up again in the next chapter. Specifically, in this chapter these
accounts will be read through comments the participants make about processes of selfformation linked to the notion of the neo-liberal entrepreneurial self. This is a concept
already discussed in this thesis but which will be further discussed below in relation to
the accounts presented. In the accounts provided here, the practices of self-reflection are
not so obviously shaped by the intensity of self-problematisation around threats of
exclusion as examined in the previous chapter, although this is also apparent in the
accounts. These accounts come from a different cohort of students at the College. The
main point of differentiation is that these participants are young people who have been
able to operate in the educational environment reasonably successfully. None have been
excluded by authorities within the system and they have all been able to progress within
the system. The work they talk about doing on themselves seems to be less about how to
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become intelligible as students. It seems their concern is with seeking and seizing
opportunities in education and training that will provide the greatest long-term benefits
in terms of successful transitions to employment and/or further study.
This chapter will briefly review the theorisation of the goal of neo-liberal government in
relation to shaping young adults as entrepreneurial and responsible. It will then examine
five participant accounts which provide some insights into the ethical work the young
people are doing on themselves in this College context.
Youth in transition to ... an entrepreneurial adult self?

A range of governing influences on young people are quite well theorised in the
Australian governmentality literature, including key contributions from Kelly (2001;
2006; 2007) on youth-at-risk and Tait (2000) on youth and sexuality. In applying an
analysis that focuses on the government of youth, Kelly (2001) points out that the role
of expertise, so crucial to government at a distance, can be clearly seen in effect in the
various ways in which young people become the target of government. In particular, the
apparent growing uncertainty of smooth transitions to adulthood via the traditional
interventions of education and training, provide new target areas for problematisation
and intervention:
These problems [of uncertain transitions to adulthood] are being re-imagined in
ways that move beyond a Liberal welfare governmentality that imagined the
possibility of a collective form of insurance against the range of risks associated
with industrial modernity. Increasingly, solutions to these problems of
government are imagined as residing in the capacity of various authorities to
develop in individuals a particular ethics of the self - a fonn of personhood we
can describe as the entrepreneurial Self, and a form of personhood that sees
individuals as being responsible for conducting themselves, in the business of

life, as an enterprise, a project, a work in progress (p. 18).
As has been established, this thesis is interested in the ways in which education and
training is implicated in the ways young people are encouraged to conduct themselves
in 'the business of life'. And furthennore , s ince the 'entrepreneurial self is an adult
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subject' (Kelly 2006, p. 18), the focus here is on what educational interventions might
reveal about the means by which this type of adulthood is achieved.
On approaching these questions, some illuminating parallels might be drawn from the
governmentality literature on youth at risk. For example, in Kelly's (2001) discussion of
the governing roles of youth at risk discourses, he notes that 'there are attempts to
narrow, and to strengthen, the boundaries that mark the normal from the deviant, the
normal from those at-risk' (p. 28). The result of these practices of definition and
division tells us something of 'the telos of governmental or ethical practice' (Dean
1999, p. 17), that is, 'the ends or goal sought, what we hope to become' (Dean 1999, p.
17) through the governing process. Thus Kelly (2006) argues:
... that the population of Youth-at-risk, in its negativity, illuminates the positivity
that is the entrepreneurial Self. That is, the discourses that construct Youth-atrisk reveal the truths about whom we should as adults, become (p. 18).
These attempts to demarcate boundaries and create further classifications for the
application of expert knowledge in the youth at risk discourses may well illuminate
some aspects of the nature of education and training interventions such as the institution
of senior colleges in NSW. For example, since one of the features of the collegiate
model within NSW which distinguishes it from senior college arrangements in other
states in Australia, is the fact that these sites are set up as alternatives to mainstream
offerings (that is, there are no arrangements with 'feeder' institutions), it would seem
that they therefore attract young people who wish to exercise some choice in their postcompulsory education arrangements as well as the 'impossible learners' presented in the
previous chapter. But what governing effects might be seen in this possibility of the
exercise of freedom of choice in education? Edwards (2002) offers an insight into the
nature of this type of intervention when he states that 'current forms of governing
mobilize subjects in ways that promote a self-reliance that differs from those of a
previous era. This self-reliance promotes consumption and enterprise' (p.354). In
previous work done on senior colleges (Bye, 2001 ), aspects of this analysis ring true.
When asked about the nature of her choice to come to the College, Sandra (aged 17)
indicated a number of key shifts in her relationship to education and training:
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I could come here and I could do my HSC, and I could get a UAI, and I could
get a TAFE certificate ... So if you're going to be at school...l'm gonna want to
get the most out of it as I can ... not just go to some crap school (Sandra) (p. 130).
In this statement, Sandra reveals that she has clearly surveyed the options available to
her in the post-compulsory 'market ' and has decided that she does not want to choose
any single product at the exclusion of others. General education, vocational training and
the possibility of university are all on offer and as a consumer of education and training

she decides which deal best suits her. Here Sandra embodies what Rose (1999, p. 164)
would call 'the model of the active citizen ... seeking to enhance and capitalize on
existence itself through calculated acts and investments.' Sandra partakes of one of the
new consumables which represent the shift in educational provision from the social to
the marketplace (Rose 1999; Marginson 1997). In terms of relating this back to
questions of self-formation, the fact of the College's existence and the idea that she has
a choice appears to be at least one of the triggers for Sandra's ethical se lf-formation as a
consumer. One wonders that if this alternative did not exist, under what circumstances
would this ethical work on the self be ach ieved? Thus in the reading of the accounts
provided below, one of the framing questions will be to what extent the narratives
conform to an analytical framework that portrays the College as an example of a refined
educational intervention wi th the governmental goal of turning out respon sibilised,
entrepreneurial young adults. Most importantly, it also looks at the accounts the young
people provide in terms of what they reveal about the ethical work being done on the
self in order for this goal to be achieved.
The Accounts

Kim - 'most of the people who come here want to change in some way'

At the time of our first meeting, Kim was sixteen years old and had been at the College
for almost five months. She lived with her family on the outskirts of the metropolitan
area, approximately one hour travel time from the College. She was also being fully
supported by her family, doin g housework fo r pocket money. She had no other paid
employment.
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Kim's study programme includes her HSC (with a UAI) and a vocational Certificate III
in Design. When asked about her vocational goals, Kim reports that she is interested in
furniture design, an interest she developed after taking design as an elective in Year 9 at
her previous school. She initially took this elective because she thought it might be a
'bludgey' subject, that is, not requiring 'as much writing and stuff as some other
elective choices. However, she found that she enjoyed the creative aspects of the subject
and her interest developed from there.
In Kim's account of her decision to come to the College, she did not identify herself as
someone who actively sought change:
I never thought I'd change schools. I thought I'd be there til Year 12.
However, as will be discussed below, Kim's account shows a very positive
identification with the change the College has brought to her sense of self and approach
to learning.
Kim states that previously, school presented a number of challenges for her, including
boredom:
My old school, .. . I didn't want to go to school 'cause it was boring, and they just
teach everyone the same thing and sometimes you have troubles and you can't
really get the hang of something. But here you can get one-on-one teaching sort
of thing ... and ... it's not so bad coming to school...
[Interviewer: If you hadn't heard about the College, what do you think you would have
done?]
I probably would have stayed there and been bored, 'cause I just couldn't pay
attention anymore. 'Cause I think you can only take so much just sitting in the
classroom listening.
There were also some social aspects of schooling that Kim reported feeling somewhat
alienated by:
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Everyone who goes there [her previous school] is quite rich ... They don't, like,
look after things. They don't really care about stuff. .. They don't have respect
for other people's stuff. .. And yeah, the teachers, if you don't do what they
say .. . They have really strict uniform things and if I wasn't wearing my tie done
up properly, or my blazer had a button missing, I'd get an arvo
[detention] ... Really strict.
It's easier [at the College] without the uniform because no one, like, really cares
what you wear. ... Like, you'd come to [the previous] school and everyone's like
"Oh my gosh what are you wearing"? .... At my old school if you weren't
wearing like Roxy or Billabong or whatever, it was like, .. [indicates social
rejection].
Thus Kim had found her previous schooling constraining in a number of ways although
under normal circumstances she might not have been someone who initiated change.
From her account it does not seem as if she was a 'problem student' in any way. Her
gripes were more with the pettiness of the discipline, uniform and social systems. There
also seems to have been a level of disconnect between the teaching and learning
approaches apparent at the school and her individual needs to the point where she was
bored, probably into a state of compliance and numbness rather than a state of rebellion.
Her account suggests that she remained intelligible as a student and yet was on the
periphery of inclusion both educationally and socially.
During Year I 0, an event challenged Kim's ability to maintain this balance on the
periphery of school life and facilitated her decision to leave and come to the College.
Whilst on a school related excursion, Kim was involved in an accident that left her
injured and scarred to the extent that she was not able to complete Term 4 of Year l 0.
The school's response to the accident disappointed Kim. In her final report for Year I 0,
only one teacher acknowledged the accident as having impacted on her outcomes for the
year. Issues of liability seem to have impacted on the school's response and her peers'
ability to empathise with her situation was limited:
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I'm kind of relieved that I'm coming here because it [the accident] was with
some people from school and like, I didn't blame them, but it would be really
awkward and stuff. .. 'Cause one of my best friends got like not very bad bums
and stuff and she ... They came and visited me but it was ... [awkward].
Kim's accident seemed to bring issues to a head. Pressures to look a certain way and
conform to fashion expectations would now increasingly be a challenge for her due to
the fact that she was having ongoing treatment for her injuries and her appearance was
altered. Her new state and appearance made things 'awkward'. Awkwardness around
the issues with friends and others at school revealed a limited level of empathy and
connection with her needs. Rather than eliciting sympathy, her accident positioned her
as different and therefore fair game for bullying and social stigmatising at what was,
paradoxically, a Christian school. According to her account, it was only under these
circumstances that Kim was able to countenance the risk of changing schools.
So to what extent does Kim's account reveal the development of an entrepreneurial self
in the choice of the College? She is not an obvious education consumer, looking to find
the best educational opportunities in the market and her account does not seem to
obviously contain many of the hallmarks oflife as a 'do it yourself project' identified in
the literature. However, when she reflects on the process of choosing the College, Kim
sees herself as having taken risks, both socially and educationally:
I was a bit, like, excited about coming here but I was also really nervous because
I wasn't sure what it would be like or what people would think of me and things
like that. ..
. . . Because of my [injuries], I have to wear [special clothing] all the time and so
that's like a bit different in summer because everyone can see my legs and
things and so I wasn't sure how that would be, but no one cared.
The issue of risk here seems important because by definition, all entrepreneurial
behaviour involves risk. However, as in the nature of entrepreneurial risk taking, these
are calculated risks. Since although the context for her thinking about changing schools
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may have been somewhat reliant on a chance event, Kim's research into the College
made her aware of the increased opportunities for quality outcomes in relation to her
vocational interests. For example, in her account, Kim compares the prospects of
subject selection for Years 11 and 12 at her previous school with the College:
When I had to make my choices for the subjects [at her previous school], there
was nothing I really wanted to do, except for D&T [Design and Technology]
and so I picked all these subjects that I would have been really bored doing. So
when I was looking at the subject lists for here, there were all these design
subjects that I liked and also it sounded like more fun - the learning. Because at
my old school, they just told you what to do and you did it, but I know it's
different the way they teach here ...
[Interviewer: Did you know this before you came?]
They talk about it at the information night, the way they teach and things, and it
just sounds more like you ... I can't explain it. Yeah, um, gosh . . . I didn't realise it
would be as good as it is, now that I'm here.
In her account, Kim re flects on another fear about the College, namely, that it would be
'bludgey' and that she would not work well within the freer adult learning environment.
It is interesting to see in Kim's recounting of her development as a student that the term

'bludgey' is used a number of times. As outlined above, it was the prospect of a
'bludge' that made her take the design elective in Year 9, but by the time she was
thinking about changing to the College for Years 11 and 12, or at least by the time she
tells her story to me, the prospect of a 'bludge' is less appealing. It is also interesting to
note that she equates her best prospects for learning with the coercive power of the
compliance/discipline system which had been, up until this point, the only way she
related to learning, even though she was also bored and under-motivated working within
this system.
However, in recounting her experiences of the College, she is rebadged as a more
engaged, responsible, self-directed student w ho, while still struggling with some aspects
of schooling, feels altogether more producti e and satisfied. Upon reflection, she
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equates these changes with the adult learning environment of the College, which she
heard about prior to enrolling:
Yeah, that's part of why we came to like information night. . .I yeah, I think
that's what keeps everyone like involved in classes but um .. .I think just
because we're like part of, like, the lesson, .. .I think because we're allowed to
talk to each other, we can also work things out between each other but at my
other school you weren't allowed to talk in class, so if you didn't understand
something you had to ask the teacher and so, yeah .... And there's also like the
responsibility to like come to the lessons and learn and that sort of stuff.
In this section of the account, it seems that Kim's relationship to her learning has
changed in the course of her experiences of the College. The mention of 'responsibility'
in her account perhaps points to aspects of College life that have impacted on her self
formation. This strategy of making the students responsible for their own attendance,
behaviour and learning through a purported adult learning environment, in turn
encourages Kim in a form of desirable self-problematisation:
Even though the lessons are 2 hours, at my old school they were 45 minutes, but
I like it. If I don't come, I feel guilty, because I think because you get more
responsibility here, you think you should come.
Despite her use of the word ' guilty', the tone of this reflection is positive. Taking
responsibiJity for self is framed very positively in Kim's account as well as in the
accounts of other participants. Add to this the increasing sense of autonomy evident in
the mention of working things out without having to rely on the direct intervention of
the teacher and it is possible to see Kim ' s nascent formation as the ideal young adult
learner. Not only does she no longer ' dread going to class' - a significant point for her she even reports that she goes with a 'learning mindset'.
By the final interview, Kim's career aspirations have not changed dramatically,
although in part of the interview she entertains, for the first time, other possibilities
besides a career in design, for her future life. She talks about helping the poor and
working with horses, pursuits she has previously relegated to being only 'dreams ' . That
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she, at this stage, reported feeling less constrained and less curtailed in her options
might indicate that the story she is able to tell about herself now can include the opening
of possibilities which would involve a certain degree of risk. Going beyond the 'safe'
options for further study or employment and entertaining the notion of pursuing dreams
might be Kim's version of capitalising on existence, a process that Rose (1999) suggests
is part of the formation of the neo-liberal entrepreneurial subject. But what might be the
substance of this process which remains ill-defined in most of the theoretical literature?
How might a teenage girl in this context be seen to be beginning 'to enhance and
capitalize on existence' (Rose 1999, p. 164)? In Kim's story, it might begin with the
newfound ability to make a phone call to pursue her vocational interests:
I'm not so scared ... I used to not want to call places and stuff. I used to just get
really nervous but now it's OK 'cause I have to, like, call places all the time to
get stuff.
Is this evidence of Kim's growing ability to take an entrepreneurial approach to her life?
And if so, how has it happened? The College practice of having students engage directly
with potential employers and contacts in the industry to help with practical projects is
having an impact here and seems to be providing a structure for someone who seems
reticent about such things. Kim's reflective acknowledgement of her previous fears
shows a type of self-interrogation and problematisation that has resulted in her
modifying her conduct. She is no longer scared to ring people and places who can help
her achieve her goals. Moreover, in reflecting on these changes, Kim displays a sense of
achievement and satisfaction which provides an added poignancy to her later comment
that:
... most of the people who come here want to change in some way or they want
um, I don't know, something different.

Tara - 'I just discovered myself a bit more and found out who I was'

Tara only made herself available for one interview, but her account of coming to the
College makes an interesting contrast to Kim's. At the time of our meeting, Tara was
seventeen years old and lived with her parents, outside the metropolitan area. The
financial support she received from her parents was augmented by Centrelink payments
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(Youth Allowance) and a Saturday job in a cafe. Tara came to the College to study for
her HSC and a vocational certificate in Tourism.
Tara's account of coming to the College tells of an ambitious restlessness in relation to
her education and future. She identifies this as beginning with a degree of
dissatisfaction with her previous schooling. She recounts feeling a lack of fit between
the local public high school she was attending and what she wanted out of education:
Like public schools, they're not there to help you really, like here .. .I've got a
good family friend who came here and finished Year 12 here last year and she
loved it. I was thinking to go to a normal TAFE up the coast but, I don't know, I
just wanted to experience ... To become more independent. ..
[Interviewer: What changed - was it the pressure of the HSC?]
No, not really. I think I just found who I ... like ... , more about myself... Became
more me, I don't know if that makes sense ... I just discovered myself a bit more
and found out who I was which ... I didn ' t really fit in to that place.
Traditional discourses of adolescence being a time of identity formation - ' discovering'
oneself - run through Tara's comments very clearly. Similarly, related themes of
thinking about where you 'fit in' play a part in this story she tells of herself. Central to
this work of self-formation is a desire to experience independence. This in tum seems to
foster a developing self-reliance since she feels that she could not depend on her
previous school to meet her needs. The costs and risk of dependence in such a context
was too steep in her estimation. For example, Tara cites the lack of a learning culture at
her previous school as the major point of frustration for her:
I still, like I love my friends there but I just ... Say we'd be in class and everyone
would just be ... They don't want to learn and like, I did. I'd get so frustrated at
my classmates.
Half the teachers couldn't control the class. That's why I left because they
couldn't do anything about it. . . and so I just said I can't stay here anymore
because I'm not getting my needs, what I want.
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In this reflection, Tara defines herself in opposition to the dominant school culture at

her high school. The act of doing so must have entailed considerable risks for her - both
social and institutional isolation. Shaping herself as an academically able and interested
student in a school environment that she found to be at odds with that position rendered
her as a problem in that context. In some ways it might be seen that Tara's selfproblematisation is concerned with issues of exclusion, as discussed in the previous
chapter. Paradoxically, she felt herself becoming unintelligible as a student within this
high school because she was at odds with what she described as the dominant antiacademic school culture and also with the people in the school she thought should be
able to help her:
I was fine up until Year 10 when we got a new principal and we just. . . I don't
know, I just felt. .. like I couldn't talk to any of my teachers or. .. I just felt that
they were all out together to get me in trouble.
In this case the ' trouble' occurs because she actively complains to the school about how
she sees her situation and is frustrated by a perceived lack of action and/or empathy
with her position from those whose help she seeks. However, in this case, her lack of
intelligibility as a student comes from her inability to remain silent about the failures of
the system, as she sees it, and her unwillingness to appear cooperative and acquiescent
in the face of her rising frustration.
From these comments and others, it appears that Tara's account contains several of the
hallmarks of the shaping of an entrepreneurial self. Firstly, Tara's decision to try the
College after hearing about it from a friend represents a significant investment and
substantial risk. For example, attending the College involves a two hour commute each
way:
It takes me an hour and a half on the trains and then another half an hour, twenty

minutes to get home from the station.
Added to this, there is a sense of the unknown despite her research into the College:
I'd only ever really come to [the metropolitan area where the College is located],
like never. I'd only been to the city a few times to go shopping with my
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girlfriends. To come here, to see how different the kids are its ... I got a real big
culture shock ...
My first proper day I came and just saw so many different people, like different
groups of, like types of people, which at my other school wasn't.. .. There's a
few crazy people which they scared me a bit, but um, my first day I just saw
people sitting there and I kind of walked up to a group and went "hi" and they
went "hi".
[Interviewer: Was that hard?]
It was very hard.

However, Tara's story is one of calculation and ongoing reflective self-assessment of
her decision-making:
The first month, I thought I'd made the wrong choice . . . because missing my
friends and stuff. I think that was mainly it. .. But I love .. . the teaching here ' s
much better so that, I think that's what kept me here. 'Cause otherwise, if the
teaching wasn't good, I would have gone back, I think.
So despite (or perhaps because of) the risks and the challenges of the commute and
culture shock, Tara makes the most of this opportunity she has created through her selfreliance and willingness to individually take control of her situation. She is determined
to get the educa6on she wants and she looks to the education market beyond her
immediate local area and outside her local school options to find the right place to
achieve this. In her story, this journey begins with a process of self-realisation and
feelings of self-discovery - 'I just discovered myself a bit more and found out who I
was ' . These sorts of comments suggest a high level of self-conscious reflection around
these acts of work on the self and in seeking out the College, Tara finds a context
conducive to doing this work on herself. This new context, with its focus on individual
responsibility in relation to achieving learning goals, confirms her sense of why she
wanted to leave her previous school. It also conforms to an emerging template of a
possible adult self that Tara had already begun to develop in reaction to the frustrations
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of her previous schooling. Taking a risk has paid off for her. And in this, it is possible to
observe the workings of the attraction of the neo-liberal entrepreneurial self - with risk
comes the potential for great rewards. The nature of these rewards, both intrinsic and
extrinsic, will be discussed further in the following chapter.

Ethan - 'I'm really motivated to do well here'

At the time of our first meeting, Ethan was seventeen years old and had been at the
College for a little over one term. He was studying for his HSC (without a UAI) and a
vocational certificate in Tourism. He lived with his family and was fully financially
supported by his parents. His previous part-time job in a chicken shop had been
discontinued because of timetabling issues at the College and a subsequent decision to
prioritise school over paid work. However, by the time of our final interview, Ethan had
another part-time job in a fast food chain and was working as many shifts as he could fit
around his school schedule.
Ethan ' s account of how and why he came to the College picks up on themes present in
both Kim and Tara' s stories. Like Tara, he was discontent with the teaching at his
previous local high school but also like Kim, he did not really perceive that he had a
choice to do things differently:
I basically left [the previous school] because my English class was incredibly
bad. Like the class never did the work. The teacher, like, she was an all right
teacher, but she just couldn't handle the class and so we were very behind. We
never did that much work at all. It's basically been, actually it was like that for
three years with all of my English teachers . They weren't very good.
[Interviewer: You had planned to continue on there at the end of Year 1O?]
I wasn't sure, I wasn't sure. And I didn't really want to stay at but I didn't think
I had much choice.
Similarly, the general school culture was a source of disquiet:
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I was sick of [the previous school]. I was sick of the culture at [the previous
school]. The way the students act. Everybody's nice but the culture that
everybody has with each other, it's just really bad.
[Interviewer: Can you give me an example?]
Like, have you taught at a normal school before, like a public school?
[Interviewer: Yes]
You know what the culture's like there compared to here .... Here it's all friendly
and everybody's good with each other. There's no ... everybody hates one
particular person and that kind of thing. And there it's just some people, they
hate one particular person and then they'll go and be a hypocrite and then ... .It's
just all chaotic and everybody's just out for each other kind of thing. I was just
sick of that.
Once again, the very exi stence of the College seems to create an opportunity for a
particular type of self-problematisation. From a number of the accounts, there is a
trajectory of decision-making around what to do about being unhappy at school. The
opportunity for this type of self-problematisation arises once they realise the College
exists and might offer something different and presumably better. In several of the
accounts, it seems that until the participants were informed about the College, being
unhappy at school was a lot in life that was to be endured. However, it is the perception
of choice that triggers the development of a more proactive and opportunistic approach
to their education. This recalls Foucault's discussion of the rise of American neoliberalism where 'homo economicus is manipulable man, man who is perpetually
responsive to modifications in his environment' (Gordon 1991 , p. 43). In this case the
education 'market' creates the College which in tum provides the mechanism and
trigger to processes of self-formation that see the shaping of an active, critical and
entrepreneurial self in relation to education.
In many of the accounts, the participants are detailed and eloquent on the failings of
their previous schools. But of course, these accounts are provided after they have been
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shaped by the College environment and its powerful messages of individual
responsibility via its adult learning approach. The power of the shaping/governing
mechanisms of the market and the specific strategies of the College can be best intuited
by wondering what these participants may have been able to say about educational
approaches without exposure to the College. Many of the participants engage in
narrative lines of 'before and after' comparisons which tell, in varying degrees, of
personal transformations. In the case of Ethan, the result has been a marked change in
motivation levels:
I feel I'm going to do a lot better. I'm more confident about my English for one
thing. I'm more motivated, a lot . .. I'm motivated. I wasn't motivated at all at
[the previous school]. I'm really motivated to do well here.
Once again, the teaching at the College is cited as the focus of this change:
[Interviewer: What do you think it is that's made you more motivated?]
The energy of the teachers. The way they like teaching. They get you going.
[Interviewer: How do you know that they like teaching. What's different about them
compared to your old school?]
They walk into the class, you can see that they enjoy teaching. They enjoy
teaching here. They enjoy the people. They'll start a conversation with you, that
kind of thing. They don ' t just get in and get you out of the classroom as soon as
possible. And they want to hear what you have to say and they like to hear your
ideas on whatever the subject is.
Ethan's attempt to summarise the positive nature of this approach accords with the
College's promotional position on teaching and learning:
They treat us like adults basically.
[Interviewer: What does that mean to you? They say this is an adult learning
environment. What does it mean to be treated as an adult?]
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It keeps your attention. Like, if they treat you like a kid you just ignore them. If

they treat you like an equal kind of thing, you actually listen to them .... You
actually listen to them and have discussions and that kind of stuff.
With most participants' mention of the teaching style of the College comes a perception
of the disruption of the expected power relations of the classroom. This is thrown into
relief on most of the accounts by contrasting what happens at the College with what
they recall of their previous schools' practices. In Ethan's account, the point is achieved
via the contrast between his description above of being treated like an adult with the
'shut up, do your work' approach he indicated was the prevailing classroom
culture/pedagogical style at his previous school. However, as seen in classroom
observations presented in Chapter 5, an 'adult learning environment' is interpreted
variously at the College. Thus it seems that it is not only that the College offers this
variously defined 'adult learning environment' but rather that it seems to rely on the

undoing of few key features of high school classrooms which students find oppressive.
For example, calling teachers by their first names is a simple technique but most of the
accounts claim a strong, positive impact on classroom dynamics, not to mention the
conduct shaping effects of being 'treated like an adult'.
Ethan also tells of feeling more relaxed at the College and in this he refers specifically
to the social aspects of College life and the absence of rules regarding appearance
common in many mainstream high schools:
There's all types of people here. Like no one's really segregated jnto each other.
Everybody talks to everybody basically. Like usually, there will be groups like
the same types of people, but they'll still be friends with other groups ....
[Interviewer: What is it about this place that allows this to happen here, where it might
not happen in another school environment?]
It's probably being able to show, like physically, what kind of person you are.
By dressing, by hairstyle, that kind of thing.
[Interviewer: So at the College, that happens ... ?]
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If everybody's wearing a uniform, you can't really tell what a person's like. Just
kind of a big blur of grey and white.
In this way, the College culture nurtures other aspects of self-formation through the
perceived freedom of expression through appearance. The no uniform policy of the
College is mentioned by a number of participants often in relation to them gaining a
sense of a more authentic existence within the confines of the school environment. The
freedom to be 'who you really are' through physical self-expression is a powerful
discourse with a particular attraction to young people. Once again, a simple technique of
non-coercion concerning appearance, has powerful effects. This point perhaps also
speaks to Ethan's account of his increased motivation - 'I'm really motivated to do well
here.' Without what he described as the oppressive aspects of school culture - both in
the social environment and the classroom - as previously narrated, Ethan 'finds' within
himself a renewed ability to engage with school. The new environment allows work on
the self, the results of which are rewarded in a range of ways.

Fiona - 'I think it's really helped me direct my life without forcing me'

At the time of our first meeting, Fiona was sixteen years old and studying for her HSC
(with a UAI) and a Certificate in Media and Performance at the College. She had been
at the College for approximately six months. She lived with and was supported by her
mother and step-father and maintained regular contact with her father who also
contributed financially via pocket money. This pocket money was supplemented by a
regular babysitting job, two evenings a week.
Fiona's vocational goal is to become an actor. She is also interested in psychology if
entry into an acting career proves too difficult:
I want to do acting but I was also thinking of psychology as well. If I wanted to
go to uni, I' d probably do that. Thought I'd try out for NIDA, try out for
W AAPA. If I don't get in fair enough, um I might try again later but I thought
I'd maybe go to uni. I think psychology would be really interesting.
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In the parts of the account where she talks about these two aspects of her plan, Fiona
shows an interesting mix of what might be seen as entrepreneurial risk taking and
prudential back-up planning. In deciding to try the College, she provides an account of
her thinking which seems to reflect something of the struggle around how best to make
the choices that will impact on self-formation:
[Interviewer: Take me back to when you were thinking about your options at the end of
Year 10. What were you thinking about in relation to doing Year 11 and 12 or further
training?]
I had like three stages of development with what I was thinking about. Firstly I
thought, you know, drama's not going to get me anywhere. I'm going to drop
that. I'm going to focus on my academics and just try really hard next year.
Thought I'd do science, um physics or something, um and then I changed my
mind again. Um and I just thought, you know, I need to get out of here and focus
on entertainment so I wanted to get into Newtown [Performing Arts High
School]. I'd heard of that, that it was really good and then I realised that the
audition process had already stopped because it was towards the end of the year
and that I'd have to wait until next year and I didn't want to do that. So and then
my friend Sascha was going to [the College] and she said "oh you know they've
got a really good course for arts and things there" and like, "oh yeah as if I'd go
there". Then my friend Vic, he said, "you know they have a really good drama
department as well". I went "are you serious"? He said "yeah. You can do media
and performance where you get to you know film ... You'd be really good at
that". I'm like, maybe I'll just go to [the College]. I thought that's easy and it
works for me so, yeah.
Once again, in this account, there is an element of chance in Fiona's serendipitous
discovery of the College. It is not until her friends inform her of this choice, this
possibility, does she act. When asked to recount her reflections of life at her previous
school, she said:
I was kind of at a point, I thought this is good but it's not going to get any better.
And nothing's going to get any better than this so I may as well just stay here, I
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thought. That was my attitude. I was an average student. I'd do well in
English ... I was good at English and History but they were still holding me back.
Like they kind of labelled you and then wouldn't let you do anything ... Like,
I'm doing Advanced English now and Extension English and I'm doing really
well. And at [previous high school] they had me in Intermediate English, and
would barely let me go up to Advanced, just because they didn't believe in me.
They didn ' t think I could do it.
The lack of known prospects for anything better and an ability to get on well enough in
her previous environment saw Fiona reasonably content until the College is made
known to her via friends. Once again consistent with other participant stories, this
knowledge engages her in a process ofreflection on her goals and calculation of their
viability given her various options and subsequently triggers action.
Throughout her account, Fiona makes it known that she understands that acting is not an
easy profession to break into:
It will be difficult but I've learned that it's all about luck and it's all about

connections. So I think ifl, I mean I've done work experience at Channel I 0 and
you know half my family are in the entertainment industry. I think if I make the
right choices it could happen. And I'm just gonna hope that it does. I'm pretty
confident.
So while she acknowledges the role ' luck' and 'connections' might make, she also sees
herself as being at the centre of her chances of success, if she makes 'the right choices'.
These sorts of comments seem indicative of the neo-liberal discourses of success being
down to the individual and Fiona's story of burgeoning self-reliance and continual
assessment of her positioning hints at some powerful shaping influences. Fiona's
recounting of the 'self-talk' she goes through in thinking about the work placement
program at the College displays something of this ethical work:
Well you know at [the College] they find you, ... you get to do work placement in
the entertainment industry. I thought well if I make connections there, you
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know, I know a couple of people, I could actually do this if I, you know, work
hard at it.
Fiona's account contains many examples ofreflection and details of what has been
learned. For example, she has reflected quite extensively on her work experience at a
television station and what it taught her about ways of being in the industry:
It made me realise how important contacts are and your look, like your image

and your talent. I learned kind of the key ingredients of getting in.
[Interviewer: Because you saw other people who had made it?]
Yeah. I saw the successful ones and the not so successful ones. There were some
that um .. .There were some people who kicked up a fuss and were very difficult
to work with and I found that the crew didn't appreciate that and neither did the
producers or the cameramen and they usually look at the ones gotten rid of. So I
think you've just got to be easy going, do what they tell you, you know and
don ' t kick up a fuss because it's the kind of thing they don't like.
Throughout her account, there is a sense of a process of continual calculation of
possibilities, plans and manoeuvres as well as a type of positive self-talk that seems to
at once indicate and bring into possibility the type of person most likely to succeed:
The path I'm going, I think could work. I know NIDA's difficult, I know
WAAPA ' s difficult. I'm not expecting to breeze in .... I know it's very difficult.
But I believe if I work hard, I really apply myself then l think I could do it.
You've got to have faith in yourself too I think
By the time we meet for our final interview, Fiona's account contains a convincing
portrayal of her integration of the College practices with the work she does on herself.
Key neo-liberal governing techniques such as the non-coercive approach, foregrounding
of the individual nature of pathways through education and training as well as the
practice of choice are all key parts of Fiona's story about herself as a student:
I think I'm more enthusiastic with learning. I think I'm more, um, I show a bit of
initiative. Um, I think that I'm more inspired to learn. Like my teachers really
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inspire me. I get a lot more support for learning .. .It's just easier. It's a lot easier
with someone behind you and I'm not criticised ... They're not biased. If you
want to do that subject then it's up to you ultimately. They don't decide it for
you. They don't decide how much you study so ... Leaming skills have definitely
improved. 'Cause before I kind of. .. oh I have to do it. It was forced, it wasn't
my individual choice. It was forced and I'd do a half job. So yeah and before ...

[Interviewer: Is that what you mean when you say you've got more initiative?]
Mmm, yeah and I kind of help my own learning ... .I ask for directions but I still
go along my own path and I'll sometimes do more than what they ask me to
which is the initiative because I'm interested. Not being forced to do it... Up to
me.

I think it's, I think it's helped me so much. And I think it's really helped me
direct my life without forcing me.
Fiona's final comment here - 'it' s really helped me direct my life without forcing me' provides perhaps one of the clearest statements of neo-liberal government in action.
Fiona's 'capacity for action' (Rose 1999, p. 4) has been well and truly harnessed in the
context of the College practices and thus freedom in its 'material, technical, practical,
governmental' (Rose 1999, p. 63) sense is realised for Fiona at the College.

Miranda - 'I like myself a lot more now'

At the time of our first interview Miranda was sixteen years old and had been at the
College for six months. She lived at home with her parents and two younger siblings.
She had a part-time job at a cafe and also received some Centrelink payments, but was
otherwise supported by her parents. By the time of the third interview one year later she
had, under her mother's instigation, quit the cafe job to focus on school. Miranda's
vocational area of study at the College is Design. She was originally enrolled to
complete the T AFE Certificate III in Design as well as the requisite number of subjects
to receive an HSC with a UAL She later (during her second year at the College) revised
this program, in consultation with her teachers, and dropped some of her T AFE subjects
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to reduce her study load. This meant that she would graduate from the College with her
HSC but not the completed T AFE Certificate.
One of the striking aspects of Miranda's account of her coming to the College and her
time there is the processes of negotiation she engages in with parents, institutions and
herself, around setting study and career goals. For example, in telling the story of her
enrolment at the College, Miranda recounts a series of decisions she takes in
conjunction with her parents, some of which involved some longer term planning:
Well at the end of Year 6 I wanted to go to a co-ed school.. .. Mum wanted me to
go to a single-sex school and I was like, I didn't like the idea of that. So we had
a deal that I'd get to go to a fun arty school in 11 and 12 that's co-ed, no
uniform, if I went to a single-sex school for the first four years. So that's just
how it worked out...
[Interviewer: So did you have the College in mind as early as that?]
Mmh.
At that time she also recalls thinking about career options:
I actually did my career thinking about Year 6. At that point I was like " I'm
going to be a fashion designer".
However, when we met for the first in our series of three interviews, Miranda displays
ambivalence when it comes to talking further about specific plans. Design is still the
broad area of interest:
I'm just kind of flirting along. Whatever happens, happens. Get the HSC out of
the way first.
[Interviewer: Do you talk to you family and friends about it?]
Yeah. "Oh what would you like to be this week"? "Oh I want to be a blah, blah,
blah" .... Kinda thing.
[Interviewer: Does it vary much from week to week?]
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Well I pretty much want to be everything but if I get a design in my head or an
idea for one then I want to be that kind of designer that week. It'll change the
next week.
[Interviewer: You don't feel like there's any pressure?]
No and if there is pressure I haven't noticed it.
Yet she did acknowledge that the setting of the College was designed to support
students in making vocational decisions:
This is more career orientated than most schools ... that are more uni
orientated .. .Here it's more like we're going to get you a brilliant job.
[Interviewer: How come this hasn' t washed off on you?]
I don ' t know I think it just might be my nature. I always had some romantic idea
that hey I' 11 just float into some job that I want to go into like .. .I just...Like
something will come up along the way. Something always does. Maybe I've just
got good luck or something 'cause when I want something enough usually it will
just float along by some freak accident kind of thing. Like before I got this job I
was at a horrible place and I quit and on the way home, I was on the bus and I
looked out the window and in the cafe there was a sign that said casual student
positions available. I got off the bus and I got a job that afternoon. So stuff like
that, I don't know, just kind of happens. Maybe I've just taken it for granted.
I'm doing the HSC and by that stage I'll have hopefully decided what kind of
career path I'm going to go up . ...Ifl have a high enough UAI or whatever, I'll
just find what courses I can do. And ifl hadn't decided, I could just go, and like,
do a general course in design if there is such a thing. I don't know. And then,
like, see what opportunities come up . If there is any just decide ... Go get a job
somewhere in design ... creative place.
[Interviewer: Is a career in design an achievable sort of thing?]
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Yep. It's definitely that or art as the only path for me just about. That's the only
thing I can imagine me doing. So yeah.
Having done her 'career thinking' essentially during primary school, at a time when
having very general plans for a job, or even a job title -fashion designer - was enough,
Miranda's account suggests that she has done little follow up thinking. Yet she has
followed through, with her decision to come to the College as a design student, just
enough to be on a path, while remaining uncommitted to detailed stage planning in the
account she provides for the interview. Her stated approach is to prioritise fun:
[Interviewer: Do you feel optimistic about employment prospects?]
I don't really think about it that much. That's not what's important to me. I'd be
happy for a couple of years just to be working in a cafe or something like that
because it means less responsibility, more time to have fun. Basically that. And
then I find in the cafe .. .I reckon on those kinds of jobs you'll have more
fun .. .than in a real full-time job. You 're going to be in it the rest of your life so
why not take a few more years to flop around and have fun. It's not high on my
prospects list. I'll get a job, a full-time job one day but not yet.
However, by the final interview, almost a year later, the account she provides is
somewhat different. By the final interview, Miranda is quite a bit clearer about her path.
She is no longer interested in design courses and has focused more on furthering her art
educat1on:
[Interviewer: Is design still your goal?]
No! DT ruined that. I don't want to do design anymore! 'Cause it's
portfolio .. .It's like sixty marks and about fifty-five of those are from portfolio
and like five marks are for product. And it's the total opposite way around in the
design .... Nuh, nuh I don't want to have anything to do with it.
[Interviewer: Why? What's happened with that process? You didn't enjoy the
assessment process?]
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It's ... too structured .... You follow all the certain steps that they've set and out
you follow it through. You've got to fit your project pretty much to that and
.. .This year...It's really stifling .. .It's really structured. But with art you can pretty
much do what you like the whole time.
[Interviewer: So tell me what's evolved now in terms of your plans?]
I want to go to National Art [School]. I really wanted to have a gap year ... but
then they ' re getting taken over by COFA [College of Fine Arts]. I'll need to
enrol next year and start my course then ifl don't want to be under the evil reign
of COFA kinda thing, so yeah, I want to try and get in next year.
In this exchange, Miranda reveals some knowledge of a current issue on the tertiary
scene in this field and its implications for any potential study she might undertake at this
institution. Her reflection that this knowledge precipitates some kind of action on her
part, sooner rather than later (in terms of when she might attempt to enrol) suggests that
this process is fraught for her. However, in accounting for her decision-making,
elements of self-problematisation are apparent:
I'm not too keen on the idea of more education but it sounds like, oh this could
pay off for the rest of my life, as opposed to having fun now ... Than .. . later being
like "I have nothing"! I hate thinking practically. It ruins all the fun!
The tone of Miranda 's comment is flippant, as it has been in many of her responses to
questions and the narration of her story. The 'I have nothing' exclamation is delivered
with a melodramatic flourish, offered for both her and my enjoyment. It seems as if she
needs to provide a counter-balance to a phrase about making a practical decision that
would have implications for the rest of her life. This is a serious realisation, at odds with
most aspects of her account of herself. In this way, Miranda maintains the coherence of
this account of herself as not being under pressure, and yet, the statement is out there,
suggesting something of the nature of self-problematisation that she may be undergoing.
In this section of her account she does go on to note that there is a feeling of what she
sees as hysteria amongst her peers about the process of applying to university and that
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has had an impact on her own responses. However, there are also other indicators that
more serious self-examination has been taking place:
[Interviewer: How do you envisage a career in painting?]
Totally unrealistic .. . I don ' t know. If everything worked out magically I would
have, like, a gallery. That's not really realistic. I don ' t have a business head, I'm
not organised and ... [unclear]. The more realistic side, I just want to paint and
sell my artwork and stuff until I can find something which is ...will work. I
won' t be able to support myself on painting, hardly anyone can. So I'll probably
just have like a normal job for a while. A cafe or working in a shop.
[Interviewer: How do you see this five years down the track - working and painting?]
I could easily .. . still be doing that in five years, sadly.
[Interviewer: Why sadly?]
I don't know. It 's kind ofleaving the hard work to get, like, a secure job and all
that ' til later. But I could see that happening for a while.
Miranda' s comment brings to mind the 'transitional' aspect of the 'youth in transition '
formulation as a governmental problematic. As discussed earlier in the thesis, this is not
a neutral formulation but rather a way of problematising the activiti es of young peopl e,
thereby bringing them into focus for the application of expert knowledge and
governmental interventions. Miranda's self-problematisation concerning the time it
might take her to get 'a secure job and all that' reveals her realisation that while
transitional time can be played with, it is also time bounded by normative expectations
about when particular markers of responsible adulthood should be achieved. Leaving it
too long to do ' the hard work' on herself would render her problematic in terms of the
expected achievement of normal adulthood. So while Miranda shows signs of resistance
against particular aspects of the College governing milieu, she is not immune to its
effects. This is further hinted at in the nature of the negotiations she is undertaking in
working on herself around issues of work and study rate and her increased propensity to
proj ect forward to a time when she might regret not having worked hard at College:
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I'm not working to my full potential but if I did I'd be having no fun. I'm
working at a happy medium. I'm getting alright marks and I'm still having fun
and like going out and stuff like that. I'd hate it, well I wouldn't hate ... the idea
that at the end that was a couple of years wasted.
Once again, as with the other accounts, the College and its teaching and learning context
has had an impact. Many times throughout the three interviews, Miranda juxtaposes her
previous school environment with that of the College. In talking about her previous four
years at a local state girls high school, Miranda recounts issues similar to Kim and
others with regard to the social and cultural environment:
No I didn't like it. Not at all. It was like, it was just so bitchy. It was just so tense
there. You had to say exactly the right thing. You had to wear this, this month,
that the next. And look cool and be accepted .
.. .l feel so much more normal here. As you can probably see I'm a very excited

person and like people at [the previous school]. .. people would be like "You
can't be excited. We 're too cool to be excited" .. .lt's so much better here.
Everyone's like do what you please, whatever.
[Interviewer: People are more accepting here?]
Doesn't matter who you are, what you do, it's basically everyone's like "Oh yes,
come join us".
Miranda's account includes observation of a certain cultural homogeneity at her
previous school:
I know back at [the previous school], it's a bit more tense there. People care a lot
more about what you 're doing or what you 're wearing. If you don't have that
best brand of peroxide or something in your hair... I think people here just accept
you a lot more. So I like that. I like that a lot more.
[Interviewer: Why do you think that is? Why does it happen here?]
Um at [the previous school] most of the girls kind of fall into one category, like
typical teenager, like ... like pink, blonde hair, glittery jewellery. Here there
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aren't nearly as many, this is going to sound really weird, but people like that.
Like there's lots of different people here. So everyone's a bit more accepting I
suppose.
Paradoxically, the striving to conform to this homogenous image that Miranda describes
was the cause of social splits. It would seem that since not everyone is equally adept at
performing 'typical teenager,' social hierarchies emerged:
You don't talk to people out of your own social group ...
[Interviewer: Why not?]
It's kind of like you get disowned if you talk to people below your social status
at the school. My god, like mingling with the plebs, kind of thing. So and it ' s
just really strange.
However, in the freer social atmosphere of the College, Miranda embodies her rejection
of such constraints in a range of ways, including her appearance:
I didn ' t follow the trends but I didn ' t look particularly outlandish ...
[Interviewer: You 're wearing a kaftan today!]
Call me a white African! .. .I probably wouldn't have worn this in Year I 0. Like
OK, I' ve got more confidence to wear and do what I like but I did that more so
than a lot of people at [the previous school].
By the final interview, the rewards of doing this work on herself are clear:
I like myself a lot more now than then. I've got more confidence, more self
esteem. I'm more sure of myself.
Discussion

In making a reading of these accounts, it is useful to return to Foucault's explanation of
subject formation. He states that while:
the subject constitutes itself in an active fashion through practices of the self,
these practices are nevertheless not something invented by the individual
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himself. They are models that he finds in his culture and are proposed,
suggested, imposed upon him by his culture, his society, his social group
(Foucault, l 997b, p. 291 ).
In these accounts therefore, we see something of the process of how subject formation
occurs within prevailing neo-liberal governmental rationalities which sees subjects
'emerge as "free", "entrepreneurial", competitive, and economically rational
individuals' (Kelly 2006, p. 24). Specifically, these accounts show young people being
shaped by a marketised education context and discourses of student life that position
them as consumers of educational products. The accounts reveal assessments of the
nature of these products and calculations of their desirability and potential to deliver
outcomes. They also tell us something about practices of the self which are valued and
rewarded in the classroom , the College and the wider job market if they result in the
constitution of the normatively imposed model of young person in transition. The
rewards for taking on thi s mode of subjectivation via choice of learning environment
and self-direction in learning are the externally validated steps towards a viable adult
self, as read through the governing neo-liberal discourses of responsible adulthood.
Successful achievement of educational qualifications, support within the College to set
clear vocational goals and the development of ski lls with which to pursue these goals
are all on offer.
The sense of power of the individual to act in an autonomous way in these settings and
the satisfaction this b1ings further underpins the shaping of identity here and is a central
component to the more intrinsic rewards of doing this ethical work on the self The
potential for pleasure to be derived from such individualistic pursuits is clearly
expressed in many of the stories of self-formation recounted above. Having effectively
'freed' themselves from the constraints and implied obligations of more mainstream
educational offerings, pleasure in the freedom of having chosen this path is a feature of
these accounts. These young people are, by and large (and within the stories they have
told ...), happy customers. The question of what is at stake in the neo-liberal shaping of
conduct and subjectivity is mine, not theirs.
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This, in tum, leads to consideration of the paradoxical aspects of subjectivation (Butler
2006) which occurs through both mastery of skills and 'the subjugation to power'
(Butler 2006, p. 532). To a large extent, the accounts presented in this chapter and the
previous are narratives foregrounded by the participants ' sense of mastery. Each of the
participants has found some way of being within the education system and with this
mastery of norms which have the power to confer recognition (Butler 2006) comes
satisfaction. However:
The conferral of recognition, however, does not just happen once, if it happens
at all, so a certain anxiety is built into the norm, since the student must repeat the
good grade, and that repetition is not assured in advance. The norm is applied,
but the norm is always about to happen again (Butler 2006, p. 532).
This points to a certain precariousness of existence as the ever present counterbalance to
this sense of satisfaction and alerts us to the risks inherent in this type of subjectivation,
the implications of which will be taken up in the final chapter.
Conclusion

The goal of this second chapter of student accounts has been to continue the
examination of the effects of government through readings of individual accounts of
experience within the specific and localised governing context of the College. Like their
peers in the previous chapter, each of the participants ' accounts contains indications that
they have engaged in reflective interrogation of their own behaviours and to varying
extents, problematised them . In the case of several of these participants, the
problematisation centred on their assessments of whether or not they were having their
educational needs met in their previous schools. For these students, finding out about
the College seems to have been the trigger for this self-questioning. Restless
dissatisfaction with previous schools, desire to further their vocational goals and
feelings of being socially stifled by school seemed to be fuelled by their knowledge of
the College's existence. For these young people, once the option of the Co Hege became
known and its viability established, they acted to change their situation. They became
consumers of education. In recounting and reflecting on these decisions, the participants
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have provided an insight into the powerful effects of the market in education on the
shaping of the self.
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CHAPTER 8 - ANALYSIS: THE POSSIBILITIES AND LIMITS OF
FOUCAULDIAN CRITIQUE

Introduction

This thesis has asked questions about how are young people are governed by education
and training. In considering this question, it might be possible to take a snapshot of any
point in the process of education and ask questions that will pull into focus moments
where conduct is being shaped. It is possible to witness such moments in the classroom,
in curriculum documents, in stories that young people and teachers tell about
themselves, in government policies and in meetings with Ministers. But of course,
government cannot be fully captured in a snapshot since any consideration of a
' moment of government ' leads to much more than the observation of a moment in time
and space. The familiar language of governmentality studies such as ' networks ',
' assemblages ', 'multiple sources,' ' diverse processes ' and 'linkages' reveal s the
exhausting possibilities of what it means to effectively trace 'thought made practical and
technical' (Dean 1999, p. 17). For this reason, start and end points and knowing when a
piece of work is 'done' in relation to governmentality studies can be difficult. Any
attempt to capture government will only ever be a partial and incompl ete likeness.
Furthermore, despite the fact that government has ends - it is teleological - these ends
are never achieved, as such. 'Government is a congenitally failing operation: the
sublime image of a perfect regulatory machine is internal to the mind of the
programmers' (Rose &Miller 1992, p. 190). So while it may be possible to ask how
young people are governed through their encounters with education and training and to
describe a College, its curriculum and its teaching and learning practices, in terms of
'what authorities of various sorts wanted to happen' (Rose 1999, p. 20), any answer will
only ever capture the strange contingencies of 'a world traversed by the "will to
govern'" (Rose & Miller 1992, p. 191) and not the realisation of programmers plans.
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It is this characteristic that makes the study of government so interesting. The

realisation of programmers ' plans, if such a thing were possible, would be predictable,
whereas looking at government in terms of a breach of self-evidence, opens
possibilities. Therefore in attempting to create a rich picture of the government of young
people in education and training, the very existence of a post-compulsory education and
training College, the timing and conditions of its foundation and the subsequent shape
that the College took, became the starting point for the 'how ' questions indicative of
any study of government. How is it that at this time and place that a vocationally
oriented College was seen as an answer to the question of what young people might
need in terms of education and training options in a metropolitan area of NSW? How
did we come to think about young people in terms of problems and anxieties about
employability? How do young people within this governing context work on themselves
to shape their own conduct? In thinking about these questions in this thesis, some of the
linkages between them were followed and discussed, some were alluded to and others
proved elusive and will have to be considered at another time .
So despite the seemingly endless possibilities of any study of government, in this
chapter there will be only two final tasks. The first task is to overview the previous three
chapters with a view to considering the College, the stories and accounts presented and
the practices discussed, in light of the telos of government. The ends of government
have been discussed so far only quite broadly, in terms of how education and training
are implicated in a wider neo-liberal agenda of the shaping of the responsible,
entrepreneurial subject of government. The task is to use the example of the College to
demonstrate the ways governmental strategies and techniques operate to shape conduct
at the local and individual level. The student accounts in particular indicate the power of
particular techniques of subjectification. In exploring self-governing conduct, issues of
exclusion and inclusion and the role of choice-making processes and responsibilisation
through appeals to adult learning give insights into how these ends of government might
be achieved at the College.
Linked to this is the question of how we mi ght understand the implications of the
College example for the shaping of conduct in the context of education, training and the
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21st century workplace in Australia. The shaping of conduct and ethical work on the self
will be linked to the production of the new citizen, the new worker and lifelong learner
identities.
The second and final task is a reflexive one that concerns the ends of this study itself.
Specifically, what claims of understanding, new insights or even utility does an analysis
of government, an exercise in Foucauldian critique, allow? These questions will be
introduced here and their implications explored in the concluding chapter.
Task 1: The telos of government - education and training shaping the new citizen, the new
worker and the lifelong learner

The aim of this section is to extend the consideration of how the College and its
practices might be seen in terms of the teleological concerns of government through
education and training. As Dean states '[a]ll practices of government of self or others
presuppose some goal or end to be achieved' ( 1999, p. 17) and to some extent this has
been explored earlier in the thesis in a generalised way. Neo-liberalism 's broad concern
with the shaping of the entrepreneurial self was discussed as was the more refined
aspect of this agenda as it applies to young people. That is, the ends of government
become broken into programmable domains by way of the focus in education on skills
development and governmental anxieties over employability.
Through the participant accounts presented in Chapters 6 and 7, it is possible to see how
these governing agendas take effect through ethical work on the self. For example, the
neo-liberal agenda around employment operates through a pervasive belief in the
community that it is every individual ' s responsibility to make sure they are employable.
Powerful statistics in circulation also then link the achievement of qualifications with
employability. The fact that these statistics are often presented from the opposite
perspective, that is, the correlation between lack of qualifications and unemployment,
adds to the nature of the anxiety around this issue for young people hoping to make the
transition to the workplace.
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This type of expert knowledge can be seen as influencing the conduct of the participants
in several ways . Firstly, even the participants who have had the most troubled and
disappointing experience of education remain convinced that they need to have a
qualification:
I was just kicked out of Year 10 or asked to leave and I wanted my Year 10
certificate .... So when they asked me to leave I did. I didn't want to be at school.
And Mum said, you know, you have to get your school certificate at least and I
was responsible enough to know that you know you at least need your Year 10
(Johnny).
I always said to myself that I'd finish my HSC. From a young kid I said to
myself I don't want to go to uni, but I will finish my HSC, since everyone just
makes a bi g deal of it, it's important. . .. I didn ' t understand anything about the
HSC when I was younger but I always said I'd do it. I just got the impression
that anyone who didn't do it was, you know, wouldn ' t do well in life (Mitchell).
Exclusion, both threatened and actual, therefore becomes a significant technique
through which conduct can be modified. The possibility and for some, the reality of
exclusion would jeopardise their chances of achieving even the Year 10 School
Certificate and therefore considerably lessen their perceived employability. Against this
backdrop, it is not therefore surprising to see young people who have become
unintelligible in the mainstream of education working on their conduct so that they can
once again find a place in education and training.
For those participants whose accounts were presented in Chapter 7, where threat of
exclusion was less of an issue, the path to adult citizen status seemed to be shaped by
the awareness of the need to make preparations within education and training for a life
of responsibilised, competitive, capitalisation of the self. For example, Tara talks about
acting on 'my needs, what I want.' Ethan leaves his previous school because the
teaching standards do not impress him:
We never did that much work at all (E than).
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Fiona feels held back by her previous school:
I was good at English and History but they were still holding me back (Fiona).
However, at the College, her burgeoning belief in the importance of relying on yourself
is given room to develop:
I kind of help my own learning ... .I ask for directions but I still go along my own
path and I'll sometimes do more than what they ask me to which is the initiative
because I'm interested (Fiona).
So while it is accepted that government works through enticement rather than coercion,
and qualifications and employability are certainly presented as an enticement to
education and training, I would also suggest that the threat of exclusion and the prospect
being unprepared casts a powerful shadow over these negotiations. Neo-liberal society
and more specifically for these young people, the labour market within this society, is
not a place where one can afford to be left behind. The implications of these processes
and effects of government on the lives of young people will be further explored in the
final chapter.
In the following section of this chapter, the neo-liberal figures of the new citizen, the
new worker and the lifelong learner will be outlined and discussed in relation to
practices of government in evidence at the College.

The new citizen

Considering these stories of the young people at the College in the light of anxieties
around employability and future lives brings into focus several themes in the current
literature of school's role in the preparation for citizenship, working life and worker
identities. Beyond this, there is also the focus on schooling as preparation for the
seeming inevitability of a future of lifelong learning. In adding another layer of
complexity to the issues discussed already, Rose ( 1999) proposes that we must also see
these issues in the context of a wider shift to a lifestyle built around the need for and
expectation of 'perpetual training' (p. 160) since schooling no longer prepares citizens
for a lifetime of work:
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The new citizen is required to engage in a ceaseless work of training and
retraining, skilling and reskilling, enhancement of credentials and preparation
for a life of incessant job seeking: life is to become a continuous economic
capitalization of the self (p. 160).
How does this happen? The prospect of 'ceaseless work of training and retraining' and
'a life of incessant job seeking' does not sound particularly inviting and yet we know
that government operates through enticement. Rose's (1999) well known thesis is that
we are governed through our freedom, our 'capacity to act' (p. 4). In neo-liberal society,
this capacity to act is given its most obvious outlet via the opportunity to participate in
choice-making and it is possible to argue that engagement with education helps shape a
readiness to participate in choice-making behaviour.
For example, Marshall (2002) characterises trends in educational refonn in New
Zealand and other Western nations in terms of the creation of choice-making
opportunities. To engage with education now is to be faced with 'continuous consumer
style choices' (p. 598). He states that these policies and practices rest on the assumption
that students and their families are not only capable to choosing from a range of
alternative provision but they also desire to be in this relationship with education.
In relation to the College, it is certainly possible to see how this process works. As
mentioned in Chapter 4, the College has always been presented as an alternative choice
for young people who go there. It is alternative in two senses, each relevant in some
way to the notion of consumer style choices. Firstly and most obviously, the College
has no feeder institutions and as such enrolment represents an active choice in the midst
of many schooling choices available in the College's metropolitan area. Additionally,
the College offers an 'alternative' due to its approach. No uniforms, no bells, calling
teachers by their first names, vocational studies prioritised in their integration with
general education and an adult learning environment, all add up to the College having a
particular style and reputation which sets it apart for the rest of the market
'competitors'. In choosing the College, quite a number of the participants saw
themselves as 'buying in' to something that better suited their sense of who they might
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be and/or become. In the case of the College, the realisation that there was a choice
beyond what they had experienced as schooling to date, seemed to trigger action.
The paradox is that while the College presents itself as the goal-oriented young person's
choice, the message that filtered to the potential College community was often a mixed
one. Rather than being mobilised to participate in a skills oriented 'capitalization of the
self (Rose 1999, p. 160) some participants chose the College for what they thought was
going to be an easy life. Michael's quote describing how he heard about the College
through a friend and why he was interested in enrolling is quite telling:
He was just like, come to [the College], it's the easiest school ever. The teachers
don't care, you can wag, whatever. You can even smoke cigarettes. I went, oh
yeah, bloody oath you know, that sounds like the thing for me.
Similarly, Miranda and Fiona's expectations were certainly not indicative of how the
College wished to be presented to the community:
When I first came here I thought it would be all happy and feel like you don ' t
have to do your work ... . 'cause that's basically what people think of [the
College] as you don't have to do your work (Miranda).
I only heard that people taking substances went to [the College]. Um, I thought
it was a drop out school 'cause that's what the reputation was.
[Interviewer: It had a reputation?]
Yeah around this area it did (Fiona).
The unpredictability of government can be clearly seen here. While it is true that the
benefits accruing to young people who are vocationally motivated and eager to confonn
to the neo-liberal image of the ideal young work-ready graduate will be part of the
enticement of the College for some, other agendas of young adulthood are also
definitely in play at the College. A relaxed social atmosphere, freedom to indulge in
legal or illegal substances, freedom to come and go at will - all indicative that this is a
very different type of school - carried considerable weight for some of the participants
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in deciding to come and moreover, deciding to stay at the College. The fact that both
agendas could operate at the College is revealing of the complexity of government.
Agendas such as responsibilisation and practices which require students to conduct
themselves as adults are taken up in different ways. Being responsible for yourself
means making your own decisions and sometimes the decision is to explore the limits of
· minimal attendance. Being an adult sometimes means prioritising interests other than
College.

So while the prospect of a life of ' skilling and reskilling' (Rose 1999, p. 160) in order to
remain viable as a worker in the 21 st century workplace might have limited appeal in
itself, there will always be, within this process, some enticement - opportunities to take
pleasure in the exercise of freedom associated with the act of making choices that
appeal and extrinsic and intrinsic rewards for doing this work on the self. Moreover, this
can occur throughout life because inculcation of choice-making tendenci es,
development of watchfulness for opportunities and careful calculation around pathways
to successful futures, all in the name of the ongoing proj ect of the self, is es tabli shed
early in life during the schooling years. By the time adult citizen status is conferred,
these are well-established styles of conduct.

The 'new worker'

Rose 's (1999) allusion to the type of citizen required by the new work order sets the
context for how we might view the College's part in the wider schooling project of
preparing young people for working life. In Australia, Yates (2006) takes up the
question of the school's role in shaping the 'new worker'. She contends that in an effort
to define the characteristics of the ' new worker' and to make education and training
accountable for the production of thi s subject, policy makers scrutinise the demands of
the new economy for clues on how to intervene :
A common theme in many of these di scussions is that the new worker needs to
acquire or display ori entations and attributes that go beyond specific items of
work-related knowledge and competencies. They need to be flexible; to be
oriented to lifelong learni ng; to be abl e to present and communicate
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appropriately in different contexts; to maintain, update and present to the best
advantage portfolios of their achievements; and to be enterprising (p. 281 ).
How are schools implicated in the production of this subject? In their analysis of the
production of the 'new worker,' Tennant and Yates (2005) focused on the role of VET
in schools to critically question how the new learner-worker might be shaped. However,
drawing on case material from Australian schools, they find little beyond what they
characterise as a 'rhetorical commitment to the need to produce a new kind of learner, a
new kind of identity, by changing what is done in schools in relation to curriculum and
pedagogy' (p. 215). Despite the discussion amongst 'governments, training bodies,
business councils and academic theorists ' (p. 281) citing the need for institutional
change as being central, Yates (2006) contends that there is little evidence of this taking
place. Claims that 'schools must learn to become more vocational, or vocational in a
different way ' (p. 282) if real changes are to occur seem not to be backed up by action.
Yates (2006) remains sceptical as to whether real change is actually part of the
education landscape - ' rhetorical calls for a re-constitution of the worker and their
training are one thing; the enactment and take-up of new practices is another' (p. 282).
How do practices of the College fit with this rhetorical agenda around the 'new
worker'? In some ways, it could be argued that the College presents a challenge to
scepticism about the possibility for institutional change, albeit on a small scale. The
hybrid nature of the College - part school, part T AFE - certainly represents something
of an institutional experiment. The nature of this experiment in terms of challenging
dominant ideas about the separation of the school and VET sectors is reflected in the
College 'identity' comments made by Amanda:
It was incredibly frustrating because I don't really think in those early years

anyone could really articulate what it was we were (Amanda).
The extent to which the new structure might shape the emergence of the 'new worker' is
less clear. Making aspects of College life conform to expectations of the workplace
might be one indication of this goal. The hours of classes, 8.30 until 6pm, are more in
line with the working day than the traditional school day. Also if students are going to
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be away from College, they must ring in to report their absence on the day, as distinct
from having parents fill in an absence form upon return to school. These measures
might be seen as a start, yet there is not a great deal about these types of expectations
that indicate the 'new workplace.' They are fairly traditional ways of relating to
employment. What is perhaps new is that these mores of the workplace have been
transposed to a school environment and are being used to shape certain capacities in the
students. Rather than the workplace and its practices being taught as a topic of study
where students learn 'about' work, the practices of the workplace become part of the
practices of schooling and part of the subjectification process of the learner-worker.
The other major aspect of College life which could relate to the production of the 'new
worker ~

would be the practices of the classroom. In the teaching and learning practices

of the College, the participants report that the adult learning environment encourages
attitudes of responsibility and maturity of approach to studies and vocational planning.
This feature of the College might therefore be seen as conforming to the regulatory
agenda of the 'new worker. ' So when Williams (2005) states that new workers are
'expected to be more self-directive and take on greater responsibility for planning,
executing and improving their work' and also that they 'are expected to take
responsibility for and manage their own learning and development over the course of
their working lives' (Williams 2005 , p. 33), it seems entirely possible to see how
participation in the adult learning practices of the College might play a part in
developing these capacities. Furthermore, simply by choosing to attend the College,
which is after all premised on the idea that young people can prepare themselves for
their careers by getting a head start on their vocational goals at the same time as they
complete high school, the participants are demonstrating some of the requisite
characteristics of the 'new worker'.

The lifelong learner

Despite the fact that the Australian Federal Government lacks a policy on lifelong
learning (Cornford 2009) and there are questions as to whether the rhetoric surrounding
the concept has been effectively articulated into policy at state level (Cornford 2009),
the figure of th e lifelong learner does find its way into the discussion of the education
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and training of young people in Australia. For example, Tennant and Yates (2005) make
the link between VET in schools and lifelong learning agendas. In their discussion, they
characterise lifelong learning firstly as a policy framework dedicated to reforming
'national education and training systems' (p. 214). However, they find that it is also an
approach to pedagogy 'which is not merely concerned with producing more skilled or
more rounded citizens, but with constructing identities and knowledges that can perform
better in the contemporary world' (p. 214).
They go on to describe the defining characteristics of the lifelong learner as well as
outlining the means by which these characteristics can be achieved:
When educational policy-makers speak of the need for educational institutions
to cater for the needs of the 'new economy', to produce people with a cluster of
attributes (an 'identity') deemed suitable for the new economy (flexible, selfmanaging, reflexive, innovative, good team member, creative, entrepreneurial,
and so on) this is expected to be reflected in some way in what is actually done
in the teaching or training programmes of those institutions (p. 214).
In the case studies they explore in their research, Tennant and Yates (2005) find the
classroom practices lacking in terms of producing the lifelong learner among students.
Can the same be said of the College? Can the construction of the desirable lifelong
learner identity - 'flexible, self-managing, reflexive, innovative, good team member,
creative, entrepreneurial, and so on' (p. 214)- be seen in the practices of the College?
The student participants in this study talked quite a lot about the classroom practices at
the College, in the most part, very positively and they aligned their positive experiences
with the adult learning environment. In Chapter 5 this issue of adult learning was
discussed and the difficulty of the term was foregrounded. However, as was alluded to
in Chapter 5, it is not necessary to propose any single definition of adult learning or, in
fact, to agree with any proposition about teaching and learning put forward in the name
of adult learning to see that teaching practices at the College are different from what
students there have encountered in schools previously. Furthermore, contested
definitions aside, it is very clear that the College teaching practices have had an impact
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on how the participants see themselves as learners. Students are expected to be selfmanaging, within a supportive environment, and responsible for meeting their learning
outcomes. Those doing vocational studies are expected to find their own work
placement and to use that placement to enhance their employment prospects. Some
participants told of the difficulties around this process in that they had to overcome
fears of contacting potential employers and had to be ready to be persistent and
sometimes creative in the face of multiple rejections. It is not difficult therefore to make
a link between these experiences and the development of some of the lifelong learner
attributes, such as the ability to self-manage and be creative and entrepreneurial.
Another interesting effect of the College teaching and learning practices is that many
participants reported that for the first time they found learning a pleasurable experience
because of the 'teaching style ' of College staff This is not to say that there exists any
one teaching style at the College. However, I would suggest that there exists at the
College, among many staff, a certain ethos ofrespect and tolerance towards the students
and this plays out in a variety of ways in their teaching. How might this lead to lifelong
learning? In the attributes listed above in the quote from Tennant and Yates (2005) the
development ofreflexivity was mentioned. They quote Edwards et al (2002) who
defines reflexivity as 'the capacity to develop critical awareness of the assumptions that
underlie practices ' (p . 533 in Tennant & Yates 2005, p. 215). I would argue that the use
of adult learning at the College prompted the development of some elements of
reflexivity in the participants in an unexpected way. The fact that the teaching and
learning practices at the College were so different from what they had previously
experienced meant that every participant had clearly been jolted into thinking about
their experiences of the classroom in new ways. It could be said that their critical
awareness of assumptions underpinning teaching practices was developed by the
novelty of their experience and their attempts at understanding their own responses to
their new context. The readiness of the participant responses to questions about the
teaching and learning environment of the College as well as the volume of comments
suggests that they had gained new understandings of the role and impact of teaching
practices and many had critically examined their own responses in insightful ways.
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Does this imply that students are being prepared for lifelong learning through their
experiences at the College? It is of course impossible to say categorically. However, it
seems reasonable to assume that the capacities being developed at the College around a
responsibilised approach to learning combined with a positive experience of an
educational context (sometimes for the first time), are consistent with at least some of
the goals of lifelong learning agendas.
Task: 2 What can be said beyond this? Where does this thesis go with these
understandings?
It seems clear from the above that the concept of governmentality has provided 'an

analytical toolbox' - to quote Rose, O'Malley and Valverde (2006, p. 100) in what must
be the most inelegant metaphor applied to Foucault's transcendent thought - with which
to analyse the existence and practices of the College. In doing so, we can observe the
ways young people's conduct is shaped through their engagement with education and
training and also perhaps say something about the wider goals of government at this
time in relation to citizenship, the changing workplace and lifelong learning agendas .
Yet, having taken the object of our attention apart, the question remains as to what can
be done with it.
For example, it might be expected in this section of a thesis that clear statements are
made about the implication or indeed application of new understandings that have
emerged from the project. It is not unusual in any research project also to have a
discussion dedicated to recommendations based on findings. This might be especially
true when education is the arena of study - a field of practice fraught with problems and
challenges, demanding solution oriented research from which new ideas for action
might be drawn. This is potentially even more pressing in the specific area of youth in
transition which, as Chapter 2 demonstrated, has generated many anxieties and has been
so thoroughly problematised.
Indeed, in response to these types of calls, there is an emerging body of literature on the
concept of senior high schools/senior colleges in NSW (Polesel 2002; Polesel, Teese, &
O ' Brien 2000; te Rei le 2000; 2003; 2004) and calls more widely for an extension of the
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senior college approach (Sweet 2009). Much of this work is very positive about the
potential for the senior college approach in easing many of the problems associated
currently with post-compulsory education and training. Arguments in favour of senior
colleges have been made in relation to the positive student response to a 'more adult
environment, which is regarded as more conducive to the development of mature and
responsible behaviours' (Polesel 2002, p. 209) as well as the ability of such contexts to
attract and retain disaffected and second chance learners (Polesel 2002; te Reile 2003).
If this was a different kind of thesis, some of the data could be put to use in supporting

these calls for an expansion of the provision of senior colleges in NSW. In another
context and with a different strategic goal, the stories of the young people at the centre
of this thesis could add to the weight of evidence for the benefits of senior colleges as
an integral part of the provision of post-compulsory education and training.
However, in thinking about the work still to be don e in this th esis, it might be useful to
return to points raised in the Chapter 3 on the issue of methodology. In thi s chapter,
work using the governmentality perspective was positioned as critique and as Foucault
states ' [c ]ritique doesn't have to be the premise of a deduction that concludes, " this then
is what needs to be done"' (2000a, p. 236). Furthermore:
A critique does not consi st in saying that things aren't good the way they are. It
consi sts in seeing on what types of assumptions, of familiar notions, of
established, unexamined ways of thinking the accepted practices are based
(Foucault 2000, p. 456).

It is at this stage in the thesis that this goal can be reflected on in terms of the extent to
which it has been met. Questions have been asked throughout this project about the
assumptions underpinning education and training for young people. These questions,
among others include - how is it that training and employability have become such
central preoccupations in policies and practices around youth, how might we explain the
emergence of the College and how do the practices of an adult learning environment
contribute to the shaping of young people's conduct? In attempting to answer these
questions and more, the mentalities of government, the programmatic aspirations for
shaping conduct and the technical means of putting these programs into practice have
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come into greater focus. If it is true then, that government is 'thought made technical
and practical' (Dean 1999, p. 17), asking questions about these modes of thought and
their links to seemingly self-evident practices may open a space for other ideas and
other ways of being to unfold:
As soon as people begin to have trouble thinking things the way they have been
thought, transformation becomes at the same time very urgent, very difficult,
and entirely possible (Foucault 2000, p. 456).
This often quoted idea from Foucault makes an assumption that the result of 'thinking'
has troubled us in some way. To an extent, this has held true in the questions at the heart
of this thesis. In particular, certain features of the College such as its positioning as a
place of choice in the post-compulsory education and training market and its
responsibilising adult learning practices have been read as contributing to the shaping of
a particular type of neo-liberal subject - the self-directing, responsibilised,
entrepreneurial young person. However, given that the young people and teachers who
told their stories were largely happy in this setting and were reaping a particular set of
benefits from conforming to these desired subject positions, it might well be asked, who
am I to be troubled by any of it?
Thus it is in this reflexive moment that the work yet to be done in this thesis becomes
clear. How is it possible to accommodate the fact that an analysis of many aspects of
neo-liberal government are troubling to say the least, and yet feel quite positive about
much of the work being done at the College which can be read very clearly as operating
within a range of neo-liberal governing agendas? One way the issue can perhaps be
understood is by my multiple positionings as the writer of this thesis. As a doctoral
candidate and an academic, I have chosen to work within the critical perspective of
Foucault's ideas on governmentality and with this comes certain enabling features but
perhaps also some limiting features. Hopefully the enabling features of this form of
analysis are evident in this thesis but in what terms might the idea of limitations be
entertained? To understand a sense of limitation, I need to say something from the
perspective of my other positioning in relation to this project -- I was once a teacher at
the College and so experienced and participated in many of the practices discussed in
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this thesis. Regardless of the theoretical perspective and all of the productive undoing
poststructuralism has achieved in our understandings of research, researcher positioning
and participant voice, not to mention my wariness of presenting any of the accounts as
' a narrative of progress' (Richardson 2000, p. 154) there is a point past which it seems
almost churlish (Bragg 2007) not to take some pleasure in parts of the accounts where
the participants communicate a sense of achievement in relation to their studies, a
feeling of freedom from the previous confines of what they describe as oppressive
school cultures and not letting a system that has rendered them unintelligible 'win.' The
College is doing something right with these students.
So, with this in mind it is necessary to return to the question of what might be troubling
about the production of the neo-liberal subject of post-compulsory education and
training who is shaped to conduct him- or herself as the new citizen, new worker and
the lifelong learner. Of course, exactly what is at issue is well rehearsed in a range of
critical literature, none better than Kelly 's (2007) summation:
It is not that ' initiative ', 'enterprise', 'responsibility' or ' activity' are not
worthwhile human capacities. It wou ld be difficult to imagine any form of
human achievement without these characteristics. Rather, it is that within the
frame of an entrepreneurial Selfhood, as it is imagined at the turn of the second
millennium CE, 'initiative' , ' enterprise' , ' responsibility' and 'activity' are
narrowly imagined in relation to the performance of exchange relations in the
extended order of capitalist markets - of all sorts. Moreover, it is a concern that
these markets - characterised always by the possibility and promise of greed,
deception, monopoly, winners and losers, inequities - also, at this time,
penetrate all aspects of human being in the world (reproduction, sex, organ
transplants, education, health, unemployment, services for the poor, aid, life
management, futures , etc) in a di gitally enhanced, globalised market space. And
we must all assume an entrepreneurial disposition to this life form. We fail to do
so at our own risk (2007, p. 28).
Kelly's (2007) dystopic vision is a timely wake-up call to be mindful of what we engage
in when making plans for the education and training of young people. The questions,
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too often, in much of the post-compulsory schooling policy and practice literature have
been largely concerned with identifying the changing nature of school-to-work
transitions and looking at what can be done in terms of interventions to create and make
smooth the pathways into the challenging new world of work that young people will
experience. Oftentimes, the terms flexibility, choice, autonomy, self-directedness,
entrepreneurial and lifelong learning are used in these discussions unquestioningly. The
ends and implications of the neo-liberal agenda are not foregrounded in this type of
discussion and are therefore rarely interrogated. New programs are funded, new sites of
study, such as the College discussed in this thesis are created and young people are
shaped in ways that are 'acceptable' to the aims of government. The emerging ideal of
the learner-worker-citizen that Williams and Hawke (2003) describe, who is
increasingly constructed as responsible for their own fate, in terms of employment and
longer term career prospects, never questions the fact that they are being shaped to
' manage and cope (indeed thrive) in a ratcheted up, intensified, "high performance"
workplace where increased competition, responsibility and pressure are the norm' (p. 6).
The question of how things might be otherwise is not part of this agenda.
So it is in this formulation above that the troubling consequences of having 'thought '
about the College and its practices present themselves. But beyond that what can be
said? Is this the only reading to be made of the College?
A recent discussion in the literature pinpoints exactly the issue of what it is at stake in
tenns of using Foucault's ideas and what it is possible to do with the type of analysis
and critique that might be produced. In an overview of recent work in an edited
coilection on Foucault and lifelong learning, Biesta (2008) expiores the various
approaches different researchers take to the question of what we want to ' do' with
governmentality studies. The focus here is on studies of lifelong learning, but the point
seems to be one which can be generalised. Biesta (2008) states that some researchers
use Foucault' s ideas to analyse areas of interest in policy and practice but go no furth er
than to demonstrate their observations. Another group of researchers are more focu sed
on utilising what they see as the emancipatory potential of Foucault' s ideas. By
analysing the workings of power, they seek ideas and give recommendations for how
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we can 'be less determined by power' (p.198). 'A third group of authors is more
reluctant to 'translate' their analyses into recommendations for action because they
seem to acknowledge that Foucauldian analysis has implications for the practice of
analysis itself as well' (p. 198).
This categorisation of current work using Foucault is useful and certainly in this
reader's opinion, apt in its characterisation of the ways Foucault is used well beyond the
chapters within the collection on lifelong learning to which he refers. In this
commentary, Biesta (2008) sides with the third group of writers, citing the importance
of understanding the full range of consequences of Foucault's ideas on the nature of
critique and analysis. 'Foucault has not only provided us with a different way to analyse
power and governing, his work also implies a different understanding of what the
analysis of power itself can achieve ' (2008 , p. 198). In particular, he focuses on the
perils of assuming that an understanding of power can ever help us 'escape and
overcome the workings of power' (p. 199) as some of the studies of the emancipatory
potential of Foucault mi ght sugges t.
This reflects a central concern that I have had throughout the writing of this thesis, that
is, to make sure that the end result is not critical pedagogy with a thin veneer of
F oucauldian governmentality. I want to acknowledge the positive aspects of the work of
the College but not from a position of suggesting that it provides answers to the
'problem' of schooling. I do not want my comments to appear to come from the
position of 'reformer'(Foucault, 2000a). There will be no discussion of the
emancipatory potential of the senior college model allowing student to free themselves
from oppressive power relations. There will be no claims about measures of successful
student outcomes, student destinations, academic successes, university entrance scores,
or transitions to further training.
However, it might be possible to make a different sort of (positive) claim about what the
College allows that works within the ethos of Foucauldian critique. In Biesta's (2008)
analysis of the uses of Fouauldain critique, he reminds us that Foucault said some quite
specific things about the processes and outcomes of critique:
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What Foucault is arguing for is not only a different 'style' of critique but also a
different 'audience' for critique, not the ones who try to solve problems and
make things better, but those who are struggling to make possible different ways
of being and doing - which lies behind Foucault's claim that in a sense "(t)he
only important problem is what happens on the ground" (Foucault 1991a:83).
What this entails is a "practical critique that takes the form of a possible
transgression" (Foucault 1984:45; emphasis added). The critical practice of
transgression is not meant to overcome limits (not in the least because limits are
not only constraining but always also enabling) (cf. Simmons 1995 :69).
Transgression rather is the practical and experimental "illumination of limits" (cf
Foucault 1977: 33-8; Boyne 1990) (p. 200).
My concern throughout this thesis has been with describing the 'on the ground'
experience of young people by examining College practices and pedagogy. Taking
some license from Biesta's (2008) discussion on the possibilities of Foucauldian
critique, it seems entirely possible to add to the analysis of the College by making a
reading of the practices at the College in terms of its ' practical and experimental
"illumination of limits" '. Thus far in the thesis I have made a reading of these practices
largely in terms of the extent to which they enact neo-liberal goals of conduct. However,
it is possible to make another reading of the College which does not deny the analysis
above but looks at it from another perspective offered by Foucauldian critique. The
College can be seen in terms of Foucault's position that - '(t)he only important problem
is what happens on the ground' (199lb, p. 235) and therefore from the perspective of it
being the work of 'those who are struggling to make possible different ways of being
and doing ' (Biesta 2008, p. 200). Thought about in this way, what else might be said
about the work of the College? For example, so far the College has been described and
analysed in terms of strategies of regulation. What if we look at the College in terms of
what it refuses and in doing so, illuminate the space it creates? These questions will be
taken up along with others in the following, final chapter.
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Conclusion

The govemmentality perspective has provided a way of framing my interest in thinking
about young people at the College and more broadly young people in education and
training. In Chapter 1, a series of questions were posed - How can the existence and
features of the College be understood in the wider context of neo-liberal education
agendas? In this temporal and geographical context, what makes an education and
training intervention such as the College possible? What types of practices occur at this
site to shape the conduct of these young people and what sorts of conduct are aspired
to? In what ways are these practices inclusive and in what ways might they be
exclusive? What types of identity/ies are valued and therefore open to young people at
the College? And finally, how do young people at this college shape themselves and
regulate their own conduct? The work of this thesis has gone some way towards
exploring these questions.
These questions have a particular shape because of the methodological focus I have
chosen. Or perhaps this statement can be made in reverse - the methodological focus
fits the types of questions I want to ask. Either way, they allowed a certain perspective
which has been followed throughout the thesis. The govemmentality perspective proved
useful, as Foucault promised (Foucault 2008 , p. 186), in terms of considering the issue
from various points on the scale. So although we started on the scale of individuals at a
single College, this method allowed for a broadening of perspective to the wider issues
of how we think about the education and training of young people. This perspective
allowed for an examination of the large-scale problematisation of youth, in particular,
youth in transition. Through this analysis the narrow economic focus of this
formulation, which sees transition from school to work as the focus of discussion at the
expense of other perspectives could be seen. Following on, this perspective shed light
on the ways in which problematisations pave the way for programmatic statements and
the carving out of domains of diagnosis. Within these domains expert knowledge is
utilised in the articulation of problem spaces and inscription processes and so young
people become known as 'youth in transition' and their needs prescribed. The lens of
govemmentality also showed how ideas about the employability of young people
created and fed anxiety about skill levels, opening the way for concepts such as
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' pathways ' which are then utilised to create interventions like the College. At the microlevel of individuals at the College, governmentality also provided a means by which the
shaping of conduct could be observed, working towards the production of the desired
subject of neo-liberal education.
However, the neatness of the above summary belies the complexity revealed along the
way in the project of governing young people in education and training. Foucault's
theory of government also entertains the idea that government is unpredictable and that
within the complexity of the assemblages which make government possible lays the
possibility for unanticipated outcomes. The opportunities this creates for transgression
of the regu latory and normative aspects of government will be taken up in the final
chapter.
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CHAPTER 9- CONCLUSION: POSSIBILITIES FOR A 'SUSTAINABLE LIFE'
(BUTLER 2006)

So a lot of people come to [the College] because they don't actually fit in. I
didn't fit into the educational...the government system .... You've got a lot of
geeks, you've got a lot of arseholes here, you've got a lot of nice genuine
people, you've got a lot ofrich people, you've got a lot of poor people, you've
got a lot of people that have been sexually assaulted, um abused, bashed, beaten,
um families broken up. There's just nothing there with them. A lot of people
living by themselves. Then you've got a lot of rich, rich people here that just
have rich daddies and mummies that don ' t give a freak what they do. You've got
a lot of quiet people here that just, like ... They're just here to get their HSC.
God knows what else they do in their life but you just know they're here to get
their HSC (Johnny).
Introduction

The introductory chapter of this thesis began with classroom vignettes that provided
glimpses of young people taking part in education and training at the College. These
events resonated long after I had witnessed them and began my thinking about the
College and its practices. A young person able to safely express the more fluid elements
of his gender identity, a vocationally oriented student able to find purpose and
motivation in the academic curriculum and a young woman making calculations about
the how best to invest her time and energy in having her educational needs met. These
vignettes raised questions about how these moments might be understood both at the
level of the College and also in the wider context of the provision of post-compulsory
education and training. The task of this thesis therefore has been to explore the ways we
think about young people in education and training both at the micro level of the
College and its practices as well as the macro level of the programs and policies of
government. In presenting these ideas the discussion necessarily at times travelled a
long way from the individuals whose lives and experiences animated my initial interest.
Therefore it seems fitting in concluding thi s thesis to return to a focus on the young
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people themselves. Johnny's perspective on who comes to the College and why they
come serves as a forceful reminder of why it is important to think about the needs of
young people in education and training. Johnny's summary of how he sees the students
at the College and his interpretation of their motivations, forces our focus once again
onto the real life challenges and concerns of young people in educational institutions.
Specifically, Johnny's description highlights that for many young people, entrusting
themselves to the education system is a high stakes endeavour. How can they trust that
they will find what they need? This chapter is concerned with the question of what is at
stake for young people when they seek to engage in education and training. Moreover, it
is also concerned with the reverse side of this question - what is at stake if young
people do not or cannot engage with education and training? It is not necessary to
wallow in the rhetoric surrounding risky youth transitions and anxieties around
employability as the guarantee of citizenship, to see that the geeks, the arseholes, the
nice kids, the abused, the rich kids, the poor kids and the quiet ones, to paraphrase
Johnny, share certain vulnerabilities when it comes to the question of getting an
education. The final question for this thesis then is to ask to what extent Foucault ' s
ideas on government provide a way of thinking about the practical questions of
providing for the needs of this diverse group. In this concluding chapter, Foucault's
thoughts on practical critique and transgression will be taken up and used to explore
what can be done 'on the ground' in post-compulsory education and training. This will
be done by looking at the College in terms of what it refuses and how these points of
refusal and transgression have created a space that expands the limits of what we might
expect of neo-liberal education.
A practical critique

In the previous chapter, Biesta's (2008) perspective on the limits and possibilities of
Foucauldian critique was introduced to consider the ends and implications of this thesis.
In this discussion, he used Foucault's comments on the role of practical critique and
transgression (Biesta 2008, p. 200) to demonstrate the fact that although Foucault's
mode of critique is not solutions oriented or geared towards the making of
recommendations for practice, Foucault was very much interested in practical questions.
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It was suggested that this aspect of Foucault's approach could add another dimension to

the discussion of the College by considering the extent to which the College can be read
as an example of practical critique. In what ways might it be seen as transgressing the
normal limits of educational practice and what possibilities does looking at the College
from this perspective offer?
It might be argued firstly, that the College itself operates as a practical critique of the

traditional institutional separation of sectors in the post-compulsory education and
training field. Despite the rise of what has been discussed under the heading of the
vocationlisation of schooling, traditional institutional arrangements have remained
largely intact. The T AFE sector and the school sector are separate entities. The College
however, was conceived as a new institutional entity - a hybrid model of postcompulsory education and training involving both T AFE and the Department of
Education and Training. So although at the time of its inception, vocationalism was
evident in schools through the introduction of joint arrangements between school and
T AFE colleges for the provision of some vocational qualifications for school students,
this version of a senior college was untried in terms of the general and vocational
curriculum mix in one campus location.
From the teachers ' perspectives, Amanda and Claire's accounts of the early days of the
College not only attest to the sense of the novelty of this framework but also how the
notion of the College identity was contested and shifting.
It was incredibly frustrating because I don ' t really think in those early years

anyone could really articulate what it was we were .... So what were we? Senior
high school and TAFE combined but we didn't know where the division was,
we kind of were this amalgamation ... We knew we were sort of alternative
(Amanda).
What was clear from the start was that this new type of setting opened the way for new
approaches to teaching and learning:
It was a place where risks were encouraged. Where teachers were encouraged to

take risks and ... step outside their comfort zone and relate to kids in a way
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that. .. That's what I'd been looking for, you know, the one-to-one . . .Taking into
account their individual differences. I just thought it was a place where anything,
you know, you could try anything and it was encouraged and you didn't feel
restricted and pigeon-holed (Amanda).
[The Director] had an attitude - "suck it and see" - and if it doesn't work we'll
help you out (Claire).
It is interesting to consider the link between the new institutional environment and the

incitement these two staff members felt to try new approaches to teaching and learning.
Essentially, there is nothing in their descriptions of the approaches to teaching and
learning that could not be carried out in a mainstream school environment. And yet,
their accounts of their experiences of the new environment indicate a link between the
new structure and new approaches. Perhaps it is this link which indicates something
about the process of transgression as the 'illumination of limits ' (Foucault 1977: 33-8 in
Biesta 2008, p. 200). Once there was a breach in the self-evidence of taken for granted
ways of doing things, in this case, keeping the vocational and school education sectors
separate, the standard ways of doing things no longer seem so appropriate and
necessary. In this way, the College represents an implied critique of post-compulsory
schooling and enacts a transgression by engaging in what Biesta calls 'counterpractices '
(2008, p.201 ):
Counter-practices should not be designed on the basis of the assumption that
they will be better. What matters only is that counter-practices are different. The
critical 'work' of counter-practices consists in showing (or proving, as Foucault
would say) that the way things are, is only one (limited) possibility. Yet this tiny
step is crucial ... (p. 201 ).
Another way of talking about these practices is in relation to their challenge to the
normative expectations of practices within schooling. One of the ways the power of the
institutional norms around schooling are revealed most clearly at the College is in the
ways the student participants talk about their experiences of the classes and the teachers.
In the extracts from the student accounts below, there is a palpable sense of genuine
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surprise in relation to the positive changes students experienced at the College in their
teacher-student interactions. They are quoted here in succession to give a sense of the
cumulative impact of the accounts all providing similar perspectives:
The relationship between the teachers is just so much better. You can just like,
'hi Sarah, you know, how ' s it going'. You walk into the classroom, you know
'how was your weekend'? Stuff like that. I felt like, you can just muck around
with them. Teachers are good, um ... The environment's really relaxing, really,
relaxing, yeah. Easy going (Johnny).
I really like them .. .I think it's different... You call them by their first names ... It
makes it more relaxed ... You can talk to them about things not related to the
subject as well ... At my old school it was a bit different. .. Mr and Mrs, calling
them that I think it gives them more authority so you don ' t feel that friendly
towards them (Kim).
They talk to you more and they enjoy your company. They don'tjust want to get
you out of the classroom. And they want to hear what you have to say and they
like to hear your ideas on whatever the subject is . ... They walk into the class,
you can see that they enjoy teaching. They enjoy teaching here. They enjoy the
people. They'll start a conversation with you, that kind of thing. They don ' t just
get in and get you out of the classroom as soon as possible (Ethan).
Lots of discussion, very energetic. Teachers very enthusiastic, always helping.
Yeah, you 're kind of allowed to have your own opinion. You can say whatever
you want (Fiona).
I think it's changed - teachers are your friends. I mean they're mentors but
they're also your friends. I think that's changed. And you can be honest with
your teachers and they're not you know, they're not going to put you down or
anything like that if you haven't done it as long as you 're honest with them
(Fiona).

2I 1

These descriptions suggest the possibility of changed ways of relating. In the classroom
observations in Chapter 5, some of this type of relating can be observed. Harry is warm
and encouraging with all students, particularly the lowest achievers. Christine is
businesslike and has expectations that the objectives will be carried out but exudes a
type of collegiality in her interactions. Claire, while at times appearing to be on the
verge of exasperation, never resorts to punitive actions and maintains her humour
throughout. All three classrooms operate differently in terms of pedagogical practices,
approach to achievement of outcomes and the tone set and yet, they all create and
maintain a space for students who would not normally be participating in education or
who have found the academic and social challenges of the classroom very daunting.
Once again, within these styles of teaching, there do not seem to be any practices that
could not occur in a mainstream setting, but the participants' comments about their
previous schools would suggest that these approaches are not being widely used. Poor
teacher-student relationships were high on the list of reasons why their previous
schooling had been unsatisfying and for some intolerable. However, at the College it
seems that questioning of the norms of teacher and student relationships is part of the
general sense of transgression and the effects are felt strongly and positively by the
students. When teachers refuse what many consider to be the standard teaching role of
authority figure or disciplinarian, and shift to a more empathic and student centred
approach evident at the College, the possibilities for new ways of being in the classroom
for both students and teachers seem to emerge.
Changed relationships between teachers and students and between the students
themselves also seemed to have specific wider and to some extent unanticipated effects
at the College. For example, Kim and Fiona both made direct links between this
changed way of relating between teachers and students and the lack of bullying at the
College:
And I don't know, for some reason there isn't, like, much bullying.
[Interviewer: why do you think that is?]
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I don't know, I was wondering that. I guess because the school kind of says that
there's no bullying and so people come here expecting no bullying and they
don't expect to bully, I don't know.
[Interviewer: How do they make that work? What's different here?]
I think because most of the people who come here want to change in some way
or they want um, I don't know, something different. ... And I gues~ the teachers
don't make you look stupid. Like they ... I don't know, they don't put you down
so you don't look stupid in front of everyone else, so I guess that helps (Kim).
In the classroom, I think the teachers ... and when you first come here [the
Director] makes a speech to everyone and lays down the rules basically. And I
think everyone, everyone, there's just silence and everyone just listens to her
and they come out and they realise that once they've met the teachers and
everything, that that's the best way to be. Just to respect everyone and tolerate
everyone and just there's no point in being bitchy. I think it's the teachers and
the class environment that do that. I think the teachers encourage equality and
respect for each other and yeah and the teachers just push you (Fiona).
In fact, the lack of bullying at the College was commented by several of the
participants:
It's alright, I like it. I like the casual environment, I like that I can walk into this
school and I don ' t have guys coming up to me and going 'what the fuck are you
doing here,' you know? And assaulting me and that . .. And there was never a
problem .... I've never had a problem or a fight, I've had an argument, sure but
there's never been anything physical or anything like that. Whereas at my old
school, there was fights, there was abuse one way or another. . .It was just
everywhere .. .. Other people would cop shit, other people would give shit. ..
(Mitchell) .
This lack of bullying at the College warrants acknowledgement. It is an achievement of
considerable significance in the face of what many would consider to be an endemic and
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regrettable aspect of school culture. It demonstrates the potential for changed ways of
being in education.
It would also seem that the nature of these changed relationships between teachers and

students and students and their peers, allowed for the taking up of different positions in
relation to schooling and learning more generally. For the students, trying on adulthood
within an institutional structure they had only previously associated with coercion and
discipline, was a novel and satisfying experience:
It felt like a College. It felt like I was an adult. I really liked it.

[Interviewer: What was it about the place that was adult?]
The way ... it was adult in the choices we got to make and the respect that
everyone showed us (Fiona).
You can smoke here, you can wear whatever clothes you want, it' s really casual.
The teachers treat you like adults. That was one of the best things about coming
here ...lf you don ' t want to be there they won't make you be there. If you don ' t
want to do the work, they won' t make you do the work although they will say to
you 'if you don't do this you won't last. I want you to last, I want you to do
well ' ... I think people, when there's no one telling you what to do and te1ling
you to do this, ... people don't find they need to be a smartarse to the teacher,
... just for a laugh, just for attention, to be more popular, whatever. I think that
has a lot to do with it (Mitchell).
Mitchell's statement in particular is quite telling of the experience of many students
who had previously felt the 'need to be a smartarse to the teacher.' It was often this sort
of behavior that led to trouble and in some extremes, exclusion from previous schools.
In the context of the College, with the norms of behavior, including 'smartarse '
behavior, challenged, attention and popularity can be gained in other ways.
To analyse the above statements in terms of the extent to which they represent a
transgression is to begin a different type of conversation about the work of the College.
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To acknowledge that these changed relationships have 'freed up' all participants, both
teachers and students, to ' be ' in education and 'do' education differently is not to
suggest that they are in any way 'outside ' of power (Biesta 2008). However, as Biesta
(2008) concludes:
Such an approach is not without what we might call 'emancipatory effect'. But it
is first of all important to see that this is a different kind of emancipation; not an
emancipation that tries to escape power but rather one that allows for a different
power/knowledge constellation - a different way of being and doing. It is,
therefore, not emancipation in the "traditional" sense as liberation from power,
but more something that is akin to what Foucault has so aptly referred to as the
undefined work of freedom (p. 202).
Therefore, if we are to continue with the thesis that it is what happens on the ground
that matters, then the work of the College bears close scrutiny. In refusing the selfevidence of some education practices and ways of being in and doing education, in
transgressing the normal expectations of relationships within schools, by mixing
vocational instrumentalism with a type of welfare-influenced adult learning approach,
the College creates a space for something new to develop.
The implications of this are probably best summed up by the student participants:
I don't know, it's hard to explain but like my whole mindset's kind of like
changed a bit, like just kind of focused on ... I should just do my schoolwork and
... try and get a job and just work, 'cause I need to work for my future and for
myself (Michael).
Yeah 'cause I used to hate school and I'd think I don't want to go to school and I
had to wake up at 6 and leave at 7 . ... .I was like, I have to get up so early I hate
it. But I get up at the same time and I really like it so it's not only to do with
getting up early, I thought it was ... I don't know, I just really like going to school
here and ... Like my old school was about the same amount of travel time, so it
wasn't the travel either. It's definitely the school. Yeah it's also the people at
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this school, they have a different attitude .... Like I don't dread going to class. I
used to ... (Kim).
For Michael and Kim there is almost a sense of wonder at the nature of the changes they
have experienced. Michael's previous attitudes and behaviours had seen him dropping
out of school and getting into trouble with the police. The turnaround in his approach is
quite startling even to himself and Michael admits to finding it difficult to explain.
Kim's previous dread of school has dissipated and she casts around for causal links
between her new enjoyment of school and her changed routine. Kim's use of the word
'dread' in relation to school has a very powerful impact in this part of her account as she
tended to be a very plain-speaking young woman, not at all prone to hyperbole. Such a
dramatic word provides a glimpse of the magnitude of the change she has experienced
through her time at the College.
For Kate who has had a history of mental illness and school refusal, the high stakes at
risk in her attempt at education again are clear to her and this serves to increase her
sense of achievement in being able to complete her high school and vocational
qualifications:
[Interviewer: What does the HSC mean to you?]
Because before, it wasn't something that I could do. And it was something like,
only other people could get because they didn't have anxiety and they didn't
have issues about going to school. So before, it was something I didn't think I
could do, so it was a real self-achievement for me. So getting my HSC even
though I'm not getting my UAI, and yeah I was really happy to get it (Kate).
For others whose previous experiences of school were less traumatic, the sense of
opened possibilities is still strong:
It's so much better here. Everyone's like do what you please, whatever... Here
I've only had something like two or three days off in the past year but in at
[previous school] I'd have that every two weeks .... I'm more motivated here to
get my work done (Miranda).
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Now I'm excited when I go to school. I don ' t want to miss it. I think I have lots
of options. I feel like the teachers are there to support me, not discourage me like
at [my previous school] (Fiona).
In the discussion above, the productive potential of the College being seen as
participating in instances of transgression is played out through the increased range of
possibilities opened up for students and teachers within this context. While it cannot be
denied that the College operates within and as part of the broader neo-liberal education
and training agendas it is also possible to see that government in effect does not
preclude the creation of unexpected and unanticipated outcomes amongst the range of
normalising interventions (Rose & Miller 1990) in play. As Rose and Miller (1990)
point out, [e Jach actor, each locale, is the point of intersection between forces, and
hence a point of potential resistance to any one way of thinking and acting, or a point of
organization and promulgation of a different or oppositional programme' (p. 190).
Exploring different ways of being and relating in an education and training context, puts
the focus on the governmental processes of subjectification. The positive space that the
College seems to represent in relation to the issue of nom1s and the possibilities of
submitting to or rejecting subjectification processes suggests that subjectification should
be an important feature of the ongoing discussion that needs to be had about the
education and training of young people. The following section explores the issue of how
a better appreciation of the implications of subjectification might contribute to this
discussion.
What is at stake?

In a response to a collection of articles using the work of Judith Butler in a special issue
of the British Journal of Sociology of Education (2006), Butler makes a number of
comments about the subjectification of young people in educational settings which
resonate with issues facing the participants in this study. Her comments have to do with
processes of subjectification around gender norms, yet her comments are also linked
more broadly to the nom1s of schooling and how they create students who are
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acceptable in terms of institutional norms of behaviour and governmental norms of the
desired neo-liberal subject:
The student achieves precisely through mastering skills and this mundane
practical appropriation of norms and rules culminates in "excellent work" and
fine marks that can be recognized publicly as such. The acts of skill acquisition
are thus modes of subject formation, and this formation takes place within a set
of norms that confer or withdraw recognition. Put more precisely, these norms
operate through a demoralization of experience: the subject is constituted
through the anticipation or fear of having recognition conferred or denied. The
conferral of recognition, however, does not just happen once, if it happens at all,
so a certain anxiety is built into the norm, since the student must repeat the good
grade, and that repetition is not assured in advance. The norm is applied, but the
norm is always about to happen again (p. 532).
Butler's example above of the link between mastering skills and the processes of subject
formation shows how potentially fraught the subjectification process is. Butler' s
comments concern the acquisition of skills to meet the norms of academic success but
they could also be applied to mastering a whole range of skills required for recognition
of studenthood. These could include behavioural norms that indicate acquiescence with
the discipline standards of a school, rules of social interaction between students and
between students and teachers and acceptance of the values that underpin the academic
and/or vocational curriculum. At issue here is the fact that along the way, the challenge
of 'right' conduct, exemplified by the norms of studenthood which indicate 'the good
student' or even 'the good enough student,' creates instances of inclusion and exclusion.
Furthermore, as Butler (2006) points out, the ongoing nature of this subjectification
process means that the anxiety around this conferral of recognition is shared by all , not
just those who find it difficult to submit to accepted norms of behaviour. However,
those students, who for whatever reasons, continually fail to meet the norms of conduct
face a disproportionate risk in terms of recognition and in some cases become
unintelligible as students in most schooling contexts. As a number of participants in this
thesis demonstrated, the possibility of exclusion from school, either self-initiated or
school-initiated, becomes very high when this recognition is continually denied.
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As Butler (2006) indicates, this possibility produces an impossible bind for young
people. The act of conforming, under threat, to a set of norms which produce the
intelligible student or facing exclusion has serious implications:
For young people, it would seem, when the world reduces to such optionssubmitting to coercion or fleeing- it follows that the dread of social exclusion
or abjection would propel a young person into conformity. To be exposed to
abjection without support is no alternative way of life, especially for a young
person who depends on others fundamentally for shelter, food and schooling.
The situation of extreme psychic and physical jeopardy must be avoided (Butler
2006, p. 533).
The bind on a very practical level is well expressed by Charlotte who does not want to
be in school but sees no choice. At the time of our interview she had already
experienced a period of unemployment and was living in a youth shelter:
It got to the point where I was 18 and I needed to get a good job that would pay

well because I was living out of home, because I had to pay rent and all th at sort
of stuff and ... there aren 't many jobs that you can get without your HSC . . . So, it
kind of limits you a bit. .. So I decided to come back.
School for Charlotte, until this point, had proved difficult to tolerate. Her lack of
success academically and her social struggles without support due to family breakdown
had led to her rejection of school. Yet her decision to leave and get a job had not proved
sustainable either. Without school completion or other qualifications she has run into a
dead end and she knows it.
Johnny' s trajectory out of mainstream schooling is different and yet his story reveals the
high costs of dicing with conformity via med ical interventions. His ADHD diagnosis
and subsequent medication has the desi red effect on one level but the costs proved too
high. Of taking the medication he states:
You ' d have it and you 'djust sit there. You'd do your work but everything
outside .. . you ' re gone. You 're pretty much a ghost.
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Johnny's refusal to be coerced into 'good' behaviour via the drugs once he reached high
school meant that his behaviour was once again an issue and the cause of his exclusion
before the end of Year 10.
The 'jeopardy' (2006 p. 533), to use Butler's word, facing these young people and
others like them is significant. In considering the implications of these ideas, Butler
poses the question of whether there might be a way to access 'options that exceed the
binary framework of coercion, on the one side, and escape, on the other' (p. 533). What
might this mean for the way we think about education and training for young people? Is
it possible to think about providing education and training in ways that address this
question? Butler argues the case for finding a way of working within the bind:
So any radical pedagogy has to think its plans in light of that overriding need to
provide a sustainable life for an emerging and dependent person. But the
question of survival emerges from both directions: how does one stay in the
matrix of rules enough to survive, and how does one bend and redirect those
rules in order to breathe and live? If without the norms one cannot survive, it is
also clear that with the norms survival is also imperiled. A form of social dying
follows from radical inclusion and radical exclusion alike. The task of living
takes places in the context of the paradox produced by these two prospects of
dying, and of having to improvise the means for self-maintenance and self
flourishing within such a bind (p. 533).
A 'sustainable life' (Butler 2006, p. 533)

The idea of 'a sustainable life' (Butler 2006, p. 533) within education and training
provides the challenge for those who wish to provide inclusive places where a range of
young people can participate and I think it can be argued that the College provides some
clues as to how this is being achieved for some young people. In the previous chapter,
examples of the way the College both inhabited the norms of schooling and subverted
them, were discussed. Butler (2006) asks ' [i]s there a way to submit provisionally and
critically to such norms, and to do so in ways that change the norms themselves?' (p.
532-3). In the analysis of the subjectification of student participants within the College
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presented so far, there may be some examples of how this has been tried with varying
measures of success.
A good example of a student whose account suggests some creative play with the norms
of studenthood is Michael. Michael's initial attraction to the College was sparked by
what he perceived as the opportunity to once again be a student, but on terms that he
found amenable. In agreeing to come to the College he could be said to be buckling
under the enormous pressure being placed upon him by his parents and the wider
community to stay in school but doing so in a way that he sees might suit his own
purposes as well:
The teachers don't care, you can wag, whatever. You can even smoke cigarettes.
I went, oh yeah, bloody oath you know, that sounds like the thing for me
(Michael).
Once at the College, Michael found out that this approach would only get him so far in
terms of his goal of studenthood and that ultimately, even at the College, there were
boundaries of what was expected, especially in terms of attendance. After being
threatened with exclusion once again, Michael makes an arrangement with the College
that allows him to return to study in a modified study plan which put less pressure on
his full-time attendance. Even so, Michael continues to test the boundaries and terms of
hi s intelligibility at the College during his second year:
That year I knew heaps of people. The new year of preliminary students that
came, I kind of knew heaps of them that came. They were from my old crowd a
bit. So we got into the habit of wagging school a bit, going out at lunch and
drinking, doing all that stuff (Michael).
In several of the other accounts, there are moments when it seems clear that the
participants are looking for ways of being in the College which do not force them into
the position of being annihilated by conformity with models of studenthood they have
previously rejected but also allow for their continued participation. Johnny talks about
his desire and partial success in staying ' under the radar', a phrase he uses to describe
his ability to not attract the sort of trouble and attention he is used to in school settings.
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He makes no claim to have become the 'model student' but he can see there is a space
which he can inhabit which is tolerable to him and acceptable in the institution, for long
enough to complete his schooling.
Sometimes this negotiation takes the participants into unexpected territory. For
example, Mitchell tells another story about his experience with playing with the norms.
In his English class, a new teacher coincided with the introduction of a poetry topic he
was interested in:
And so I really started putting in and before I knew it, the teacher thought I was
a really star student and I thought why let on that I didn ' t used to be a good
student, why not keep this going?
Even though he is doing what acceptable students do, that is, applying themselves to
their work, Mitchell is aware that he is inhabiting something that feels , at least at first,
inauthentic for him. He finds that he can perform 'the good student' on his own terms
when motivated to and no one need know that is not what he might describe as the 'real '
Mitchell. So while taking up ' the good student' might feel inauthentic, it does not feel
compromising or bad. It should be remembered that this occurs in the wider context of
Mitchell receiving counselling and support within the College for drug problems,
latitude around his work because of the efforts he is making to manage this issue and
acknowledgment of his struggles to live independently. For Mitchell, support at the
College without judegment allows him to continue to participate and in doing so, try out
different subject positions without the threat of annihilation.
A point of significance here is also that each of these young men compieted their studies
at the College. Michael won a College award acknowledging his progress and
achievements. At a time when teenage disaffected males (Polesel 2002) are most often
talked about in terms of their low school completion rates, these students have found 'a
sustainable life' (Butler 2006, p. 533) as students within the College.
In other accounts, individual struggles with the subjectivating processes of schooling
are seen. Kate understands that her 'history' as she puts it, of anxiety and depression,
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positions her in ways she feels unhappy with in relation to her ability to be a student.
However, when she returns to the College, Kate decides that she does not want to be
part of the usual assessment process for students who have come from psychiatric units.
Her refusal of the potentially pathologising subjectivation processes means that she tells
a story of taking control in the negotiation of her entry to the College:
I came in for an interview with Richard [the College liaison teacher] and um, I
was quite direct and straight to the point about like I, ... how I'd moved on. And
yes, I still was on medication but I didn't like, ... I kind of didn't want to turn
back on, ... Like I basically indirectly said that I did not need to see someone.
It is the fact that Richard and the College agreed to these terms that meant she came to

the College to complete her HSC, a goal she had previously considered beyond her
reach.
In the case of Kim, normative expectations of appearance among teenage girls are one
of the factors which drove her away from her previous school. Kim's scarring from an
accident makes her ability to fit the expectation of the norm impossible. However, her
anxiety about her acceptance and acceptability at the College, is soon relieved:
Because of my [injuries] , I have to wear [special clothing] all the time and so
that's like a bit different in summer because everyone can see my legs and
things and so I wasn't sure how that would be, but no one [at the College] cared.
Kim 's relief and feeling that she can fit in at the College is a powerful indicator of the
successful College culture where a wide range of sub-cultures, from Goths to geeks, are
part of the environment. Norms of appearance and behaviour, which in some school
contexts are quite narrow, seem to operate differently at the College. This is echoed in
Miranda's statement:
I feel so much more normal here.
This is not to say that Miranda has been coerced into changing her ways. Rather, she
states that at the College, she feels freer to engage in more behaviours that would have
been considered outlandish and unthinkable in her previous school context. Her
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propensity for loudness, excitability and experimental clothing does not marginalise her
at the College. It is more the case that the College practices allow for a wider
interpretation of normal and therefore for many, a greater possibility for 'a viable life'
(Davies 2006, p. 436) as a student.
Conclusion - reasons for optimism?

The participants in this research, both teaching staff and students, thought the College
was a worthwhile place. The staff saw themselves as contributing to the education and
training of young people in a new type of environment that allowed them to try different
ways of being and different ways of doing things with students. The students, by and
large, felt purposeful and productive and most importantly, had found a place where
their ability to remain in education was not circumscribed, at least in the ways they had
come to expect. This does not mean that they were completely uncritical of the College.
For example, Claire thought the teaching practices were becoming less experimental
and the management of the College more risk averse. Kate thought the teachers were
often too lax around what she thought was blatant drug use among her peers. Johnny
thought that although most of the teachers were good, some were too much like school
teachers and did not adhere to adult learning principles. However, none of these
criticisms were enough to take them out of the College. All student participants with the
exception of Charlotte, had either finished th eir secondary school and/or vocational
studies or were optimistic about seeing their courses through.
Does this mean there should be more senior colleges in NSW? Perhaps, but as already
stated, this is not the place to make that argument. What this study does demonstrate is
that within neo-liberal government, there will always be gaps. Spaces where governing
agendas are taken up in unexpected ways and where the inevitable work we do on
ourselves can take place in a space where subjectivating norms are more loosely
determined than governmental programs might indicate. So a college that is in many
ways entrenched in the agendas of the vocationalisation of schooling and the anxieties
around skill development in young people also functions as an unlikely haven of sorts
for students who find their ways there. The 'on the ground' eventuality, at least as
presented here, sees a College Director who wants to embrace the least likely candidates
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for neo-liberal, responsibilised young adulthood, teachers who want to take risks and
extend the range of experiences they and their students might expect in the classroom
and students who creatively find ways to stay in education.
The failure of government to achieve its ends is, of course, a well documented feature of
government. 'Things, persons or events always appear to escape those bodies of
knowledge that inform governmental programmes, refusing to respond according to the
programmatic logic that seeks to govern them' (Rose & Miller 1992, p. 190). Perhaps it
is this feature of government that makes its exploration so interesting and worthwhile.
Within education's governing neo-liberal milieu, it is still possible to create contexts
and opportunities for horizons to be broadened rather than foreclosed by narrow
economically focused agendas for education and training and young people's transitions
into adult life.
In taking a cue from Foucault, it seems entirely possible to be optimistic about
possibilities for young people in education and training. In a 1981 interview 'So is it
important to think'?,(Foucault 2000b) Didier Eribon questioned Foucault about charges
of pessimism in his work:

Didier Eribon: You are said to be rather pessimistic. Listening to you, though, I
get the impression that you are something of an optimist instead.
There is an optimism that consists in saying, 'In any case, it couldn't be any
better.' My optimism would consist in saying, 'So many things can be changed,
being as fragile as they are, tied more to contingencies than to necessities, more
to what is arbitrary than to what is rationally established, more to complex but
transitory historical contingencies than to inevitable anthropological
constants ... (p. 458)
This focus on the contingent nature of current practices means that it is possible to take
the position that we 'should neither tacitly accept the status quo nor try merely to "wish
away" contemporary developments in society' (Usher, Bryant & Johnston 1997, p. 50).
The complex and unpredictable effects of government mean that practical critique and
acts of transgression can contribute to change. The proliferation of VET in schools and
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the creation of a place such as the College certainly can be read as part of the
vocationalisation of schooling, enacting an instrumentalist approach to the skills
development of future workers. But equally they might be seen in terms of an
opportunity to go beyond the smoothing of transitions. A new imperative could be to
ask what can we do within post-compulsory education and training to help young people
critically understand the implications of the new work order and to interrogate the
model of learner-worker-citizen (Williams & Hawke 2003) they are being presented
with? The exploration of the College in this thesis has shown one set of possibilities. By
enacting a new institutional form, in accepting a wide range of students who might not
otherwise find themselves in education and training and in refusing many of the takenfor-granted practices and ways of being in schools, the College transgresses many of the
normative elements of schooling and opens opportunities for expanding the limits of
education and training for young people.
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